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This dictionary, a basic reference tool in the study of Austronesian (formerly Malayo.
Polynesian) languages, is the result of a mammoth project involving the collaboration
of more than 100 Austronesian specialists. It provides truly comparable material in
that all of the language data were collected in the field over the same three-year period
( 1986-1989). In the style of Buck's Dictionary of Selected Synonyms in the Principal
Indo-European Languages (Chicago, 1949), it contains detailed annotations and is
valuable not only to semanticists but also to anthropologists and sociologists. It is the
first attempt since Buck's landmark work to provide a lexical reference work of similar
scope on a language family in another part of the world.

NORTH AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE HISTORY OF THE LANGUAGE SCIENCES
SOCIETY FOR PIDGIN AND CREOLE LINGUISTICS

The body of the four-part dictionary, the comparative word list for 80 Austronesian
languages, consists of 1,200 items divided into 22 lexical or semantic domains. The
80 languages chosen represent all the major sub-groups recognized for Austronesian.
Detailed annotations for each form provide a wealth of synonyms and near-synonyms,
cultural information and sourcing of loanwords. In addition, the work contains two
introductory essays on the Austronesian family ; introductions to the phonology and
morpho-syntax of each of the 80 languages represented, each written by a specialist
in that language; an annotated alphabetical listing of all the Austronesian languages,
including major classificatory details, alternative names, the number of speakers, and
their location; a substantial bibliography of Austronesian linguistics; and an index of
some 3,000 reconstructed Austronesian forms.
This work provides a substantial overview of how Austronesian languages function
and how they have evolved and developed in their ever-eastward migration from their
homeland in the southern China area over the past five or six millennia.
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Introductory Note
The LSA Secretariat has prepared this Meeting Handbook to serve as the official
for the 69th Annual Meeting of the Linguistic Society of America (LSA). In ""n••·-handbook is the official program for a meeting of the American Dialect Society (ADS)
for the Annual Meetings of the Nonh American Association for the History of the
Language Sciences (NAAHoLS) and of the Society for Pidgin and Creole Linguisti
(SPCL).
Cl
We gratefully acknowledge the assistance provided by the LSA Program Committee
(Stephen Crain, Chair; Elle!l Broselo~; Crawford Feagin; James Huang; Junko Ito; Pauline
Jacobson; Roben Van Vahn; and Keith Walters) and the help of the following members
who served as consultants to the Program Committee: John Albenini, Sherry Ash Charles
J. Bailey, Mark Baker, Roben Carpenter, William Croft, Karen Emmorey, 'Andrew
Garrett, Jeanette Gundel, John Kingston, Barbara Landau, Ceil Lucas, BoMie MGEihinny
Frederick Newmeyer, Craige Robens, Kai von Fintel, Gregory Ward, and Amy Weinbe '
We are also grateful to John Holm (SPCL); Douglas Kibbee (NAAHoLS); and AU~
Metcalf (ADS) for their cooperation.
We especially appreciate the help which has been given by the New Orleans Locd
Arrangements Committee (Judith Maxwell, Chair; Jill Brody; Harry Howard; and
Georgette loup) and the contributions of the LSA Committee on Computing, for help in
organizing the Computer Software Exhibit.
We hope this Meeting Handbook is a useful guide for those attending, as well as a
permanent record of the 1995 Annual Meeting in New Orleans-, Louisiana.
January 1995
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General Meeting Information
will be an exhibit of linguistic publications and software in the Grand Ballroom. The exhibit is
ID be open during lhe following hours:

6January
Sal. 7 January

Sun, 8 January

10:00 AM •
3:00 PM ·
10:00 AM •
3:30 PM •
8:30AM·

2:00 PM
6:00 PM
2:00 PM
6:00 PM
11:30 AM

1'ht display copies in the LSA Joint Book Exhibit will be sold beginning at 8:30 AM on 8 January, the
eedS to be donated to fellowships for the Linguistic Institute. (These display copies have been
=:rously donated by lhe publishers e;~thibiting in lhe LSA Joint Book E;~thibit.) Advance orders for
displaY copies, at a discount of 5% greater lhan lhat given by the publisher, wiU be taken prior to 8 January
if accompanied by payment. All books must be picked up on 8 January between 8:30 and 10:00 AM .
Unclaillled books will be resold and lhe advance payment donated 1D lhe Linguistic Institute fellowships.

Job Placement Center
A Job Placement Center will be set up in lhe Orleans Room during the Annual Meeting. On 6 and 7
will be open 8:30AM· 6:00PM. It will also be open 9:00 • 11:30 AM on 8 January.
LiSIS of openings will be available, and the staff will facilitate interviews between applicants and
cmployCIS. InterViewers are asked to list openings and check in with lhe Center so that an interview
schedule can be arranged. Applicants should bring an adequate supply of curricula vitarum---enough to
submit one copy to each interviewer. The Center will have no duplication facilities available.
]llluar)', the Center

S.N.A.P.
The Loyola Room has been set aside for lhe use of students attending lhe meeting. Designated as Students
Need a Place--S.N.A.P.··Ihe room will be open on 6 and 7 January, 9:00 AM · 6:00PM, and on the
morning of 8 January until 11 :30 AM.

Membership Status
Members wishing to renew their membership and/or register change of address will be able to do so on
Friday and Saturday, 6-7 January, at the Annual Meeting registration desk.

Lsnguage
Mark Aronoff, Editor-Elect of Language, will be in lhe Director's Room at lhe following times:
Fri, 6 January
Sat, 7 January

1:00 • 2:00 PM
5:00 • 6:00 PM

All members, including students, are welcome to drop by to ask any questions lhey may have about
submiUing articles or reviews to Language.

National Science Foundation
Paul Chapin, Program Director for Linguistics at lhe National Science Foundation, will meet with
interested members in the Mayor's Chamber at lhe following times:
Fri, 6 January
Sat,

7 January

Sun, 8 January

10:00 · 11:00 AM
3:30. 4:30PM
10:00 • 11:00 AM
3:30- 4:30PM
10:00 • 11:00 AM

7 January

National Institutes of Health
Howard Kurtzman, Chief, lhe Cognitive Science Program, National Institute of Mental Health, will
with members interested in learning more about research and ~inin~ grant suppon available from
Members may talk with him in the Director's Room at the followmg nmes:
Fri.

6 January

Sat,

7 January

will sponsor a continental breakfast in the Blue Room, 7:30 - 8:45 AM. A shon business
will be held at 8:15AM.

10:00 - 11:00 AM
4:00 - 5:00 PM
10:00 - 11:00 AM
4:00 - 5:00 PM

LSA Commiuee on Computing is sponsoring a software poster session, 11:30 AM • 1:00 PM in
Room. Participants are LSA members who have developed software of interest to the discipline
which may be purchased for less than $100 in addition to the cost of distribution media. Abstracts of
programs to be demonstrated are on pages 103-105.

Highlights
Thursday,

s

iliA"'"''..... will meet in the Wildcatter Room, 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM and 3:30 • 6:00 PM. The
of papers is on page xxv. The Association's business meeting, chaired by Joseph Subbiondo, will
ClllllveiiC at 6:00PM in the Wildcatter Room.

January

eLSA Executive Commjuee Meeting
The Officers and Executive Commiuee (Kenneth Hale, President; Emmon Bach, Vice Pres.ident-Presidela
Elect; Lila Gleitrnan, Past President; Elizabeth C. Traugou, Secretary-Treasurer; Sarah Thomason, Editar:
Lyle Campbell; Christopher Manning; Sally McConneii-Ginet; Lise Menn; Ellen Prince; Susan Steele;
Anthony Woodbury) will meet beginning at 8:00 AM.

will meet in the Bayou I Room, 9:00AM· 12:30 PM and 3:30. 5:00PM, and in the Bayou
9:00 AM • 12:30 PM. The schedule of papers is on pages xxvii-xxviii. The Society's
meeting will begin at 5:00 PM in the Bayou I Room.

..i

Friday, 6 January

e Sociel)' for Pidgin and Creole Linguistics
SPCL will meet 9:00 AM - 12:30 PM and 2:00 • 5:00 PM in the Bayou I Room.
papers is on page xxvi.
ePreview Screening: "The Human l.anguagc Series"
Three one-hour films on language--what it is and how it works--will air on PBS in February. lnteUectually
serious, the programs are also enterllining and highly suitable for classroom use. The crowds wete

~aneth

Hale, the 1994 LSA President, will deliver his presidential address at 2:00PM in the Imperial

11111room. The address is entitled "Universal grammar and the necessity of linguistic diversity."

e American Dialect Socjety
ADS will host a session in the Gold Room, 3:30 - 5:30 PM. The schedule of papers is on page xxiv.

enthusiastic when the first two films were shown at last year's Annual Meeting in Boston.
efsycbolingujstics Poster Session
This year, filmmaker Gene Searchinger will show all three films in the Imperial Ballroom in the folloWU.
adc:r:
9:10 AM Part Three
10:30 AM Part One
11:40 AM Part Two

The Human Language Evolves: "With and Without Words"
Discovering the Human Language: "Colorless Green Ideas"
Acquiring the Human Language: "Playing the Language Game•

Principal advisor to the series is George A. Miller. Other advisors are Judy Kegl, D. Terence Llrlgendoal.
Ivan A. Sag, and Dan I. Slobin.
ei995

LinJ~ujstjc

Institute

The 1995 Linguistic Institute will host coffee in the Publishers' Exhibit, 10:00 AM • U:OO DOOI.
Institute staff will be available to answer questions about the upcoming Institute to be held 261une • 4
August 1995 at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque.

1k poster session will be in the Blue Room, 3:30 - 5:00 PM. Presenters will be available to talk
llloul their projects.

e [)epartmem Cbajrs Meeting
Slephen Crain, 1994 Program Commiuee Chair, will host a short meeting with department chairs and
JIIOIIIIII heads in the Mayor's Chamber, 5:15 - 6:00 PM. Discussion will focus on linguistics
Clrriculurn materials for grades K-12 and the first two years of college. The Program Committee plans to
WilD organized session on this topic at the 1996 Annual Meeting and welcomes suggestions and
comments. This is one of several activities organized as part of the state of the discipline initiative begun
IMt May by the Executive Committee.

ePocbylfjction Reading
Members will read their own poetry and fiction in the Explorers Room, 5:45 - 7:00 PM. All attending

eLSA Committee on Ethnic Diversity in Lingujstjcs

die Annual Meeting are invited to come and listen. A list of pieces to be read will be available at the door.

The newly formed Committee on Ethnic Diversity in Linguistics (CEDL) will hold an open meecinl
12:00 noon • 1:30 PM in the Mayor's Chamber.
eSocie&y for Pidgin and Creole Lingujstjcs

eLSA Busjness MeetiDK
The business meeting has been scheduled in the Imperial Ballroom, 5:30 - 7:~ PM. This meel;i"J wiD
be chaired by Kenneth Hale, LSA President. The members of the Resoluuons Committee 111clude:
Georgette loup, Chair; Lyle Campbell; and Lise Menn. The Rules for Motions and Resolutions may be
found on page xvi.

vi

~ will have its final session in the Bayou I Room, 9:00 AM - 12:30 PM. The schedule of papers
• 011

page xxviii.

vii

Exhibit Hall Floor Plan

Meeting Rooms Floor Plan

Grand Ballroom
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Joint Book Exhibit

Academic Press, Inc.
Blackwell Publishers, Inc.
Cambridge University Press
University of Chicago Press
Elsevier Science
John Benjamins North America, Inc.
K1uwer Academic Publishers
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates
Linguistic Society of America

Ablex Publishing Corp.
Chandler & Sharp Publishers, Inc.
Kent State University Press
Linguistic Society of America
University of Nebraska Press
Ohio State University Press
Plenum Publishing Corp.
University of Wales Press
University of Washington Press

The MIT Press
Mouton de Gruyter
Oxford University Press
Routledge
St. Martin's Press/Scholarly & Reference
Summer Institute of Linguistics
Walter de Gruyter
Worlc:ing Papers
Xerox Corp.
ix

Working Papers
University of Alberta
Berkeley Women's Language Group
City College, Loyola University
University of Massachuseus-Amherst
University of Ottawa
University of Washington

l

Linguistic Society of America
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The relation between aspectual viewpoint and situation type:
systems In Universal Grammar and In languages of the world
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Carol L. Tenny (U Pittsburgh)
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8:00

Verb projection licensing &. economy

8:20
1:40
9:00

Modal panicles &. clause structure in Wolof
Parallels among functional projections
Economy, minimalism, &. extending morphological
'btocting' iniO syntax
Minimalism, AGRoP, &. inner island effect
Control. binding, &. functional heads
Constituent structure: Complex feature structures vs.
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10:00
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Elabbas Benmamoun (U IL-Urbana)
James H. Yoon (U IL-Urbana)

Melynda Dunigan (U NC-Chapel Hill)
Stefan Frisch (Northwestern U}
Mark D. Arnold (U MD-College Parle)
Thomas Stroik {Morehead SU}
Tohru Noguchi (U MA)
Philip H. Miller (U Lille)

10:20 A phrasal analysis of (apparent) nonconstituent coordination
James Blevins (U W Ausualia)
10:40 C!Klrdination inslead of subordination
Veena D. Dwivedi (McGill U}
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Oair: Grant Goodall (U TX·EI Paso)
Room: Emerald Ballroom
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Friday, 6 January
Friday Morning

Morning
Movement and Ellipsis
Chair. Edwin Bauistella (Wayne SC)

Phonology

$COil Myers (U TX·Austin)

Room: Emerald Ballroom

(loldROOIIl

9:00
9:20

A note on the syntaX of verb phrase ellipsis
On the anaphoric Slatus of dq su

9:40
10:00

Against VP·adjunction scrambling
Long head movernentconsb'IICtions in Slavic

10:20

Weak crossover in scrambling languages: Precedence, rank,

Lu(s LOpez (Cornell U)
Andrew Kdller (Halvard U)
Gfepy Wan! (Northwes~c:rn U)
Shigeru Miyapwa {MIT)
David Ernbiclc (Penn)
Roumyana lzvcnlci {PI:nn)
Hye-Won Cboi (Stanford U)

&discoUJSC
10:40

11:00
II :20
II :40

Keun-Won Sobn (U CT)

Rigid rigidity
Against 'form chain'
On the direction of wb-movement in ASL

Geoffrey Poole (Harvan1 U)
Kaml Pelronio (U Rochester)

lnterrogativity &: the 'mixed' analysis of wh·eV<!r free
conSb'IICtions

Diane Lillo-Martin (U CTIHislcins Uk)
John Richardson

CompleX rimes in Mandarin
Weight properties of partial geminaltS
eooscquences of iambic sttess system in Soulhem Paiute
Word minimality, word binarity, &: foot minimality in

Yuwen Wu (U Toronto)
Stuart Davis (IN U)
Keiicbiro Suzuki (U AZ)
Daniel E vezeu (U Pittsburgh)

$uriiWih8

EvidenCe for symmeli)' from scress &: nonprominence
in Ute
l"roSSdic domains in Baule tone &: intonation

Amy V. Fountain (U AZ)
William R. Leben (Stanford U)
Firmin Aboua (U Cote d'lvoire)
Haruo Kubozono (Osalca U For Studi~
U CA-Santa Cruz)
Annin Mester (U CA-Santa Cruz)
Colleen M. Fitzgerald (U AZ)

fool.&: accent: New evidence from Japanese compound
.:cenblalion

Argument Structure
Chair: Robert D. Van Valin, Jr. (SUNY-Buffalo)
Room: University Room

9:00
9:45

•Ergativity: Argument structure & grammatical relations
Unaccusativity & the distribution of bare plurals in Catalan

10:05
10:2S

Albitrary they &: Ekole suppression
Reflexivization &: intransitivity: The case of French

10:45

11 :OS
11:25
11:45

The complex nature of event structure, argument linking,
& locative invecsion
Linking as constraints on word classes in a hierarchical
lexicon
Adjectives &: their complements
Two types of verbal nouns & VP-complementizer in
Japanese&: Korean

Christopller Manning (Carnegie Melkll)
Louise McNally (OH SU)
Josep M. Fontana (OH SU)
Grant Goodall (U TX·El Paso}
Daniele Godard (OIRS)

Ivan A. Sag (Sianford U)
David Basilica (U AL-Birmingbam)

1be morpheme in phonological change: An unusual case
from Bantu
S}'IICal:tic & prosodic constraints on pronoun suppletion in
Russian
Word frequency effects among homonyms
JndG.European *dA > · dh
Gtarnmaticalization of emphatic marker /ian in Mandarin
Semantic reconsii'UCtion

Anthony Davis (Stanford U)
Jean-Pierre Koenig (SUNY·Buffalo)
Judy B. Bernstein (SUNY·Stony Brook)
Dong-In Cho (USC)

Lany M. Hyman (U CA·Berkeley)

Jeri Moxley (U CA-Bedeley)
Loren A. Billings {Princeton UJRutgers)
Susan G. Guion (U TX-Austin)
Tim Pulju (Rice U)
Janet Zhiqun Xing (U VT)
Mary Niepokuj (Purdue U)

Friday, 6 January
Afternoon

Focus, Tense, and Aspect
Chair: Carlota Smith (U TX-Austin)
Room: Explorers Room

9:00
9:20
9:40
10:25
10:45
11:05
11:2S
11 :45

perspectives on sexual harassment

On the syntaX of DF·sb'IICture: Evidence from Somali
Free focus in interrogatives
•QuantiriCI' raising&: topic focus structure in Sl'atimcets
Salish
Focus in aspectual adverbs
Two classes of frequency adveros
Intentionality & telicity
Temporal&: causal meanings of since
Temporal modifiers & present tense/past incompatibilities

Lorie Heggie (IL SU)
Minpyo Hong (U TX·Austin)
Ham ida Demirdache (U BC)
Lisa Matthewson (U BC)
Alice G. B. ter Meulen (IN U)
Beverly Spejewski (U Rochesla'}
Laurel J. Brinton (U BC)
June Wickboldt (IN U)
Renate Musan (MIT)

Janet Bing (Old Dominion U)
Elizabeth C. Traugott (Stanford U)
llirallelh C. Traugou (Stanford U): A speech act analysis of campus sexual harassment policies

s- EJwiich (York U) &: Ruth King (Yorlc U):

Discursive constructions of sexual harassment

=::.::(Old Dominion U) &: Lucian Lombardo (Old Dominion U): Talking past each other about sexual
t: An exploration of frames for understanding

Silly Mceoone!J-Ginet (Cornell U): Can linguists help identify sexual harassment?

Dilcassant

llii

Martha Chama!las (U Pittsburgh)

Friday Afternoon

Organized Session:

Friday Afternoon

Field reports/Endangered languages:

Acquisition
Menn(UCO)
Exploren Room

Part I

Room: Imperial Ballroom
2:00 • 5:00PM

Organizers:

Kenneth Hale (MIT)
Anthony Woodbury (U TX-AIOOJI)

oercrminaniS of final consonaniS in closed syllables of
babbling
Missing question words & the SynlaX of operators in
cbildSwedish
On chc lack of V ·to-C in child Italian &: English main

Leanne Hinton (U CA-Bukeley): Yowlumni (Yawelmani) Yokuts language revitalization

~IICStions

Taylor Roberts (MIT): Relativization in St'at'imcets (Lillooet Salish)

Verb movement in early wh-<juestions

Melissa Redford (U TX-Austin)
Lynn Santelmann (Cornell U)
Jeannette Schaeffer (U CA-Los Angeles)

Juliette Blevins (U W Australia) &. Doug Marmion (Yamaji Lang Ctr): Nhanla and iiS positioo wilhia PamaNyungan

Children's early subject omissions: A sentence generation

Colin Phillips (MIT)
Carole T. Boster (U CT)

AduliS' limited access to universal grammar in pro-drop

Colleen Cotter (U CA-Berlceley): Radio as a language preservation 1001: Recent developments in Ireland

parameter rescuing

Koji Kinoshila (Chuo U)

account

Age vs. Ll in the acquisition of a second language: Some

Xi Zhang (U Toronto): Vowel hannony in Oroqen (Tungus}

evidence from the acquisition of functional categories

Fiona McLaughlin (U KS}: Language and identity among Fula spcalccrs in Senegal: A response to Woloratioa

Syntactic theories & conclusions in L2A research

Joyce McDonough (OH SU): A phonetic study of Navajo: A repon on phonetic field wmt
Charles E. Grimes (SIL-Jndones1a): Digging for the ro01s of language death in castell~ Indonesia: The case;, ci
Kayeli and Hukumina

Samuel Epstein (Harvard U)
Suzanne AyM (MIT)
G. Manohardjono (Queens C-CUNY)
Bonnie D. Schwanz (U Durham)
Rex A. Sprouse (IN U)

Phonetics
Cblir. Annin Mester (U CA-Sanla Cruz)
Room: Gold Room

Anaphora
Chair: Susan Steele (U AZ)
Room: Emerald Ballroom
Donkey anaphola & a puzzle due 10 C. S. Peirce

3:25

Complex pronominals, disjoint anaphola, & indexing
Binding behaviors of lhe Japanese XP reflexives
lntensifJet wiya in Plains Cree
On lhe logophoric &. syntactic nalUie of reflcxivization
Binding theory & chc intm~al structure of common noun
phrases

Anolhet theory of anaphora
•On SLASH termination &: valence-based binding theory

Brendan S. GiUon (McGiU U)
Piroska Csuri (Bmndeis U)
Thomas E. Hulcari (U Victoria)
Robert D. Levine (OH SU)
Leslie Saxon (U Victoria)
Takalco Ailcawa (MIT)
Eleanor M. Blain (U BC)
Chioko Takahashi (ComeU U)
Richard Campbell (Oakland U)

Discourse and Pragmatics
Chair. Livia Polanyi (Rice U)
Room: University Room

2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40

4:00
4:20
4:40

• Phonological vs. phonetic vowel length in Ciyao
lntetvocalic consonant sequences in Korean

3:0S

Reevaluating prosodic mapping in Korun: Evidence from
u;iSiential verbs
"Geminates• in French are two separate consonants
Speaking style, stress, &. vowel reduction in American
English
Perceptual evidence of tonal coarticulation
Acoustic & physiological analysis of tone & voice quality
contraSIS in 8aJ &: neighboring Yunnanese languages
Speaker normalization for Mandarin Chinese tones

3:2:1
3:45

2:00
2:20
2:40
3:45
4:05
4:25
4:45

2:00
2:45

Conscructing interactional asymmetry in an employer/
employee discourse
Prosodic organization in discourse
Echo questions as a case of focus
VP-negation & right-dislocated pronouns in Norwegian
Pragmatic consniniS on word order in Farsi
The discourse function of Hellenistic Greek adjectives
Elaborations &. subjectless sentences in conversational
English
How to do things with dernonsntives
The role of accessibility in chc selection of demonstrative
e;~~pressions in Spanish

xiv

Lena Gavruseva (Georgetown U)
Li-<:hiung Yang (Georgetown U)
Belh A. Hockey (Penn)
Thorstein Fretheim (U Trondheim)
Shahnad Mahootian (NE D.. U)
Beuy J. Bimet (Penn)
Lindsay J. Whaley (Dartmouth C)
Sharon Cote (Penn)
Ritva Laury (CSU-Frcsno)
Maria C. Brizuela (USC)

4:0S
4:2:1
4:4S

Armindo S. A. Ngunga
Mira Oh (Yeo Joo Technical C)
Keith Johnson (OH SU)
David James Silva (U TX-Arlington)
Caroline L. Sm1th (U CA-Los Angeles)
Sue AMa Brownlee (U TX-Austin)
Shu-hui Peng (OH SU)
Deborah S. Davison (York U)
Corinne B. Moore (Cornell U)

Friday Evening

Friday, 6 January
Evening

session:

Business Meeting
Chair:
Room:

Kennelh Hale (Mm
AnthOny Woodbury (U TX-Austin)

Oeo11eue loup, Chair
Lyle Campbell
LiseMenn

G. Craig (U OR): The Rama language project of Nicaragua: A l~year perspective

C.lciOII (U TX-Austin): Prosodic Sllllcturing in traditional Chichewa nanatives

Rule• for Motion• and Reeolutlona
The following rules ror motions and resolutions were prepared by William I. Gedney and lise LeiUJle Uld llppQved by
Executive Commiuee at its June 1973 meetin11. LSA members are ur11ed to follow lheae rules in order to have !heir
and resolutions considered at the Business Meeting.

fobddiesoo (U CA-Los Angeles): Phonetic cheories, field studies, and endangered languages

s. Williams (U CA-Los Angeles): Oklahoma Choclaw in McCurtain County: The slate of the language and

prospects ror survival

Daflnltlona.
A 1JW.1imL is my proposition calling for action whelher by m officer of the Society, !he Executive Commitra
!he membership. A reso!urjgn expresS& the opinion or feeli011 of a group. Resolutions ue or two kinda:
resolutions expressing 'the sense of !he majority of !he meetin11.' and b) resolutions expressing 'the 1e111c 6e
majority of !he membership.'

or

2.

Part II

Kennelh Hale
Imperial Ballroom
S:30 • 7:00 PM

Resolutions Committee:

1.

Field reports/Endangered languages:

sandalo (U Piusburgh): Kadiweu as a pronominal argument language
Wolfram (NC SU) & Na1alie Schilling-Estes (U NC-Chapel Hiii/NC SU): Dialect preservation and
CICIIIIIIIIDIIY collaboration: A proactive prognm

Procedure Regarding Motlona.
2a. Motions are in order only at the duly constituted annual business meeting. Volin& is restrietecl to l!'lelllllln tl
!he Society. Motions may be initiated by the Executive Committee or from the floor.
2b. Motions initiated by the Executive Committee require for their pasSige a majority vote or lhe membtn ~
111 the meeting.

Perspectives on computational linguistics

2c. Motions initiated from the floor, if they receive affirmative vote of a majority of membaa volin& 11 ...
meetinc. are then to be submitted by the Executive Commiuee to a mail ballot of !he membership of !he Sociocr
in the next issue of the LSi!. Bldletin. Passage requires: a) a majority of those votins, and b) !hat the lOla] oC lillie
voting in favor must be at least 2.5'1. of the personal membership.
2d. If a member wishes to ini!Oduce a motion. but prefers to avoid the delay involved in 2c above, the motion IDIJ
be submitted in advance to !he Executive Committee (before their regular meeting pre.;edinl!the busineu meeJilta
at which !he motion is 10 be ini!Oduced) with a request that the Executive Committee by majority vor.e of 6e
Committee approve !he ini!Od~K:tion of the motion at the business meeting u a motion initiated by dte Ex-n.
Committee (see 2b above).

3.

Procedure Regarding Resolutions.

Wilt L. Klavans (Columbia U/CUNY Grad Ctr): Compulationallinguistics overview
toWy Dalrymple (Xerox PARC): Syntax in compulational linguistics

,_Pustejovsky (Brandeis U): Lexical semantics and compulational systems

3L Resolutions may be introduced at the annual business meeting or at any special meeting of the Society, IUdt •
!he summer meeting.
3b. A Resolutions Committee consisting of three members will be appointed by the president prior 10 1M
beginning of each regular or special meeting. Any member wishing to imroducc a resolution must submit il ill
advoncc to the Resolutions Committee which, in addition to il$ traditional duty of formulalinJ resolutioal al
thanks and the like. will have the duty to make sure that the languace is clear, and that duplication is avoided. Till
Resolutions Committee may meet in advance for this purpose or may. if necessary. retire to caucus durinJ ...
course of the meeting.

Ewlync Tzoukennann (AT&T Bell labs): Applications and the real world

ltidt.-d W. Sproat (AT & T Bell Labs): Prosody, intonation, and speech technology

3c. A resolu!ion expressing the sense of the majority of lhe meeting requires for il$ pusage the affirmative of a majority of lhe members voting at the meeting.
3d. If at least ten members present at the meeting so desire, a resolution may be broadened to expre~~ 'the IICIIM Ill
the mojority of the membership.' recudless of whether or not it hu pused the procedure in 3c above. ~ 1M
following steps: !he resolution is forwarded to the Executive Committee for submission to the membership ~
mail ballot (in !he next issue of the LSA. BYIIetin). Pusage of such a 'sense of the majority of the membonbiP
resolution requires the affumativc vote (more !han SO%) of the membership responding.

lC,Vj

C.se Marking
Ctair: Richard Larson (SUNY·Stony Brook)
Room: Emetald Ballroom
8:00
8:4S
9:0S
9:25

• A lexical semantic explanation of 'quirky' case assignment
in Hindi
A constraint-based approach to Japanese case marking
"Tough" -construction & accusative case licensing in Korean
Korean ECM: Semantic &: pragmatic factors

9:4S
IO:OS
10:25

The topic is raising in ECM constructions in Modem Greek
Spanish causatives, control, & che mapping hypochesis
Clitic-doubling in Spanish: A typological perspective

Bhuvana Narasimhan (Boston U)
Wawu Nalcamura (SUNY-Buffalo)
Young-Suk Lee (Yale U)
Stephen Wechsler (U TX-Austin)
Yae-Sheik Lee (U TX-Austin)
Patricia Schneider-Zioga (USC)
John Moore (U CA-San Diego)
Mayrene Bentley (IN U)

Friday Evening

Semantics and Pragmatics

end Polarity

Chair: James McCawley (U Chicago}
Room: University Room
8:00
8:20
8:40
9:00
9:45
10:05
10:25

William Llldusaw (U CA..Santa Cruz)
UlliversilY Room

How 10 negate ut1iversal quantif.ers...Confinement of negator
yp & iJS consequences in vern.final languages
~de ambiguity in a minimalist LF: The scope of NEG
A NEG typOlogy & NPI distributions
I)isVibulion of NPis & their licensing in Korean coordinate

The animacy restriction in 'have'-predication
The lian...yeldou consuuction in Mandarin Chinese
Plural places
•Deixis in locative prepositional phlliSCS
Choice of complementizer in Serbian,Croatian
Against an organized lexicon: The pragmatics of antonymy
•Pragmatic functions of gender (&class) shift

::;:::polarity licensing in wh-questions: The case for
CWO J.ioenSCIS

•

.

.... d"

How IIWlY any's?: D1agnosmg uov

Saturday, 7 January

•

~agnOSllcs

POlarity sensitivity as lexical semantics
a.ely half full, almost half empty: Scalar orientation &.
logical inertia

Alan Hyun-Oak Kim (S n. U-Car)
Elena Herburger (USC)
Daeho Chung (USC)
Myung-Kwan Parle (U CT)
HoHan(U SC)
Felicia A. Lee (U CA·l..os Angeles)

Laurence R. Hom (Yale U)
Young-Suk Lee (Yale U)
Michaellsracl (U CA-San Diego)
Laurence R. Hom (Yale U)

Morning
Endangered Languages
Chair: Karl V. Teeter (Harvard U}
Room: Imperial Ballroom
9:00

North Frisian: Prospects for revitalization under the

Steven Lasswell (U CA·Santa Barbara)

European Chana
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40

Dialect accommodation & obsolescence in the Basque of
Ellco, NV
Preserving "the best" and "typical" in Isleno Spanish
Measuring K'iche' (Mayan) language maintenance: A
comprehensive methodology
Orality, radio, & literacy in the intertextual gap
Choctaw grammatical categories depend on the properties of
lexical heads
Preverbal adverb categories in Emai: A report
Lianchemg dialects & diversity of Rural Chinese
Rigolet &. phonological change in labrador

~coalescence, deletion,&.

faithfulness

Estibaliz Amorronu (U NV·Reno)

JnfWitional consonant mutation in Basque allocutives
Suberaetive morphology, Tohono O'odham &: optimality

Felice Coles (U MS)
Paul Lewis (SIL)

ODe play language of Ubud, Bali

~ signing & the representation of sign struCture

Jill Brody (LA SU}
Marcia Haag (SUNY·Stony Brook)
Ronald P. Schaefer (S 1L U·Edw)
David Prager Branner (U WA)
B. Elan Dresher (U Toronto)
Alana Johns (Memorial U·Newf<Uidland)

Computer Software

Marmo Soemarmo (OH U)

Syntactic Positions
Chair: Stanley Peters (Stanford U}
Room: Emerald Ballroom
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:25
10:45
11:05
11:25

Subject position in Finnish: Evidence from tile possessive
reflexive
VP-intemal subjects in Spanish: Consequences for the
mapping hypothesis
•On finiteness, verb-second, &. infinitivals in Gennanic
Participle movement & second position cliticization in
Serbo-Croatian
The post-verbal construction in Korean &. Japanese
There insertion without expletive replacement
• A new look at the null subject parameter

Greg Lamontagne (U Toronto)
Keren Riu (U TorontO)
Jabier Elonieta (U TIC-Austin)
CoUeen M. Fitzgerald (U AZ)
Amy V. Fountain (U AZ)
Ronnie Wilbur (PUrdue U)
Don Weeda (Texas A&:M U)
Joel Shener (U TIC-Austin)

Rnet! 0.5 (Macintosh)

Catherine Ball (Georgetown U)

fC·PATR 1.0 Beta (MacintoSh, PC, UNIX)

Evan Antwonh (SIL)

Stephen Wechsler (U TIC-Austin)

D.K. Evans-Romaine (U Ml)
San Duanmu (U Ml)

William Byrne (U CA-San Diego)
f;l.ul Law (.FAS-Berlin)
1.eijko B~ovi6 (U CT)
Lizanne Kaiser (Yale U}
Jeffrey T. Runner (U Rochester)
Pilar Barbosa (MIT)

Pettt Ladefoged (U CA·Los Angeles)

\Xl.A Pbonetics Software (Macintosh)
Acoustics Phonetics Teaching Materials
The Sounds of A Course in Phonetics
The Sounds of the World's Languages

xb

Saturday Afternoon

Saturday, 7 January
Afternoon
Panel:

Academic career paths for women In linguistics: Two pilot studies

Room: Emerald Ballroom
12:30- 1:30PM
Organizers:
Pane!isiS:

CoJ!SUlliniS. optimality,&: code-swi!Ching
1be interPlaY of syntaX ~ d~course in the explanation of

Janet Bing (Old Dominion U)
Alice Freed (Mon!Ciair SU)

Finnish·English codesw11Chmg
.
.
I>igloSSic swiiChing as language con~t. m Arab•c .

tdalrix language content morphemes m miJ"ISCIItenual

David J. Silva (U TX-Arlington)
Kira Hall (U CA-Berteley)
Anne Lobeck (W WA U)

cgdesWitching

Rakesh M. Bhau (U TN)
Helena Halmari (U CA·San Diego)
Keith Walters (U TX-Austin)
Janice L. Jake (Midlands Tech C)
S. R. Simango (U SC)
Carol Myers-Scotton (USC)

LSA Presidential Address
Room: Imperial Ballroom
2:00 - 3:30 PM

Psychollngulstlcs

"Universal grammar and the necessity of linguistic diversity"
Kenneth Hale (Mil)

Kathleen Ahrens (U CA-San Diego)
David Swinney (U CA-San Diego)
Lewis Shapiro (FL Atlantic U)

3:30
4:15
4:35

• A constraint-based approach to Tamil segmental
alternations
Inalterability of linked structures: Evidence from Gujarati
Pauems of glide fonnation in Niger-Congo: An optimality

Jill Beckman (U MA)

objcels. defmiteness, &: extraction

Syllables and Segments
Chair: Larry Hyman (U CA-Bericeley)
Room: International Ballroom

'l.oilll!l' dt~ee:uon in Gennan silent reading

Carolyn Buck-Gengler (U CO)
Alice F. Healy (U CO)

Cans~Jaints on the sentence processor&: the distribution of

Michael Dickey (U MA)

Caroline R. Wiltshire (Yale U)

-pUYC pronouns

T. A. Hall (FAS-Berlin)
Roderic F. Casali (U CA-Los Angeles/SIL)

'lilt 101e or prior sentence context in syntactic ambiguity resolution

John J. Kim (Boston U)

account

4:55

A prosodic analysis of [v)-[w) allophony in Hindi

5:15

Deriving the sonority hierarchy from lel11aJy scales

Rami Nair (Northwestern U)
Janet Pierrehumben (Nonllweslcm U)
Amalia E. Gnanadesikan (U MA)

Shelia Kennison (U MA)

111e syllable's role in auditay word recognition

Diane Meldor (U AZJ

Copitive factors in the choice of syntactic form by aphasic &:
..... speakers of English &: Japanese: The speaker's impulse

Lise Menn (U CO)
Kate Reilly (U CO)
MakoiD Hayashi (U CO)

Argument Structure and Verb Morphology
Chair: Stephen Wechsler (U TX-Austin)
Room: Emerald Ballroom
3:30
3:50
4: 10

A constraint on psych verbs in Piusburghese
Psychological vecbs &: the syntaX-semantics interface
Locative, existential,&: possessional clauses in Kaqchikel

Carol L. Tenny (U Pittsburgh)
Hana Filip (U CA-Berkeley)
Harry Howard (Tulane U)

Sunday, 9 January
Morning

(Maya)

4:30
4:50

Telugu reflexive/middle morphology: A unified account
Chichewa vubal morphology &: the autonomy of syntaX

Madelyn Kissock (Harvard U)
Stanley Dubinsky (U SC)
Silvester Ron Simango (U SC)

Case and Nominal Morphology
Chair: Stephen Anderson {Yale U)
Room: University Room
3:30
3:50
4:10
4:30

4:50

Case misma!Ches &: tandem siiUCIUres
Two types of morphemic handshapes in Taiwan Sign
Language
A last sister principle for verbal compounds
Subverting the 'double inversion' in Arapesh morphology:
A reply to Aronoff 1994
Gender variation in German: Observations & explanations

Word Order and Structure
Clllir: Haj Ross (U N TX)
Room: Emerald Ballroom

9:00

Genitive case, head movement, &: the structure of nominals
in Romanian

9:20

New women's suiiCases: The possessive-adjective switch

9:40

Head-internal relative clauses&. the pro-drop parameter
Wmd order in government&: binding unification gram mill"
On the relation between scrambling & verb movement
Is right adjunction right? Evidence from Irish & French

Edward J. Rubin (U MA)
Almeida Jacquelme Toribio (U CA-Santa
Balbwa)

Donna B. GecdiS (Simon Fraser U)
Jean Ann (Nat! U-Singapore)
Ano Anttila (Stanford U)
Lise M. Dobrin (U Chicago)

Tilo Weber (U CO)

10:00

10:20
10:40

11:00 Antisymmetty &: scope in West Gennanic
11:20 Linear correspondence axiom &: double object clitics
11:40 Symmetric syntaX: On the basic word order in Gennan &
Yiddish
xxi

Deborah Mandelbaum Seymour (Queens
C/Hunter C)
Keiko Murasugi (Kinjo Gakuin U)
Adam Meyers (NYU)
C. Jan-Wouter Zwan (U Groningen)
Andlew Carnie (MfD
Pilar Barbosa (MfD
Beatrice Santorini (Northweswn U)
Arhonto Terzi (U OUawa)
Bernhard Rohrbacher (U PA)

Sunday Morning

Sunday Morning

Semantics
Chair: Richard OeMe (U AZ)
Room: University Room

9:40
10:00

Bqort as a comparative
Equalive as...as
Another look at the semantics of specificity
•Reciprocals with quantified anleeedeniS

10:45

Semantic indelenninacy & model-theorelic semantics

11:05
11:25

Information questions, identification questions, &
d(iscoune)-linlring
Anfe(:edeniS of respectively

11:45
12:05

Olga is a beautiful dancet
N-words as Heimian variables

9:00
9:20

Hotze Rullmann (U Groninga~)
Virginia Brennan <Vandertlitt U)
Barbara Abbott (MI SU)
Yookyung Kim (Stanfcml U)
Scanley Pelers (Stanford U)
Barbara Abbott (MI SU)
Larry H8USCI
Karl Swingle (U CA-Sanca Cruz)
Andrew Keblec (Harvard U)
Mary Dalrymple (X~ PARC)
Riclwd K. Latson (SUNY-Stony Broolt)
Pilar Pillar (U AZ)

Featural Phonology
Chair: David Michaels (U CT)
Room: Explol'elS Room

Lauta Walsh (U MA)
Nioola Bessell (U TX-Auslin)
Chip Gerfen (U AZ)
Cheryl Zoll (U CA-Berkc:lcy)

11:00

Evidence for a class ol rllotics
The anatomy of a non-local c:onsooant-vowel interaction
Palataliz.alion in C081Z0Spa11 Mixfe(:
Conflicting directionality: The case of Japanese mimetic
palatalization
Chamorro umlaut in optimality theory
Transparency & opacity in Coau.ospan Mi~tec nasal
harmony: An optimal domains analysis
Hungarian vowellwmony in optimality theory

11:20

On phonotactic interactions: Loss of directionality in

Catherine 0 . Ringen (U WAdam
MickiewaU)
Roben M. Vago (Queens CICUNY Grad
Crt)
Fumiko Kumashiro (U CA-San Diego)

11:40

Sanskrit
Government & feature licensing in Northern Turkic

Peter Avery (York U)

9:00
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20

10:40

Thomas B. Klein (U DE)
Molly Homer (U IT.-Urbana)

Sociolinguistics
Chair. Keith Walters (U TX-Austin)
Room: Gold Room
9:00
9:20

9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40

11:00
11:20

11:40

Hijlis, gender identity, & linguistic appropriation
women's authoritative speech in their communities
ofpraclice
The caregiver regiSier in American Sign Language
Children in the linguistic market: Evidence from TurkishGerman bilinguals
Microethnography & register shifting in Cajun English
Steady: An element on the VAAE aspectual system
Syntactic variation after dialect contact: A persistent tendency
l..el!ical choice as an indicator of change in progress?
Variation in optimality theory: The Ooating constraint
Jap~~~~CSe

uli

Ki111 Hall (U CA-Bezteley)
YukakoSunaoshi (U TX-Austin)
Amanda S. Holuichter (U TX-Austin)
Robin M. Queen (U TX-Auslin)
Shana Walton (Tulane U)
Elizabeth Dayton (U Puerto Rico)
Kirk Hazen (NC SU/U NC-Oiapcl Hill)
Naomi Nagy (Penn)
Bill Reynolds (U WitWllla'SI'IPd)

A PET study or regular & irregular verb morphology in
English

Jeri J. Jaeger (SUNY-Buffalo)
David L. Kcmmerer(SUNY-Buffalo)
Robert D. Van Valin, Jr. (SUNY-Buffalo)
Alan Lockwood (SUNY-Buffalo)
Brian Murphy (SUNY-Buffalo)
Hanif Khalalc (VA Mcd Ctr-Buffalo)
The continuous & the categorical in neural represenlations
Colin Phillips {Mil)
Alec Marantz (MI1)
ol $IDJ)S
David Poeppcl (MI1)
David PeseiSky (MI1)
Difficulties in on-line processing of relative clause structures Weijia Ni (Haskins Labs)
Donald Shankweiler (Haskins LabsJU CT)
The relevance of semantics to noun & verb categories:
Margaret Kimberly Kellogg (U CA-San
Evidence from aphasia
Diego)
Syntax & semantics: Separated at birth?
Kim Darnell (OH SU)
Psycholinguistically plausible machine uanslation via the
Patrick Juola (U CO)
Marker Hypothesis

Computational and Mathematical Linguistics

01ir. Robert Wall (U TX-Austin)
11oom: Wildcatter Room
Coroutincd constraints &. chan parsing
Mark Johnson (Brown U)
The morpho-lellical meaning of mutual information: A
Chu-Pen Huang (Acad Sinica-Taiwan)
corpus-based approach towards a definition of Mandarin words
Dependency grammar & conte~t-free grammar
Steven Abney (U Tuebingen)

American Dialect Society
Saturday, 7 January

North American Association _for the History of the
Language Sc1ences

Afternoon

Saturday, 7 January
Morning

Room: Gold Room
3:30

Continuity & conlact: Patterns of dialectal variation in
Cajun & Acadian French

Karen Flikeid (Sl Mary's U)

4:00

Regional variation in 19th-century African American
English: Evidence from Freedmen's Bureau lellelS

Michael B. Montgomery (U SC)
Janet M. Fuller (U SC)

4:30

Dfctatt or dicufte? British & American disyllabic verbs in

Beuy S. Phillips (lN SU)

I

John E. Joseph (U Hong Kong)
Wildcall« Room

-ate

5:00

Languages in history: Cypriot Greek from medieval to

Maria Tsiapera (U NC-Chapel Hill)

modern
timesin the WeIsh grammatiC
· al 1111d'1Uon
·
Prepositions

Daniel R. Davis (U Hong Kong)

Perceptions of linguistic correctness: A sociolinguistic study Veta Horvath (Ball SU)
of freshman composition
10:00

Break

II

Douglas A. Kibbee (U U.-Urbana)

Wildcaucr Room
Gnunmatical aspects of B. H. Smart's theory of language
A symptomatic event in the Humboldtian legacy:
Buscbman's critique of Bopp & Pou
The works of Ernst Wilhelm Brucke (1819-1892) & Johann
N. Czennak (1828-1873): Landmarks in the history of

Barrie E. Bartlett (Simon Fraser U)
E. F. Konrad Koerner (U Ottawa)
Kun R. Jankowslcy (Georgetown U)

phonetics

Saturday, 7 January
Afternoon
Stsslon 111
Cbair. E. F. Konrad Koerner (U Ottawa)
Room: Wildcauer Room

3:30
4:00

4:30
5:00
!1:30
6:00

Continuities in Americanist anthropology from the B. A. E.
to the Boasians: Historiographic re-visioning 1969-1990
Pickering's 'unifonn orthography' and the early study of
Nez Pate
The immediate sources of the 'Sapir-Whorf hypothesis'
Words without syntax
Identifying the disputed territory for the evolutionary script
for language: Four questions, or variations on a theme
Business Meeting

Chair: Joseph Subbiondo (U Pacific)

nv

Regna Darnell (U W Ontario)

Michael Mackert (AZ SU}
John E. Joseph (U Hong Kong)
Julia S. Falk (MI SU)
Julie Tete! Andresen (Duke U)

Society for Pidgin and Creole Linguistics

Saturday, 7 January

Friday, 6 January

Morning

Morning
Contact Languages In Louisiana
Chair: John Holm {CUNY-Grad Ctr)
Room: Bayou l Room

9:00

AspeciS of the vetbal syslem of Sranan

9:30

The creole of New Orleans
Mississippi & Teche Creole: A demographic & linguistic

10:00

case
Mobihan jargon & pidgin/creole studies

Tom Klingler (Tulane U)
Karin Speedy (U AuckW!d)

.,_ft•~cic -mi

in Alultu {Boni): An apparent ll'allsitive

-~
~ variability in tense marking in serial verb

Lilian Adamson (U Amsterdam)
Norval Smith (U AmSieldam)
Kenneth Bilby {Smithsonian lnst)
Tonjes Veensn (U AmSimlam)

consiJ'IIClions

10:30

Break

Pidgin/Creole Life Cycle
Chair: John Victor Singler {NYU)
Room: Bayou l Room

8iiJ don tom when?: Past temporal reference in Nigenan
Pidgin English

11:00

On lhe complex nature of grammatical simplification in

11:30
12:00

pidgins & early crecle languages
The limitations of nativization in language change
Recognizing language obsolescence/dealh in a creole

Creole features in rural Samana English
SynlliCtic variation in Panamanian Creole English: lncemal
ar external change?
10:30

Diachronic Syntax
Chair: Pauline Christie (U W Indies-Mona)
Room: Bayou I Room

Sali Tagliamonle (U OUawa)
Shana PQplack (U OUawa)
Ejike Eze (U Ouawa)
Charles DeBose (CSU-Hayward)
Michael AcetO (U TX-Austin)

Blalk

Varieties
Anhur Spears (CUNY ~rad Ctr)

2:00
2:30
3:00

Bayou I Room
The diachrony of predicace negation in Sanvnaccan
The Aliikaans complementizet la1: A diachronic puzzle
Nonconcord V-s & the marking of habitual aspect in Bay

John McWhortu {Cornell U)
Paul Roberge (U NC-Chapel Hill)
Ross Graham (U Stralbclyde)

Islands English
3:30

Break

Comparative Syntax
Chair: Armin Schwegler (U CA-Irvine)
Room: Bayou I Room

4:00

4:30

A reassessment of creole copula patcems

Word order typology &. creole language

Fad'Ambu stracegies for passivization
c.ribbean Spanish phonology & its possible African/
pidgin origins
The grammaticalization of repetitive & mchoative verbal
periphrases in Cape Verdean & Principense

Marike Post (U Amscerdam)
Armin Schwegler (U CA-lrvine)
Petra Thiele {FAS-Berlin)

Llnguage Contact
Ollir: OaiJe Lefebvre (U Quebec-Monueal)
loom: Bayou II Room
John Holm {CUNY~rad Ctr)
Lilian Adamson (U Amsterdam)
Dwijen Bhauacharja (CUNY~nd Ctr)
Michel DeGraff (U Ml)
Christa deKieine {CUNY~nd Clr)
Ntcholas Faraclas (U Papua New Guinea)
Kale Green (CUNY~rad Ctr)
Gerardo Lorenzino (CUNY~rad Clr)
Heliana Mello {CUNY~rad Ctr)
Abigail Michel (CUNY~rad Ctr)
Jon Owens (U Bayreuph)
Cornelia Chamis (U Hamburg}
Pecer L. Patrick (Gecrgetown U)
Sorie Yillah (CUNY-Grad Ctr)
David Boe (IN U)

When languages combine: Morphology & language mixing
Sociolinguistic aspects of Maghrebin-French relations in

Frederic Fteld (U CA-lrvine}
Genevieve Escure (U MN-Minneapolis)

France
Did while speakers of Chinook jargon have an Indian target
phonology? Evidence from the lower Columbia River

nvll

Henry Zenlt (Ponland)

Saturday, 7 January
Afternoon

Socto-Histortcat Factors
Chair: Paul Roberge (U NC-Chapel Hill)

Room: Bayou I Room
4:00
4:30

5:00

Social factors in creole genesis: Network relations .t
social strmiflcation in Surinam's plantation sociely
Hawaiian coun records as a source of old pidgin lexts:
An updare on recent resean:h

Jacques Amlds (U Ams1cntam)
Julian Roberts (U HI-Manoa)

Business Meeting
Chair: John Holm (CUNY-Grad Ctr)

Sunday, 8 January
Morning
African American Vernacular English
Chair: John McWhorter (Cornell U)

Room: Bayou I Room
9:00

9:30
10:00

When did African American Vernacular English really
begin?: Clues from 18th- cemury Virginia
Primordial featureS of African American language use
What's not new in African American Vernacular English?
Evidence from Liberian Seuler English
10:30

Cynthia McCollie-Lewis (Teacbels C)

Anhur Spears (CUNY -Grad Clr)
John Victor Singler {NYU)

Break

Varia Creollca
Chair: William Samarin (U Toronw)

Room: Bayou I Room
II :00
11:30
12:00

Functions of Rasta talk in Jamaican Creole illness
narrative
Multifunctionality, variation between related grammars .t
the opacity of creole languages
Attitudes 10 creole: Some Jamaican evidence

Peter L. Pall'iclc (Georgetown U)
Arvilla Payne.Jackson (Howard U)
Claire Lefebvre (U Quebec-Moncleal)
Pauline Christie (U W Indies-Mona)

Abstracts of Regular Papers

(Michigan State University)
the semafllics of specificity

(SUN MORN; University)

analyses soopal specificity in terms of covert partitivity; specitic NPs are those wtuch denote
of existing discourse groups. The analysis is modified for NPs containing cenmn. Also
eltilstelliPaJ sentences are claimed to be !l!Dpecific. There are problems in all three cases.

to soopal specifics (indefinites with scope over sentence operators) there are failures of fit in
(1) and (2) show.
see a hanger lying on the floor, and she tripped and fell.
one ofmy students at the lech.Jre, please ask them to tell me about iL
remain problematic for Eny because she has not shown how to assign (3) a reading which is
entailing the existence of unicorns.
Jdul believes that there are unicorns living in his backyard. He claims that he can distinguish each
lllicom from the others, and has even given them names. He bel~ves th.at a certain unicorn is
rdrJOII'SWI': /cr dLstroying

his roses...
suggestion that the 'definiteness effect' in existentials ought really to be understood as a
does not seem to be well supported, as (4)-(6) show.
children entered the museum. There were three girls and one boy.
Remember those bats that got loose last night? There was one of them in the fridge this morning!
TbeJe was th1s really crazy student m my intro class.

(SUN MORN: University)

198'7, following Putnam, has assumed a kind of radical determinacy of meaning and argues from
Putnam 1~ observes that truth conditions alone do not fix
Putnam 1981 extends this to intensional models. A cat* is on a mat* can express the same
as A cat is on a mat though cat* refers sometimes to cats and sometimes to cherries. Lewis 1984
part. that nature itself constrains reference in such a way as to preclude such rampant indeterminacy.
.w:s Putnam's argument as an indicunent specifically of MTS, (ii) attempts to strengthen the
as 10 outlaw even moderate amounts of indeterminacy (thus replying to Lewis), and (iii) concludes
strUCtures cannot give ~neaning k11Mani11gless symbols" (252). There are problems at all thne
moild·theoDI'CilC semantics (MTS).

Statement from the Program Committee
The abstracts which appear in this Meeting

Handbook are photocopies of the originals
submitted to the LSA Program Committee.
Infelicities of style, grammar. punctuation,

Puln3lll's argument is aimed not against MTS but against metaphysical realism. (Note that fixing truth
fails to determine refe~ence no matter what semantic framework one assumes.) (ii) Lakofrs
requirement ("the meanings of parts [of sentences] cannot be changed without changing the
the whole" (230)) does not in fact hold for natural languages, as is shown by pairs like Sandy is
is shorter tluJn Sandy. (iii) Lalcoff is mistaken about the goal of MTS, which is only 10

what the constraints are on the types of meanings words can have, given their syntactic
and give an explicit account of how those types of meanings can combine.

and spelling are the responsibility of the
authors.

Abney (University of Tuebingen)
grammar and con.tat-free grammar

(SUN MORN: Wildcatter)

Representational equivalences greatly facilitate mathematical results, so we might
intertraoslatability among analyses from different grammatical formalisms to
useful. However, it is current ly difficult even to compare li nguistic analyses
formalisms, much less to use the differences of perspective to our advantage. l
like to describe a mapping between dependency grammar (DG ) and context·
pamm&l' (CFG) that highlights their essential features and provides a formal
for intertranslation. lt incidentally provides a novel and I believe insightful
-utr1rdinn of the GB notion government.

(Massachusens Institute of Technology)

Michael Aceto (University of Teltas-Austin}

SynJaCtic variation in Panamanian Creole English: lnJerniJI or externiJI change?
Based on three months of field work, this paper is a study of syntactic variation in the
derived creole spoken on the Caribbean island of Bas~ime~tos i~ Panama. It will
evidence that the anterior (or past tense) marker 01(0) m th1~ vanety of Panamanian
English (PCE) ·s in the process of being replaced by WOZ as 1n th~ example IM WOZ sn
'he saw her'. Some creolists have explaln~d change~ of th1s type ~nly in terms
decreolization. However, in the case of the Basttmentos vane!y ?f PCE, I b~lteve this to be
inadequate explanation since exposure to more standard ve~:nett_es of English and even
varieties of PCE outside of the province of Bocas del Toro (I.e. an Panama City and
extremely restricted. It is possible ln~t~ad t~at the r~lative la~k of pres_sure. from
English has created a ~nguistlc dynamtc tn wh1ch PCE IS changmg, especially 1n s,.,~,; ..,......:
in its own distinct way-perhaps even 'recreollzing', drawing on features
instead of relying on structures in some variety of standard English. Thus, this
how PCE might be changing, how this chan9e ,is. different ~rom_ the notion of .'dec_lreolizatiNil
and whether PCE may, in fact, be 'recreoliz1ng, 1.e. ch~ng1ng m a way that IS d1fferent
simply becoming more like some variety of standard English.

,..I!XJIIDID~

the binding behaviors of the two Japanese XP reflexives, z;ib1111-z;isin 'self'he-self. Based on the binding behaviors of these two reflexives I will first
recent analyses of XP reflexives; (i) Cole and Sung (1994) and (ii) R~inhart and
1 will prov_ide.evidence.to support Reinhart ~d Reuland over Cole and Sung.
the banding behaVIOrs of the two refleXIves with a quantifier phrase. I wiU
·lbedisltincUon between 'binding' and 'coreference' (cf. Reinhart (1983)) is necessary for
the Japanese reflexives and that Reinhart and Reuland's approach fits better for the
l'NO Japanese XP reflexives. Then, I wiU explore an indexing system that can
account for differences in binding behaviors between the two reflexives.

ll:t.lirt!·ZISIII

Amorrortu (University of Nebraska-Reno)
in the Basque of Elko, NV

Lilian Adamson (University of Amsterdam)
Norval Smith (University of Amsterdam)

(FRI AFI': Emaald)

of the Japanese XP rejlexjves

(SAT MORN: Imperial)

j~Er41CC(Jmllwdatitm and obsolescence

Aspects of the verbal system of Sranan
In the analysis of the verbal systems of creole languages, much emphasis tends to be laid_on
the supposed cross-creole uniformity of what is referred to as the TMA-system of marking
tense, mood and aspect
1n this paper we claim however that:
(a) Sranan ben and sa, analyzed by Bickerton (1981) as 'anterior' and_ 'iJTealis' respectively,
are not TMA-particles but auxiliaries. The evidence comes from predtcate cleft: ben and sa,
in contrast to imperfective e and definite future o, can be clefted. just like ordinary verbs:

'Ibis paper focuses on the Basque of Ellco, Nevada. This town was chosen for
on the one hand, speakers have different dialect backgrounds (especiaHigh Navarrese and seacoast Biscayan) and accommodate to each other in
,..,,te,xt:s. On the other, the Basque coi!IDunity in Ellto is in serious danger of
~""~"~. The lanquage is not being transmitted within families and when it is
lt is only in restricted contexts. Such phenomena as simplification (loss of
.oaLnal cases, lack of agreement in the auxiliary verb, and development of new
forms) and borrowing of discourse markers and common vocabulary occur.
Thie information was provided by over fifty Basque speakers, who were inabout their language knowledge, use, and attitudes, and who also provided
saaples of their speech.

(b) e is not 'non-punctual', but imperfective;

Kathleen Ahrens (University of California-San Diego}
David Swinney (University of California-San Diego)
Lewis Shapiro (Florida Atlantic University)
What is complex about a verb?
The gnat of th is paper i~> to argue that it i s not tht: numher
uf tvpt:s or argun•l· nt structures thnt a verb ha:. thdl affects
r>rocc.ssing of 11 verb . Instead. it IS the number of pa rticipant roles
!the number of variables tn the nrgument structure) for the pre~en·ed
sen s e of the verb thut is crucial. In order to test this cluJm, an
alf-line and an on-l1ne task were run. Verbs were f1rst divided into
two classes based on an off-line completion task from 100 subjects.
one class of vetbs prefers J participant ro l es. such us ·~ive'. The
second class of verb s prefers 2 participant roles. such as 'kick'. An
on- l1nc l t:st wu s 1un on 60 sul>iecl'•. In addition to th(' two verb
type s . there were 4 sen tt:nce types of different structures· The
~ ubjects 1 istened to the sentences over headphones und at the po1nt
of the main verb. a word flashed on the screen and they made 8
lexical dt:cision t o the W{>rd. There is a robust finding that no
matter what the structure of the sentence is. verbs which prefer~
participant roles un: slower to be integrated (have a slower J,pr
reaction timel than those that prefer 2 participant roles.

·2·

Tdtl Andresen (Duke University)
(SAT AFI': Wildcatter)
the tUsputed re"iiQry for the evolutionary script for language: Four questions, or variations on a theme
ly, more and more researchers in the human and biological sciences
e~g aged in constructing evolutionary scripts to account for th
of human language. The excitement of the project derives from
that so many researchers can claim a piece of the action. The dif
of the project derives from that same fact, for researchers in the
.huma n and biological sciences often speak to one another across
Pllnesywho se framework have been in conflict since Darwin, at.least.
paper identifies the disputed territory to be staked out by the {ofte
) answers to four interrelated questions: l) Can human language be
bed i n terms similar t o those which one uses to describe animal lan• or must it be described in different terms? 2) can human language
ibed in terms similar to those which one uses to describe other
practices, or must it be described in different terms? 3) Is the
ical operation of human language-and-use concinuou~ ~ith ot disco
from other neurologic a l operations? 4) Can one {does one want to)
ify continuity or discontinuity within the history of the human speThis papere sketches the histories of the answers to these questions
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Jean Ann (National University of Singapore)
Two types ofmorphemic hDndshapes in Taiwan Sign lAnguage

(1HURS EVE: Emerald)

(SAT

This paper, part of a thorough and comprehensive study of the morphology of Taiwan Stgn
Language (TSL), shows that TSL abounds with signs in which handshape is clearly
morphemic (far more than in ASL). Native TSL morphemic handshapes occur in .native
TSL signs(= signs which have not been borrowed from a written/spoken language; though
some came from Japanese Sign Language, a major influence on TSL such as MARRIAGE ·
DIVORCE, WOMAN, MAN. The same handsbapes in these signs have different meanin~
in other signs. For example, the handsbape in WOMAN can be used to mean 'bad', while the
handshape in MAN can be used to mean 'good'; both occur in large set of signs (cf
CRITICISE, LOUSY, HUMBLE and ENEMY in which the "woman" handshape occurs and
PRESIDENT, LEADER, TRUE, RESPECT in which the "man" handshape occurs). Si&ns
which represent written Chinese characten ("character" signs) tend to use handshapcs
which do not occur in native TSL signs, such as the ASL W handshape which occurs in TSL
FiELD and RIVER.

accounl of how to extend morphological "blocking" into syntax, as in Poser ( 1992),
tendency for a synthetic fonn to block a periphrastic fonn. Using English compa1 show that 1.) such blocking effects are unexplainable given Chomsky's (1993, 1994)
derivations are generated from an initial Array consisting of fully specified lexical rnaeffects are directly explainable if we modify the Minimalist framework so that Spellout
occur.;. Given the Minimalist a.~sumptions that the Array defines the set of derivacomparable for economy purposes, and that the Array contains fully specified lexical items, it
explain the following contrast: (Ia) Jolm isfastu tl!anBi/1. (I b) •John is morefastthan Bill.
occur.; at Spellout, an economy principle governing lexical insertion will account for the
Furthennore, I show why blocking does not occur in (2): (2a) •John is faster than smart.
more fast titan smart. Following Napoli ( 1983) (and Lar.;on 1987), I show that the distinction
(2) follows from the difference between prepositional and coordinator than, and is reflected in
the structural relation between the head of the comparative phr.tse, e.g. more, and the maximal
the max. proj. of coordinator than is sister to more; the max. proj. of prepositional than is
Dl'tlpositiCl,nal tlum provides a structure in which the Adj can adjoin to the head of the comparative
it: (Ia) is more economical than (I b) because the structure allows for the insertion of one woro
two. The structure of coordinator tlran, e.g. (2). bars synthesis. and thus no blocking occurs.
811

Arto Anttila (Stanford University)
A last sister principle for verbal compounds

(SUN MORN: Explorers)

Theories of compounding typical!) ;~Uempt to derive the First Sister Principle (FSP) of
Roeper and Siegel (1!1i8): \'erh<~l c-ompound~ ue formed by incorporating the first sister
of the verb (t1-uck d1ivi11g). In finnish the FSP clearly fails. In its stead, I propose a La.st
Sister Principle (LSP): argument~ arf' r>aired with phrase structure positions starting from
t he most oblique argument and t.he lowest position r commanding the head (Obliqueness
Hierarchy: SUBJ >- OBJ >- OllLJQliE) Using the LSP, the following results are derived:
(i) external arguments do not incorporatt>: (ii) subject/object asymmetry: it is possible to
suppress the subject argument. in thf' pr~>~ence of object, but not vice versa; (iii) subjects
of ditransitive verbs are suppressE>d: (iv) if an argument is realized, all the more oblique
arguments must be. The LSP ;~)so expl<~ins some classical counterexamples to the FSP
(e.g. machine-ll'adnble ).

Jacques Arends (University of Amsterdam)
(SAT AFI':
Socialfacwrs in creole genLsis: Network relations and social stratification in Surinam's plonkuion sodtq
While in recent years important progress has been made in the investigation of
sociohistorie2l factors in creole genesis on the macro level, esp. with regard to the
demography of plantation societies, remarkably little attention has been devoted to the
m1cro level, i.e. the social structure of plantation society. For the case of Surinam, in
recent years a number of important studies have appeared, such as Lamur {1987),
Oostindie (1989), Brana-Shute (1990), and Van Stipriaan (1993), which are very
informative about this issue. This paper will d1scuss two social aspects of Surinam's
plantation society: its social stratification and the network relations that were
maintained by its inhabitants, particularly the slaves. The discussion will be focussed on
the growth phase in the development of the plantation economy, i.e. the period that
lasted roughly from 1685 until 1775. It will be shown that the social strat ification of the
black population was much less static and monolithic than has often been assumed.
Equally important, it appears that the social networks in which slaves participated were
much more numerous and diverse than might be expected. The importance of these
findings for theories of creole genesis w1ll be explored.

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
az the null subject parameter

(SATMORN: Emerald)

foe aRCw lheoty of Null Subject LlnguaJC$ (NSLs). According to stan<bnl theories (Rizzi (19H7}),
contain either ~n empty accgory (I) or an overt subject (2), depending on whe1her
is (+pot\) oc {-pronJ. (+pronlaarecment an in tum be rcfer=tial (Ia), oc expletive (I b):
a.(AGRSP
PFOI
I AGRS' IAGRS AGR (+pron)) ITP IVP ... tj... Ill
b.IAGRSP
pro I AGRS' IAGRS AGR l+pron) (+expiiJ ITP ...overt DP ... Ill
IAGRSP overt DPj ( AGRS'
IAGRS AGR l·pronii(TP IVP ... t1... Ill
IIIII in NSLs SPEC,AGRS must alway5 contain an empty Gatuocy, so (2) is not available. Thus. all
of ~~pparcnl preverbal lexical subjects arc either instances of left-disiOCiltion (3a) or instances of A'10 SPEC,CP from post-verbal position ( 3b).
a.(AGRSP overt DP IAGRSP Prot ( AGRS' (AGRS (+pronl(+rcf}V IIVP ... trill
b.(ep overt DP!IC' IAGRSP pro I AGRS' IAGRS (+pronJI+expi]··V· [yp t1 Ill
llriD& in evidence from Trcntino, a pro-drop Italian dialect where the distinction between expletive and
ptD is visible in the morpholo&f. In addition, I will show that SVO conslructions in Null Subject
have properties tlw distinguish them from SVO consuvc:tions in non-NSLs, such as French or English.

. . ;on'A.o.J\U~"' can
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Barrie E. Bartlett (Simon Fraser University)
Grammalical aspects ofB. H. Sman's theory of language

Thi:s p11pr:r exesmin~.;. a number of the q.rammotical a:~pect:s of tho
language elaborated by Benjamin Mumphrey Smart {1786 - 1 8721
course or e lonq career as a teacher of ltsnguage:s tan~ of elocu\.
evinced a sustained interest: in ehe
philosophical
relation or thought and language and believed thae he could
rehabilitate and improve upon Lockian philosophy but also
sylloqistic l:lasis to meaning that would rival Aristotelian
theory of language that he evolves is semantically based and
his attributing primary importance to figurative and contextual
Rheeoric, logic and grammar are each gov~rn~d by ~iffH4ent bu\.
applications of the same overidinq principles of binarism and
These serve to establish Smart'~ wurd ca~egories as well as a
canonical syneactic structures governed by the lexical verb dom1
number of case•defined arquments that together contribute
interpretation of meaning of utterances. Some aspects of thi:s le
based qramma:~: ere shown to have counterparts in twent1et
~untactie theorv.

David Basilico (University of Alabama·Birmingham)

The complex nature of evelll structure, argunuwlinlcing, and locative inversion
I present ev1dence from l?cative invers1on (LI) that shows a thematiC hteruchy is not enouah
explam the map between semanttc roles and syntactic pos1t1on. aspectual constraints must be
(Tenny, 1987. Grimshaw,1990; Pustejovsky, 1991) Bresnan (1994) notes that in passive sentences,
1
phrase (I) and mstrumentals can appear m the uninvened (UI) but not the inverted case:
(I) The ball was rolled down the hill by the babyJ •Down the hall was rolled the ball by tbe
To explam thts, l assume the following LCS representation for 'roii'.The two 'theme' argiUllents . .
together by 'argument bindmg' (Jackendoff,l990; Alsina, 1992).
(2) (CAUSE f ~ (e.agen!· ,theme,)) [become ( AT (s, theme2, location BY ROLL))})
In the Ul case, but not m Ll, the e event argument IS expressed. This allows the above phrases to
appear.Why must the event argument be absent with Ll? l argue that the most IISpectually prominent
elements must also be the most syntactu:ally prominent (SP). WitK an U1 passive, only the agent 11
suppressed Theme 1, as pan of the causative event. is more AP than the location. LJ cannot occur
the locative would be more SP than the theme.When 'e' ts suppressed. the agent and theme1 argument
also be suppressed. Here, only the arguments associated With the 's' state matter m the map to the
Now theme: and location do not d1ffer in aspectual prommence Either can be the subject.

(Universit>: of. Illinois-Urbana)

-

(IHURS EVE: Emerald)

11011
111(U
ni"versity of llhnots-Urbana)

Ucensing and eco110my
) proposes the constraint Procrastinate. w~ch di<:tates that oven o~ations are to be
minimalist syntax, Procrastinate has been 1nvest1gated for the operatton Move.
1
nthat unless overruled by Greed (checking of"strong• features in a ~f-~rvin~
__. is prohibited. In this paper. basing ourselves on the key assumption m Grimsha...,
JDOVC!II""""
•
h d
• f
• •
f
structure is not uniform, we extend Procrastmate to t e om~ o proJK.tlOII o
_ .......ramm Merge (Chomsky 1994). For Merge. we take Procrastinate to requ1re that
be kept to a bare minimum. unless requir~ to satisfY. hi~her ~rder constraints. The
•tau~'"''"at least be the immediate projection oflex1cal heads Within which theta-roles are
projections always violate Procrastinate but are licensed for convergen~e (theta_,.,11'"'""''"' ttJat a verbal functional projection is licensed in oven synt~UC only 1f the head of VP
V-ll!aiU'"'"'• needing to be checked ovenly (through oven head-movement. Chomsky IQ92).
sence ofnon-affixal functional elements such as negation licenses f-projections. We
with a variety of verb raising/inversion structures in English. and extend the account
synwc of Arabic and Korean.
94

:em

(FRI EVE: Emerald)

lelltley Ondiana University)
ill Spanish, a rypological perspective

asymmetry of clitic doubling in Spanish has been described
for from various syntactic perspec tives (Jaeggli
t986 Sufter 1988, Franco 1993). In this paper I will propose
in lieu of a t heoretical account of clitic doubling,
conclusions can be drawn from a typological approach.
from other •animate-senstiveft languages, I will show
cross - reference and case-marking facts in Spanish
or accidental but cross-linguistically consistent
languages of the world. I propose that Spanish is in a
reanalysis because certain grammatical properties in
(object case-marking and cross-referencing ) are sensitive
primary/secondary object
distinction
while
others
ion) are sensitive to a direct / indirect object
ion.

Jill Beckman (University of Massachusetts)
Double objects, tkfiniteness. and extraction

(FRI MORN: University)

Early rc.o;cou'ch in lr'.ut'ifo!lll;ltamal 'i}'nla\ ~'tlnsKlcrcd the UPJXlfcnt ungr.unmaucahty of goal c"i.tracllull5
Enj!.hsh double object structures:
(I) a. Wh1ch puticnt, d1d the nur.c tlring the dc-..;tor 1, '!
b. *Wh1ch pullent, dtd the nuro;c bnng t, the doctor?
Whtlc the theme cxtr.u:tion m ( Ia) 1s !:!'"""lor most spcakcl'li. the !,(Oil.l cxtr.1ction 1n (I b) IS markedly wune.
The current research challcnl,>es thts bustc ot~sumpuon of ungmmmaticaht) by systcmatu.:ally pmb111
contr.t..;t between double object cxlr'..JA.'Ia•ns <DOX •.,) soch a... (:!a) and (:!b) on·hnc.
t:!) a. Wh1ch pahcnt d1d the nul"iC bnng the d<...:tor?
b. Which pat1cnt d1d the nur.;c bnn~ a doctor'!
fl() English spc:~kcrs were presented \\ llh 16 oox· s. ~ WIth a dcl'lmtc posi-\'Crbul NP (:!a) ancJ 8 Wltb
mdcfmitc (:!b). Subjects were asked to chonse "hu:h of:! dcclaraU\c pur.1phro1..;cs was the corrc~:t m:uch wnh
cxpcnmcntal Item. When the post·vcrbul NP was dcli nllc (:!a), the theme intcrprclaunn of the l\h-NP
chosen tn 53.3'.:1' of the tnals. Howe' cr. \\'hen the pusH crbal NP Yo as mcJefmitc (:!b). the ''Ungr.un~"
mtcrprctaltnn Wil'i !<tlcctCI.l 7:2.6'l ol the tunc
Th1s dchmtcncss effect \:an be hnkCI.l to ull'fcrenccs 1n prnccssmg double object dcclamll\'CS whJN:
shm' .m a~ymmctr: m dcfmllcncss. II the fiN ' 'bjcctts les.~ dclimtc than the second. subJCCL~ ha\'C dt
pl'lx.-css.ng the dcclarall\'CS. The e'\trJCIIon rc-<ults -.uggcstthat wh-NP' s arc more dcfmllc than indcfimtc
and that the ~'tmstr.unt on svmmctrv of dcfmllcne's ola\'S an carl\' rule m on-hnc structure ..LSSil!nmcnL
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talk, 1 r.xaminl' constrndions invoh'inv; ad jective~ and thri r CIJII'f)lA~~ents
th. (A+PPJ):
(I) the 1Kllii8Jl I proud of her da•l!!:hlr.r l
(Z) a kid (smart for her atte I
rl'!cmt work by Kayne (1993.1994), J claim that (1) i nvo l.'II'S . • SIMII claus r
Unlike the exalllPles that Kayne discusses , however. where adjeCtives occupy S~ec
ttm adject ive in (1) IRilY not raise lrftward , crossi~ over th~ nm~n, due to ~Is
• In (2), on the othP.r hand, thP.re is evidence that the 11d JeCt1ve IDIIY ra t s e
dP.riving lhl' fol)owintr order of adjt-ctiYf' ancl Coq>Jt~nt:
[:.art) kid lfor her age)
.
.
bution of <'Xaq>lf's lik<' (3) argu1•s that they, lmllke (1) , arl' not der1vecl fr0111
clause snUI'cP. , and ex~les I ike (4) (from Benuan 1973) further arguP. that the
, ~) in (3)) starts out as the complement or the (A+PPl:
) a hard man (rnr me) to talk to
that (2) and (3) are derived from the underlying structure in (5). The o rder
derived by raising the ~ .ti!;! to SJ>('cAP, and (3) hy raisiT~~t the NP to SpecPP.
(AP {4• sma.rt [pp lr for ••• [IP kid) Jill
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Nicola Bessell (University of Texas-Austin)
The anatomy of a raoflibcal comontlllt-vowel inJeractio"

B"llings
(Princeton .University/Rutgers U~ive.rsity) .
1
prosodic comtramts on proraoun supplet1on m Russ1an

(SUN

(FRJ AM: Wildcatter)

IIJI(! prosodic constraints affect N-epenthesis between Russian prepositions .CPs) and pronouns .

nal paradigm is suppletive. with the stems lj-1 and lnJ-1. the latter being
oret>OSitiOEial phrases (PPs). Specifically:
only in the PROSODICALLY minimal environment: [ P _ lPrwd
only in the SYNTACTICALLY minimal structure: (pp P _ l
only in the HEAD of the complement of P: [pp p [NP ••• r... - I ... II
from each period to support these characterizations. Additional points:
clitics can intrude between a (non-proclitic) P and its pronoun complement, suggesting
(2} should not require the P and pronoun to be phonetically adjacent.
H pothes1s: Constraint (3) suggests that th~ N°'.and not ~e 0°. he~s the '"NP".expre_ssion.
)eft-branching parameters: I explore Optlmahty-theoreuc constramts (followmg Prmce &.
1993). based on a change in adjective-noun order proposed in Ferrell ( 1958:47).
at how N-epenthesis developed elsewhere in Slavic. This further clarifies the type of
required (the extremes being Serbo-Croatian and Belarusian, where this pronoun is not
in either language (ln-1 and /j -1. respectively), regardless of prepositions).

Regressive Hannony (RH) in Coeur d'Alene (Interior Salish) exemplifies a non-local
consonant-vowel interaction and subsequent vowel harmony. Non-local CV interaction is
sufficiently unusual to merit seriously investigating this example of the process aod its origin. an
undertaking afforded in Interior Salish by the existence of related languages with local
coarticulatory effects from the relevant consonants, but no long-distance effects or vowel harmony
This paper presents the results of an acoustic examination of i) Cr harmonic vowel quality aad ii) ·
CV coaniculation as found in other Salish languages. The findings suppon the hypolhesis that RH
has its origin in anticipatory CV coarticulation. This origin has a synchronic reflex in the ~on
of the hannony (regressive), the continued presence of a post-velar in harmonised fonns aod the
similar formant values of harmoniscd and locally coarticulatcd vowels.

M. Blain (University of British Columbia)
wfr~Lin Plains Cree

Rakesh M. Bhatt (University of Tennessee)
ComtrainJS, optimality, alld code-switching
Progress in linguistic theory is evident when descriptive generalizations that are theoretically
recalcitrant suddenly find explanations with a shift in perspective. In this paper I develop this point
by showing how an Optimality-Theoretic approach (Prince and Smolensky 1993) accounts for the
observed patterns of intrasentential code-switching (ICS). The proposal is premised on the simple
assumption that ICS strives for well-fonnedness.
In the past decade and a half, several (universal) linguistic constraints have been proposed, with
very little empirical success. however. I begin with the assumption that when the embedding
constituents are mixed into the matrix language, the synt.u operates to optimire well-fonnedness
(WF). I claim that optimization of WF in ICS follows from the (violable) ranked constraints:
•SIRUC (syntactic structure is constructed minimally)» FAITiiBJLNESS (the phrase-internal
structure must be detennined by the WF conditions of its language) » ~ (Avoid switching
specifiers of lexical projections) » Maxjmjze swjtchjn~ (Preference must be given to larger
(structurally) switched units). In this paper I will show that the patterns of ICS emerge from the
interactions among these ranked constraints.

The pronominal wiya in Plains Cree plays the role of an intensiHowever, the intensifier construction differs from typical focus
ons in that wiya can associate only wi th 1/2-person emphatic
proxima te (not obviative) lexical NPs. Evidence shows
fier wiya can also take an empty [ e] discourse topic as
ecedent.
I argue that wiva ~ust, in fact, have an antecedent; it is not a
If phi-marked pronoun as evidenced in a 1st-person a n tecedent. More
lly, I argue that 3rd-person pronouns are anaphoric in nature a nd
an antecedent in the discourse , {i .e. , the discourse topic).
ore, unlike 1/2 -person pronouns , 3rd-person pronouns cannot be
. This accounts for constraints on the antecedent, which cannot be
obviative NP or an "anaphoric" 3rd-person pronoun, neither of which
a possible topic.
According to my analysis, and supported by evidence found in texts ,
that the intensifier wiva can only associate with a topic .

Blevins (University of Western Australia)
tJnalysis of(apparelll) raonconstitue'lt coordination

Kenneth Bilby (Smithsonian Institution)

EpenJhetic -mi i'l Alu/al (BoF~i): A" apparenJ transitive 1711lricer reexamiraed

Alultu or Boni is one of the six Maroon creoles of Suriname. This
will focus on the behavior of epenthetic mi in Aluku, which is s
that previously described by George Huttar for Ndjuka, yet differs
certain significant respec~s as well. A comparison of this feature as
occurs in these two langua~es (as well as the rel a ted epenthet i c ~of
Srananl raises a number of broader questions that have significance for
our understanding of the Suriname creoles. The paper will build upon
previous analyses of Jan Vcorhoe ve and George Huttar, making use of an
extensive body of empirical data collected during three years of fie
among the Aluku to shed further light on the importan t questions they
have raised.

(FRI AFT: Emerald)

(THURS EVE: Emerald)

extends a VP-conjunction analysis to cases of apparent non-constituent coordination (NCC) like {I a).
~

John [gave a book to Mary and a record to Sue].

~ [Give a book to Mary and a record to Sue] John did.
c. •[A book to Mary and a record to Sue] John did give.
CJttraction patterns suppon this analysis. The topicalization in (I b) suggests that the bracketed VP fonns a
and hence that Cllld cannot (contra Williams 1978 & van Oirsouw 1987) conjoin clauses in (Ia). Yet
with (I c) indicates (contra Schachter and Mordechay 1983 and Dowty 1988) that the VP is also the
coc:mlilnalte category in ( Ia). as no subsequence containing Cllld can be extracted. This is captured in the
by treating gave as a subconstituent of coordinated VPs in (Ia). This shared head must occur in
conjunct in order to precede the complements in each VP expansion. Since NCC involves constituent
rather than extraction, the nonconstituent sequence in (2a) and extraction in (2b) are directly sanctioned
L John [gave the book to Mary on Wednesday and to Sue on Friday].
II. What did I ohn give to Mary on Wednesday and to Sue on Friday?
RNR as the rightward dual of NCC further accounts for the peripherality of RNRing and exclusion of
subjects, since final subjects would violate the nonn SVO order in each of the component conjuncts.

Word order typology and creole languages
Research in the area of linguistic typology and universals has largely
potential contrirution of data fran pidgin and creole languages, With llk.)St.... ..,u.....
directed to the rrore develpped "primary" languages . The few
that have been conducted on contact languages indicate that creoles
pidgins, show a rerrarkable pattern of similarities throughout the ~ld even
source languages are different. In particular, with few exceptions, ali creol
exhibit a basic SVO word order.
es
This paper discusses the nature of similar creole structures, examines seve
models that attempt to account for these similarities, and contrasts several ral
that address the relationship between an underlying SVO order and other \oiOtU
parameters. 1hen, a san-ple of 30 creoles is examined to detenni.ne the extent
it reflects Greenberg's (1963) word order tniversals . Assuning the S\() statusto
creoles, data were collected relating to the other three parameters that figured
Greenberg's work, namely those involving adpositions, genitive/noun order and
adjective/noun order. The findings are then discussed as they relate to ~ent
order studies and claims that have been made about the origin of creole stTucn~.......s.

Zeljko

(SATMORN: lmperiaJ)

BraJIMI' {University of Washington)
IJIIIl the diversity ofrural Chi~se

David Doe (Indiana University)

cJ the diversity of Chinese resides in rural dialects, which have been poorly reco rded,
conclusions about dialect geography and classification are based on
material. This is illustrated with data from rural "Hakka" dialects ofLianchemg
Fwujiann Province. Although the best diagnostic Hakka criterion (the tonal
words with sonorant initials, such as 'to buy', 'horse') fits the dialect of the county seat,
the smaller townships and villages.
the problem of the affiliation of Lianchemg is the larger question of the nature of
fingerprint was determined using urban dialects, but it may not hold for diverse
in urban Hakka dialects this criterion seems to be in the process of spreading
that it does not reflect a deep genetic identity.
study of Hakka affiliation requires more rural data than is now available. Rapid
society mean that in a decade or two it will be very difficult to collect
dialect material any more.

Bo;kovi~ (University of Connecticut)

(SUN MORN; University)

Participle movemenl and second position cliticization in Serbo-Croatian
It is well-known that clitics in Scrbo-Cro:~ti:Jn arc located in second ~osition of the
clause immediately domin:Jting them. It is a standard assumption in recent litcrnturc
that second position in Scrho-Croatian always corresponds to the same structurol position (Progovac I993, Roberts 1994, Rivero I994, C:~var and Wilder 1994, among others). In this paper I provide evidence against the existence of a fixed structural position
for clitics in Scrbo-Croatian based on certain facts concerning p:miciple movement. 1
argue that for Scrbo-Croatian, second position is identifiable only on the left·t~right
string at PF. I also argue th:Jt constructions involving participle prcposing in front of
auxiliary clitics, which have previously been argued to provide evidence for the cxi~tence
of long-he:Jd movement, do not invol\"e long-head movement :1nd propose an alternative
account of participle prcposing in (I).
(I) btukao 1 jc
t 1 Petra
Pctar
beaten is-cl.
'He beat Peter'

!bi• paper is an investigation of the semantics of a
English expression, equative as • • • as, especially its
a determiner (see 1), and the contrast between this and its
a predicate (see 2).
the ocean floor can be as much as three miles down .
1 aa as tall as Max (is).
KW·•~•·n~1 -z 1 'three miles below the surface' is understood as an
on the depth of the ocean floor in 1, whereas Max's
is understood as a lo-r bound in 2.
The difference in
is predictable on the basis of whether the 2nd argument of
ill definite or indefinite w.r.t . the degree associated with
occurring in 1st argument position.

(FRI MORN: Explorers)

Carole T. Boster (University of Connecticut)

Children's early subject o11Ussions: A sentence generation account
A sentence generation model is presented that accounts for the 'null-subject phenomenon' IS
combined effect of severely limited syntactic processing capacity and early, accura1e parameter setliJI&.
The model incorporates basic assumptions of Principles-and-Parameters theory (Chomsky, 1981). To
construct a proposition, it recursively builds phrasaJ units by insening lexical material into the J<9 held.
building and attaching its complement, and finaJiy building and attaching the specifier. Whal
processing capacity is exceeded, the elements currently assembled are output to the pbOil(>Jotlicll '
module. Because complements are built before specifiers, subjects are often dropped when processial
capacity is extremely low. The model can account for the differences in subject omission dependinl•
position (see Rizzi, I 994). It aJso checks parameters related to null arguments, accounting for die
higher omission rates exhibited by children acquiring pro-drop languages such as Italian (Valian, 1991)
and Chinese (Wang et. aJ., 1992).

10-

(1978), there has been a recognition i n a spectual studies that
(human agency) and aktionaart are distinct c ategories, and that all situtypes, with the exception of states, cen be either voluntary or non- voluntary. Howthe participants ' intentione can affect the aktioneart in the case of continuative/
activities , such as swimming or bathing, which are normally atelic:
-/bathed.
swam/bathed for an hour.
bad a swim/took a beth . She had an hour-long s wim/ took a n hour-long beth.
perfective (a) and the durative adverbial (b) bOund an arbitrary period of the
• But the situation iteelf remains atelic; i.e., it haa no necessary endpoint.
:.~~=:::..!. v construction appears to be another way of "portion-excerpting" in
there is a difference i n aktionsart between (b) and (c) . In (b), the activtD•t happens to last an hour, while in (c) , the subject intends her activity to last
~ified length of time; she conceives of the situation as having a necessary con• 'ntis construction thus provides a way of "telicizing" activities, o r of convertinto a ccomplishments . This process depends crucially upon the subject's intenrhis paper attempts to clarify the relation of intentionality to telicity .

-I1-

(SAT AFr: Blue)
Marra C. Brizuela (University of Southern California)

The role of accessibility in the selection of demonsrrative expressions in Spanish
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"'(University of California-San Diego)
- •n1111c:""' in Spanish: Conseque11Ces for the mapping hypothesis

Jill Brody (Louisiana State University}
Orality, radio, and literacy in the intenextual gap
P:~ y>~n sreec" cor.nl•nities in "C'xico demnnstratr. continuities of speec~ ., 11 t

have ~ersisterl rlesrito nra~atic chanqe for over ~nc years. T\~ local
in Chinnas . l'exicc have he'lun to inclu-te p ro'lral'll'lino in t:ayan lan'!ul!ne
<;ranish one o~ these lan11uanes is Toinlal 'al. "~ Viled ~tructur<~l c
trnditional nr.d innnvative rli~course natterns reveAl s th?.t th~ Tniol~h'al
non res nf ~ratilah' il s\: · uiol Ctra:litiona l f'!reet inn tl'rou'!h an intermedia
(announcer.oents horrnwe~ from 'il'anish). :~nd ni Hak rason · (i nnnv11ted with a
frnn "'Mnish 11nd th~ Toinl.1h 'al word nivak 'bi n ') t>ot'l rcrroduce 11nn C!xtend
4
t r11di tiona l socc ch non res and irli t<~te "rani sh r11<1i o nenres. "'uccess ul us~
tra<1i •i"n"l ·liscr-u r ~" ,,.,.t,r?• ,..of rcnetition , rar'lll,. t i~., 11m! c'ialnru"
i '1'11"" V .. ~"' ·'

; .-~
o~

~ ..... -~q.,. ... ,.. ~ ~ ....... .... ~.; ,.. t

rrrrv · ~--

..

t ... -..- s la:ti,.,l '"'rro r i"

"'rl

1

C 'J' ~ r'""~

- •_, -r-•·l ·i- r· ;~· r rtcxtual ,.a,.. i~" locl!!: fl)r CCI..,nunity stru,~>les wi
tr.• rlitinn and authoritv.

(SATMORN: Emerald)

~ tbc Mapeing Hypoth~is (~ (Di~ng 1992), ~c structural position of an indefinite NP

mcerprecauon as gencnc or cJUstcntlal. ln particular VP-internal indefinite NPs arc
wstential in~~tlons ,while V~-cxtemal i~finite NPs are predicted to receive
,ilfA=rprelalions:. Extending Dtesmgs analysis to Spanish, Mej(as-Bikandi (1993) provides
p~1c11ons arc borne out at S-structure. ~n this paper I will show that, in order to
rang~ of data, ~e ~H may only apply to mdefinile NPs that have primarily agenlive
·--•ti..,.. Wblle the predictions !"adc by ~e MH are borne out for the subjects of Ltansitive and
llftlibaLICS, bare-plural subJects In se-pass1vc constructions are problematic for the hypothesis.
~allowed VP-mternaJI_
y at S-~ttucture dcspile their poss1blc generic incerprctation.
m the semantl~ properties .a~tnbutcd to CCU:h type of subject Couched in terms of
. the subjects of llans!~Vc and uncrgaUvc predicates have pnmarily proto-agenl
the subjects ~f se·passiV~ p~u:atcs have m~nly proto·palUIII properties. Thus, for
can on!}' prC(bct the quanuficatl~nal fo~ or pnmarily age111ive subjects. This being the
that. w1th respect to unaccusauvc subjects, the MH is less accurate than with transitivcs
more accurace than with se-passives. This is because unaccusatives lend to have
•.paJIDII properties than transitives and uncrgativcs, but more proto-agent properties than se-

IC.1Dpbell (Oakland University)

(FRI AFr: Emerald)

the internal structure ofcommon noun phrases

Sue Anna Brownlee (University of Texas-Austin}

Speaking style, stress, and vowel reduction in American English
This study examines vowel reduction in a limited phonetic context in three A;f1r......., 4
and a range of stress conditions to evaluate prediction of vowel reduction based on the
ideal target value, and the spectral quality of the preceding consonant. The subjects
female speaker of American English. Three speaking styles were sampled:
conversational style. Discourse contexts were employed in the sentence style l~
conditions: unstressed, neutral, stressed, and emphatically stressed. The conversational
to prompt subjects to usc test words. Test words contained front vowels in a [w_l] .
to maximize coarticulation effects and magnify vowel reduction. This sequence contamS
distance in which the characteristic second fonnant value (F2) of the cons01181lt (the
different from the vowel's ideal target F2 value. Vowels in such conlexts have been
coarticulation effects. Word and phrase length effects were used to obtain a range
maintaining lexical stress on the [w_l] syllable. Significant differences in duratio? and
across the different stress conditions, while the results by speaking style were nuxed.
sufficient for pred,icting the degree to which vowels will Wldershoot their ideal targets,
effects appear to be more pronounced for lax vowels than for tense ones.

tile ~P hypoth_esis (Abner 1987), I propose t11at a common noun phrase DP
~al pr~~1cate, headtng a nominal small clause. As such, it has an
wbjec:t pos1tion, represented bye in (1):
D lsc el PRED)]k&l
for the contrast between (2) and (3) I pro pose that e is a pronominal (i.e .,
examples, and DP must be constrained to refer to an element (or a subset)
denoted by e:
told me that lor D [sc P''?" a particular student]Jt&K bad bee n sick.
saw lor D [sc pro" a particular studentlJkeK
phrases are not themselves subject lo BT C (which applies only to namebut relate. to the. binding theo ry only indirectly, via e.
prov1des ev1dence for the hypothesis that common noun phrases
small cla~ advB?~d (in di~erent fo~ms) by Holmberg (1993) and
In the time rema~rung I cons1der the Implications of the proposal for
structure of DPs.
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Andrew Carnie (Massachuseus Institute of Technology)
Pilar Barbosa (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Is right adjunction right? Evidence from Irish and French
Kayne (1993) has arg~d ~t right adjunction should be. disallow~ universally.Ia
this paper we will argue, usang e.vadenc~ fro.m ~rench and lnsh that th~s.conclusion is
incorrect, and that in many cases ~ght adJ~nctJo~ as the only .means ?f denvtJ?g the <:otrect
word order. In Irish, complex nonunal predicates ancorporate mto thetr deternuoer bead and
undergo head movement for feature checking. Irish is a bead initial language so the most
deeply embedded element appears on the right. If incorporation is limited to leftward
adjunction, then we would expect, contra .to fact, that the most deeply embedded
constituent would appear ~m the left. The eva~~n~e f~m French comes from Negative
questions. With these, subJeCt pronouns are chucazed nghtwardly to a Comp-V-T-AOR
complex in Comp, for case licencing.

ford University)
~ling Janguoges: Precetknce, rank, and discourse

(S

of scrambling have difficulties in capturing its "mixed" {both A and A') properties
crossover effect (along with other binding phenomena), as they are based on the
moveD~en1~, either A or A', is to a c-commanding position, i.e. a position structurally
preceding. Introducing an alternative analysis which separates the principle into
orece<l.en<:e and syntactic rank (Bresnan 1994), this paper proposes that operator
Korean can be accounted for by the interaction of these two constraints, and
Yiollal>tUtY of each constraint {following the ideas in Optimality Theory (Prince and
resJ~IliSible for various degrees of grammaticality. In addition, the reconstruction
which was attributed to the idiosyncrasy of a subject binder (Haider 1989,
Lee 1993), is explained by a more general discourse constraint that the subject is a
of the sentence. Thus, the "mixed" properties are systematically captured without
atipulative condition on subject binder: the A-property by the change in precedence
operator and pronoun, and the A'- property by the constancy in syntactic rank

Roderic F. Casali (University of California-Los Angeles/SIL)

(SUN MORN: Bayou I)

Patterns ofglitk formation in Niger-Congo: An optimality account
This paper deals with some cross-linguistic generalizations conceming tbe
Formation, in which a vocoid is realized as a semivowel in the context C_V. A survey
Niger-Congo languages which display Glide Formation reveals cross-linguistic variuioa
following features:
1. Whether or not Glide Formation applies to mid vowels.
2. Whether or not a round vowel glides when the following vowel is also round.
3. Whether or not the language has, in addition, a Coalescence process in which /a+i/IDd
as [e) and [o) respectively.

If each of these three choices were independent of the others, u might be expected,
eight possible language types. In fact, only two of these types seem to be attested. lA
vowels undergo Glide Formation, Glide Formation does not take place before round
does occur. In the second type, only high vowels undergo Glide Formation, a high vowel
/ol, and Coalescence does not occur. The purpose of this paper is to account for these
• within the framework of Optimality Theory.

attitudes to language varieties has revealed their
is nowhere more evident than in those situations
different varieties co-exist and are seen as
..ch other in at least some domains .
., •• u,..u Creole as revealed in newspaper articles and
are illustrated and analyzed. The paper
to which these might be considered to be
the views of the literate section of the society.
precept and practice in the society as a whole is
ita sources and implications examined.

Dong-In Cho (University of Southern California)

(SAT MORN: University)

Two types of verbal nouns and VP-complementizer in Japanese and Korean
In this presentation, we argue that the so-called Verb.al. N~ns (h~nceforth, VN}
morphology in Japanese and Korean (J&K) have tw~ dastanctlv~ !ext~ features: a
underspecified lexical feature [-N, 0V) and a nommal VN w.ath lexical feature
proposals for a unitary lexical feature system for VNs [ +N, •V) (M1yagawll: 1987;
that all different syntactic behaviors between these two types of VNs, 1.e.,
assignment or (im)possibility of adjectival modification of VNs, follow from this car.:go~ill1
instead of an optional incorporation of the VN to the light verb (Kagey~a 1982;
further claim that the verbal noun phrase (VP) headed ~y verbal VN ~ governed
complementizer with [+N, •V), which enables the VP to qualify as a Case IISSlgnee.
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(FRI MORN: Emerald)

shows that . the pro j _ectional status (X0 or XP) of NEG(aationl
a c;;ruc1.al role 1.n NPI distributions. K(orean) has xo NEG 1
X" NEG, ne, a!ld. XP NEG pas: E(nglish) has XP NEG, not. not
than ne or an2 1.n that l.t 1.s not affixable to verbs and it
XP (in phrasal. negation). I? add~tion not cooccurs with the
De. Thus, NPis be1.ng XP, NPI ll.cens1.ng by NEG involves an xo-XP'
~~a~ XP- XP relation ,in ~~ and both
in F. XP-XP relations in u~
hlerarchy (e.g. b1.nd1.ng) and X0 -XP relations are subject to
· 8-gov~rnment, Case Agreement), Hence NPis should be in the
NEG ln K, should be c - commanded by NEG in E and either in
b' for the following re~trictions on NPI dist~ibution. (l)An
~u )ect of a n~gated predl.cate in F/K, but not in E. (2)NEG-NPI
~ause bounded l.n ~, bu~ unbounded in principle in E/F. (3)NPis
P.roperly con~~:nned l.n ~ny XP i f NEG is external to the XP.
or.,.n.l...n., E/F onll:' l.f t_he XP l.s .a non.-subj ect. ( cf. Milner 19 79 for/'
.
con~al.ned l.n a subJect l.S not allowed in any of the
l.t
ne1.ther c - comma nded by NEG nor in its local domain.

· IS·

Robbin Clamons (Hamline University)

PragmtJticfUIICtions ofgender (and class) shift

(FRIEVE:

All around the world, speakers of languages from a wide range of families shift the lender or 1_
expressions for pragmatic ~s: 10 IriCk referents and distinguish their relalive cognitive Slltuses in 4 .c- of
to establish the relative: 50Cial status of panicipants, to create metaphors and mctonyms, or to li ~~
scorn, and adoration. Pragmatically driven aender shiflina is found across the full range ~ n~'
classification system types: in languaaes with numeral classifier, verb classificatory, noun class, and proc~:
aender systems. In Lak, for example, bak 'head' in class D1 has the meaning of a person's or an animal's
pan, but in class IV it has a metaphorical meaning, as in 'a head of lettuce', or 'mind or undencanct~
Althouah scholars may mention this kind of pragmatic usc of shift, contemporary analyses of ~
classification assume !hat only fonnal or semantic factors are relevant in asstgnment of gender or class.
Examination of data from over fifty languages suggests that !he pnder or class of expressions is or.cu IClecled
on the basis of pragmatic conteXt, in which case stticdy formal analyses of J'Cnder or class assiJJIIDelll• .
inadequate. I argue lha.l often, gender or class markers should be treated as shifters, with their rncaniop
to both the code and the message. This strateP. noc only allows a more adequate dcsaiplion of aender and
assignment in many languages, but also provides insigtus into how linguistic codes interface with lanJU~&e ~

=

J. Oancy Clements (Indiana

coce (University of Pennsylvania)

(FRI AFT: University)

and subjectless senlences in conversaJional English

Using evidence from a. corpus of conversational English, I argue that
TIONS like the one given below form a natural class.
A' But they had (laug_hter) the time of their lives, you know.
(laughter].
6 : Oh yeah
the boat just pulled up right by the tents.
I ~how that they differ from null subject utterances both in context and in form.
I note that the subject of an elaboration must be the same as the subject of
previous utterance, and that elaborations share additional properties with
and syntactic amalgams that are not found in null subject utterances. I
ilimacttonsthe relationship between these 'VP' elaborations described above and NP
IIIOir&~I<Du• of the type shown in 2.
A: They must have a lot of pets.
B: Oh yeah, they have a.ll kinds · dogs, cats, birds, you name it.

A: Had

(FRl AFf: Ernerald)

University)

Recognizing language obsokscenceltkath in a creole
Linguistic evidence of language obsolescence/death (L-Q/D) is mre elusive in P14gins and creoles, languages already often strongly simplified and highly re9ularized
This paper explores L-o/D as the reason behind the existence of a highly unique syn~ctio
construction in KDrlai Portuguese, an Indo-Portuguese creole language .
In the last 20 years KP has been subject to intense cultural and linguistic preaiQft
from Harathi, the adstrate language. Now, the first of KP speakers are emercJin<J wbo be. .
been systematically exposed to Marethi since preschool. Their speech is exceptional 1ft a
nUJIIber of ezpected ways. Entirely unexpected, ho-ver, is that they have developed a
highly singular construction, not found in Marathi, which consists of using only one
overt new argwuent or coaplement per sentence , as exemplified in (l) Tire&& 1adev, but
jadev, ku may buk jadew (lit. Tireza gave, book gave, to .ather book gavef Tlreza ~
the book to her .ather. '
Interestingly, (1) seems to be a case of "Never use on sentence where two or thrM
would do", a rule discovered by Hill (1982:56) in Cupeno speakers who are gradually
losing their language. Other signs of L-()/D are also present, e.g. KP speakeu wno use
(1) also prefer coordination to subordination, contrary to their main linguistic models,
i.e. their parents and grandparents. Nonlinguistic evidence of L-<>/0 in KP (Dorian 1982)
is also shown to corroborate the XP linguistic data presented here.

II Ibis paper I take issue with what I consider a serious limitation of C\IJTCnt approaches to
1111pbora, namely that the domain of anaphoric clements is conceived of too narrowly. In
,.Uon to considering only syntactic properties of anaphora, GB style approaches (e.g.,
A,otm:198S, Fiengo ct May:1994, Reinhart:1981) are too restrictive on two counts: (a) they
tiiJ consider anaphoric relations expressing referenriDI identity between antecedent and
•pbor; and (b) they constrain anaphoric relations to co-indexing relations. I propose two
Jlbltantial modifications to the theoty of anaphora. First, I redefine anapbora to include
..-referential dependencies. This modification leads to the introduction of two,
111000mous levels of representation. Second, I extend the notion of anaphora to include
llolh co-indexing and COIIIIQ-indexing relations. 'This extension necessitates a new definition
of binding which separates co-indexing from the dependency relation itself.
1broughout the paper I will use the terms 'anaphora' and 'anaphoric' in their wider sense,
CDCOmpassing reflexives as well as intrasentential anaphora.

Felice Coles (University of Mississippi)
Pr~serving the Hbesr" and "typical" lsleiio Spanish

11m Darnell (Ohio State University)
S)wax and semanJics: Separated ar birth?

(SAT MORN: Jmperill)

Language attrition research normally attempts to elicit all levels of usage from
speakers of all fluency levels in a dying language in order to abstract changing
linguistic patterns from situational variation (Labov 1972). Informants adept at
hiding their vernacular and improvising in an obsolescing variety are reluctant to
submit to such scrutiny. The few hundred remaining semfspeakers and bilinguals of
islefio Spanish in Louisiana wanted 'the best ' Spanish to be recorded--the most formal
register used by the last two performers of oral narratives. The isleno comnunfty
reassured informants by proposing that audiotapes only of 'typical ' speech (i.e.,
everyday conversational style) be used for less fluent members to reduce immediate
identification and judgment. Both styles of speech (formal and informal, which
contains hallmarks of language death such as loan phonology, simplified verbal
morphology, and English-like syntax (Dorian 1981)) will be used as a testament to the
origins of the revitalization movement of isleno Spanish .

(SUN MORN: Wildcatter)

::h:.ag ~ ·-;~r:J l':· "·c;r:l prn~mau.:~n tn,t.. 'A·., Ull'esug:ucd whetbft"the .:--/400 n nega11 ~·e bnunwuw sbtlt
ll<k UJ> ~ .. ~n iH11(cO to \~mwmc c1mgru~n~~ ol a \\Oftl to the ~oat~xt and tllc: POOO. a posmve shJJt l"ound
m0<1~!1d wtth a synt:~e!l~ tntt>ngru•ty !Ire sl-plll'1lle componeats rellecung proce151ng dim~phons at differelll

~~~b 111 rl"Ne~t:ntauoo.

()(elements ot 11 ~1n~le complex Wll\11.' produced bv genend processuag dilltculty
wuh 4() cnttc:ll scntenc~s 1.11 t>oe of four ''ernons: S)·lllactacally and semanucaJlr
~ • WDU'OI • )Vntucu~alll IIKOIT~" l1ut ~emanucaJJv c~ct wntacucaJiv c~ct but semalltlcall\'
~:ncct and both ·syntscttcally :u1d semanttcnlly 1ncorrect. Our data 'collec:ted \,.surface eleC'ltOdes at
n •.L ami i'~ ~~~e~ . rc,tali:d \Jlat alliJ'Iree oltht: anomalous condauom eenerau:d 1111 MOO and a P600 shift
"\!nl~ lll~ cJnt.rol condtllon c'·otcd netther \loreover we Jound the "two types of shifts to be unreliably
daltero:m !rom otllm ol \Jltli')'IUIU: pol ant\ across conthuom OUJd ~tgruf1canth ddftrt:nt from the wavefonns
wnluc the ~ame temporal wmdows of the control These results which are at odds 'l'l'llb other n:portecl
M.:iii'CII . Inutc•~ that OUJ ·~o400 ·P600 1.1·a>efunn comolex ~~ ;usocuJ.ed wu.b both wmacuc lll!d semanuc
j'f'JCCS1111~ lll(J tlnt t urthcrrcs~ll'ch tsneces~ary to clarify U11~ tnue
·
'i~'tl;t:tts wer~ rr~s~nto!d

the
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Regna Darnell (University of Western Ontario)
(SAT AFr·
Colllinuit~s in Americanist anJhropology from the B. A. E. to the Boasians: Historibgraphic
·
1969-1990
The evidence and historiographic methodology of the work of 25 years ago have stood tbe test r
0
as has the basic hypothesis that the retrospectively-identified "scientific revolution• which
Boasian anthropology in North America was, in fact, a gradual evolution involving su~IStalllfill
continuities with the preceding tradition centred in the Bureau of American Ethnology,
were reinforced by the unilineal emergence of professional disciplines within American science
visions, however, locate the uniqueness of the overall Americanist tradition shared by Boas ~~
Bureau within the realm of language and linguistics.

visOD (York University)

(FRI AFr: Gold)

~ysiological analysis of ron.e and voice qu.aliry contrasts in Bai and neighboring Yunnanese

':J:

Anthony Davis (Stanford University)
Jean-Pierre Koenig (State University of New York-Buffalo)
Unldng as constraints on word classes in a hierarchical lexicon
Recent work in lexical semantics has argued that thematic-roles emerge from lexical eoteil"'eelll
relationships among participants in situations denoted by verbs (Jackendoff 1990, Dowty 1991, WocbaJer
Typically, though, the linking of these chematic roles to the syntax has involved added mechanisma IUdl u 1
hierarchy (LI'O, Jackendoff 1990), or an actor/Undergoer hierarchy (Van Valin (1993). We show lbat
devices are not needed to account for linking and valence alternations. Rather, we make use of two IIICiepeiJdeiJih
motivllcd characteristics of the lexicon: (i) fine-grained semantic representations of the ltiDd llJUed for
(1989); (ii) the hierarchical organization of the lexicon advocated within HPSG or Constnx::tioa Gnurunu
and Sag 1987, 1994; Kay and fillmore 1994). Unking rules in such 1 model are constraints oo poaib1o
couched in terms of 1 hierafdty of semantic relations and a notion of distinguished arguiDtnt. the Jaaer beiDa
in terms of single lexica1 mtailments (being the instigator of an event, being the locus of a representatioaai It*),
thus do not need to posit an unmotivated theta-hierarchy, or compute the relative number of Proto-l&eot or proto.
patient properties of arguments, as in Dowty (]991). Moreover, because the semantic C01Jte11t of predicaJoq 11
integrated in a hierarchical representation of lingui.rtic knowledge, !IUs system is particularly adapted to IIIOdeliw
abstractions of varying degrees of generality (e.g. the slwed semantic properties of various relatioos IIICh u ~
widl and without causees), panial regularilies, al1emale mappings (followlprecede), and positive excqltioas to va1aa
alternations.

Daniel R. Davis (University of Hong Kong)
Prepositions in the Welsh grammatical tradition

This paper looks at the development of the metalinguistic
notion 'preposition• within t.~a Welsh grammatical tradition !rom
the late Middle Aqes to· the early twentieth century. It traces
tl1e way in which the concep-cs used by Welsh qriUillllarians to daf'ine
the term aJ;:ddodiad 'preposition' have changed in response to
developments in linguistic, grammatical, and philosophical
studies outside of Wales. The paper sugc;asts that this pattern
continues in present-day studies of Welsh.
Stuart Davis (Indiana University)
Weight properties ofpartitll geminates
In this paper, I consider weight properties of partial geminates and contend that it is
an idiosyncratic lexical property as to whether they are underlyingly morale. Consider
the following Hausa singular-plural pairs: dam(oo)-dam-aamee 'monitor ' , kask(?o)- kasaakee 'bowl', zoomfoo)- zoom-aaaee 'hare', and tall(te)- tall-aayee 'soup pot. If the
root is underly1ng y bimora1c,ue to the presence o a long vowel or geminate, then
-aayee is selected; but if the root is monomoraic then -aaCee is selected. Interesting]~
partial geminates pattern like geminates (e.g. kund(ii)- kunk-aayee 'notebooks'). This
strongly suggests that, in Hausa, partial geminates are lexically moraic like true
geminates. Next, in Seoul Korean , umlaut fails to apply when the target vowel is in a
bimoraic syllable--e.g./pa: li/-->[pa:ri](*[pe :ri ]) 'earning' and t~nni/-->[~nni) (-[enni}.
'sister'. (Compare with /tani/--•[teni] 'go about'.) Crucially, umlaut occurs when the 1
target vowel is in a syllable closed by a partial geminate (e.g./nampi/--•[~bi)
'kettle') . This strongly suggests that, in Korean, partial geminates are not lexically
moraic. Consequently, weight properties of partial geminates vary among languages . Their
moraic status is idiosyncratic. Such behavior is consistent with the view of moraic
lexical prespecification in Inke las &Cho (1993) .
-18-

(SUN MORN: Gold)

Dayton (University of Pueno Rico)
An e/Dn.elll of the VAAE aspectual system

In vernacular African American English (VAAE), steady occurs as in (1).

under
(1984) account, steady is a lexical item, a predicate adverb whic~ ''has th~
function of indicating that the action or process of a pr ogress1ve verb LS
in an intense, consistent, and continuous manner". Habitual distributive
preferred auxiliary with ~,(1 ) ; sentences in which~ and ~
are acceptable for some VAAE speakers, (2).
1. Ricky Bell ~ &lldY stepp~n' in them tlllllber nines. (Baugh, 1984)
1. She was alHlw ~ jUUi?l.ng. (Baugh, 1984) .
1be account developed here LS based on the analys1s of tokens of ~ (n=ll7),
{n=1320), and~ (n=624) coll~cted during 4 1(2 years of partic ipant ?b~ervat~on
in Philadelphia. under thLS account, ~ 1s not the preferred aux11Lary w1th
. ~ and .iJ.Hw do not cooccur; thus, (2) is unacceptable in VAAE.
reconcile Baugh's view that the lexical item steady has an aspectual function
1uu~"Q'~.._••5 continuous manner with the two differences cited above, this paper
that ~ is a continuous-iterative marker, a graomaticalized element of t he
aspectua1 system, which includes ~and ~· This paper contributes to research
the construction of aspectual systems and on the description of the VAAE system.
5

DeBose (California State University-Hayward)
in rural St11111JM English

(SAT MORN: Bayou

llaile oomucting fie ld work in Sarrana, Dominican Republic, during the st.mrner
ct 1992, the author elicited a detailed account, illustrated with lexical exa!ll)les
llld sinulated dialogue, of a "different" kind of English, replete with cr eole
features, which young nale descendants of the original il1111i.grants acquired
"in the country" from their parents and subsequently rrodified or expanded through
CXIItact with "Americans." '1he paper includes discussion of what constitutes
1 'creole feature,' and draws upon previous attenpts to evaluate the creolist
hypothesis by examining specific points of divergence of Black English from
other dialects and its similarity to creoles . Several features of Samana English
~tioned in previous studies are shown to be stable features of the dialect
Vli.c:h are regularly produced by various speakers.
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Hamida Demirdache (University of British Columbia)
Lisa Matthewson (University of British Columbia)
Quantif~er raising and U>picfocus strucnue in St'c!timcets Salish

(FRIMORN:

We demonstrate that topic focus structure constrains quantification in St'at'imcets. We explain 8
restriction on the scope of the quantifier tikem (all) when it is extracted out of the DP defining its
range to a sentence-initial position: in a transitive sentence, extracted t4kem must have scope over the
ergative argument (the subject).
We assume that a quantifier must bind a topic, drawing on the well-established correlation between
quantifiers and topics, which are both presuppositional. Once takem adjoins to IP at S-structure, the
stranded DP must provide a range for the quantifier. This is possible only if the stranded DP is a
topic; no restrictive clause definmg the set that the quantifier ranges over can be fanned when the NP
is focussed, since there is no presupposition of existence. In the unmarked case, the ergative
argument is the topic of the sentence, and can thus serve as the range of the quantifier; the absolutive
argument cannot, since it is in the domain of focus.
Finally. we show that quantification in St'iit'imcets is further restricted by Gerdts' 1988 One-Nominal
constraint, which we propose to derive from topic-focus stmcture.

Michael Dickey (University of Massachusetts)

Consrraints on tile sentence processor and tile distriburion ofresumptive pronouns
Some languages (like Hebrew) have grammatical resumptive pronouns while othus
(like English) have only marginal "intrusiveN pronouns. Both resumptive and intrusive pronouns are
sensitive to distance: the fanher away an intrusive or resumptive pronoun is from its antecedent, the
more acceptable it will be. A distant intrusive pronoun is sometimes more acceptable than a
grammatically-licensed trace, and a resumprive pronoun which is too close to its antecedent is less
acceptable than a trace. However, no one has defined what these distances are or explained how
distance affects intrusive and resumptive pronouns.
.
.
This paper provides a preci~ definition _of t~e distance at which both resumptive and
mtrusJve pronouns become acceptable, and tt relates this distance to the memory limitations on the
processor. I propose a new theory of the parser's memory limits which explains the effects of distance
on resumptive and intrusive pronouns. This theory correctly predicts the results of two new studies
presented here, looking a~ th~ on_-line processi~g of intrusive_pronouns and gaps in English. The
theory also predicts the distnbuuon of resumpnve pronouns m several other languages, which parallels
the patterns of acceptability seen for English intrusive pronouns.

Lise M. Dobrin (University of Chicago)

Subverting the 'double inversion' in Arapesh 11Wrphology: A reply to Aronoff 1994

(SATAFI':

The Papua New Guinea language Arapesh exhibits an extensive nominal agreement
system interpretable as syntactic gender, as well as an inflectional class system
governing the realization of number exclusively on nouns. Aronoff 1994 adopts a
'doubly inverted' analysis of this system: the inflectional class of a plural is
detennined by the fonn of the corresponding singular, which is assumed to be basic,
and gender is in tum read off a lexeme's inflectional class. I argue that both clauses of
Aronoffs schema require revision, since (1) the significant neutralization among
inflectional classes in the singular makes it a frequently arbitrary basis for
determining plural forms, and (2) gender overwhelmingly divides along lines
distinguishing not the plural, but rather the singular classes. Treating the plural
forms as basic provides a neat resolution to these problems, and by separating gender
from inflectional class instead of routing one through the other, the analysis only
adds force to Aronoffs central theoretical claim that morphology operates on distinct.
autonomous levels.
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J J)rec:hSel (University of Hawaii-Manoa)

(FRI MORN: Bayou I)

- - · ··-· andpidginlcreole studies
part of the greater Caribbean with its classic creole s ociet i es and
Louisiana was the home of another, possibly ol der linguistic trad i t i on of
to creolists -- the Chickasaw-Choctaw trade language or ~ob il1an Jargon, a
mostly based on the area's Native American languages.
presentation examines the wider implications of Hobilian J argon's d istinc tiv ~
and extra-linguistic features for pidgin-creole studies, including a h ighly
vord order, functions as a Native American and i nterettmic lingua !!!n£!_, i ta
a sociolinguistic buffer, and a proposed pre-European origin in t he con text of
81
aisaippian Complex . Mobilian Jargon reveals striking typological paral lels to
:!:er Native American pidgins, Chinook Jargon and Delaware Jargon, and demons trates
oolY the recurrent applicabili ty of concepts of pidgin and creole studies t o the
of Nativ e American languages, but also a greater significance of non-European
iD America. Quite close ties between the indigenous population and Africans
periods even call for a reevaluation of the rol e of Native Americans in t he
a history of the South.

l)raher (University of Toronto)
(Memorial University of Newfoundland)
illlr 1111dp,ltonolo,gtc.ru change in Labrador

(SAT MORN: Imperial)

distinctive subdialect of Labrador Inuttut is spoken in Rigolet, in central Labrador, b y less
25 persons, all over the age of 50. The Rigolet dialect preserves mixed consonant dus ters
have undergone assimilation in northern Labrador and Quebec. This dialect is all but
to the wider world, except for a brief description by Dorais (1977; 1990). Since 1991, we
three field trips to Rigolet. Our fieldwork shows that the apparent substitution of
/k/ noted by Dorais (e.g. tuqtu 'caribou' instead of tulctu) has a phonological basis. The
.-nw;;t;ii\JLvu is that original /k/ and I ql merged in syllable-final position and that their
conditioned by the surrounding vowels. These findings shed light on the merger
uvulars in the northern Labrador dialect, observable there only in m o rpheme(Smith 1979). The full extent of the merger is obscured there by regresssive
ilillllilitticm within consonant clusters, which removes the place features of any syllable-final
•X\aJt\t in word-medial position (hence tuttu(k)). Rigolet prov ides evidence that the m e r ger
and /q/ is a pan-Labrador change which preceded consonant assimilation . A p roper
•mltantdin.g of the historical importance of this dialect is of interest als o to the community,
'-u••u•ou•(~u to a sense of pride in the dialect and renewed interest in its retentio n .

Dubinsky (University of South Carolina)
Ron Simango (University of South Carolina)
verbal 11Wrphology and tile auronomy of syntax

(SAT AfT: Emerald)

compares passive and stative constructions in Chichewa, and demonstrates the need to distinguish
levels of argument-structure changing operations in the grammar. The evidence is consistent
assumption of autonomous lexicon and syntax, and problematic for theories (e.g. LFG and Lexical
Theory) which seek to represent all argument-structure changing operations in the lexicon.
-~ and stati ve -ek. Mchombo ( 1993) notes that
theories of lexical mapping cannot explain the differences in the two constructions. Passives (but
can occur with Agentive PPs, Agent-oriented adverbs and purpose clauses, and can undergo
••·Iiic:et!ISed Locative Inversion. Evidence for the lexical status of -ek is had from verb morphology, from
restrictiOJllS on stativization, and from semantic shifts in meaning typical of derived words. An
-Pit1eGC:Ontrast between passives and statives arises with respect to Benefactive applicative constructions.
and unaccusatives cannot occur in this construction, while st.atives and Wlergatives can do so.
to pattern here with unergatives is surprising if one assumes some ve rsion of Baker' s 1988
We would suggest that this is because statives, unlike passives and unaccusatives, do not involve
movement.

has two detransitivizing verbal affixes, passive
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Melynda Dunigan (Unive~ity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill)

Modal particlu and clause structw'e in Wolof

(FRI MORN: Emerald)

rA;,,..,.mv of Pennsylvania)
nr••;u,.,..,r·rv of Pennsylvania)

constructions in Slavic

This paper examines the distribution of a series of preauxiliary modality particles in Wolof, arguing that it provid
clear evidence in favor of an IP-external functional projecttea
for modality, focus and negation (referred to as "Sigma Phraa:=
after Laka (1990)) .
It is argued that Sigma Phrase is obligatory in finite
clau!les but ab!lent in "zero modality" (ZH) clauses which deriv
their temporal interpretations from the context. This hypo
e
allows us to account for the temporal interpretation of ZK
clauses a• well as for a difference between the two types ot
clauses in producing a "that-trace" effect for long distance
extraction of subjects.

the basil of data from Slavic that the phenomena analyzed as exhibiting Long Head
of a non-finite verb over an inflected auxiliary, (Lema and ruvero 1989, ruvero
have a uniform source and motivation. Recent LHM-ba.sed analyaes of the !Non-finite
have the non-finite form movin!l; to d' in a single step. The motivation for
-ilJUcta<lllDeed for jvnctionol &uxiliariea, in contrast to laical &uxiliariea, to be governed
Aceordillg to this account, LHM is triggered as a last-resort mechanism when no
is a~ble as a gover11or. LHM should thus never be optional. We provide counrediction. Furthermore, examples with two participles show that LHM constructions
p
c:ontraints on Head Movement based on the 1-Related/Non-L-Rel&ted distincwhich were proposed in part to exlain why LHM was not disallowed by the ECP in
po68ibllity of fronting each participle can be accounted for by the LHM analysis only
...,11101ptJ(II1 that the first participle is L-Related to the second. We propoae to eliminate
as a one-step, uniform operation in favor of procesaes shown to be necessary in other
an optional fronting process closely related to the stylutic fronting &een in Icelandic
1£ nramason 1990) , and Morphological Merger as in Marantz 1988.
OD

(Harvan:l

Veena D. Dwivedi (McGill University)

Unive~ity)

(FRI AfT:

Explore~)

{Mi!SSliK:hiiSC~~ Institute of Technology)

CoordifliJJion instead ofsubordifliJJion

(Queens College-City Unive~ity of New York)

lhe ulti~ate claim 1 want t ~ explore is that a language which lacks ea~e~~t1•
wi 11 exhibit free word order. I start in this paper by showing that Hindt.
free word order language, does not embed 'that' clauses at any 1e~t>1 . I\
c0111110n ly assu1lk!d that the ' that' IU clause 1n Hindi is right extraposed
the con1p le~~~ent posit ion to the lett of the verb, (cf. Srivashv 1991,
1990 , Oavison 1987 and Koster 1987 for Germanic). In fact, 1 show that
is no good evidence to dSSUn1e that IU clauses are base generated first
co~plement to the verb, ancl then right extraposed.
First, 1 shew that
1s no morphological evidence that shows a selectional relation between
verb and the so-called embedded clause. Secondly, I use Negative Pol
Items to show that a negat1ve in the main clause does not license an NPI
'embedded' clause, arguing for a lack of c-command at all syntactic
These findings have consequences for the recent proposal in Kayne 1993,
right adjunction is banned universally.

«qULsition qf a second language: Some evidence from the acquisition offunctional categories
t'H! effect of rniversl\l rrlll'tl"llr. AflP Etncl J.l in ~~ ~ WP test eel 1 PrOUI'S
: an aduJ t T.l .TIII'anese flr""". a c'l11" t .J Ja,..anes" proun 11n<l a c"11 <i ! 1

Jn an £11citet4 TMi tation tao:l·, !>ul-ie('t'l vere tested Ol"sevPn ~entPnce
r'~>(t<ll>ica li:!:a ti on, rE'lativP clAusP.s an<' w'\-CiuE'stions ' . It involvi nrT" ·
8 , nrorressives 1ind nel(ation'. "at" 'ltati,.ticAl anti error ans)vses "ere
11tf1 results suP.v.est that 1-r rr1.nc11'les rPl"afn accef!sil- !e for roth chi] dren
..,.t t'lat bot h &fe an<! ' ·' hl!c"rround pl av a shnificAnt rn1e in LZ sccruisf
c!ifferent wavs. !lye seer~s to Nit c'-1'<'rP.n at "" 11dv,.nt11"e fr t'>e 1earninp
cular facts, such as idiosvncratfc rule5 anc! asT'ects of t'1E' lexicon.
t'1e other hsn<l, seems t o affect dee!'er r ro!'ert ies of pral'm'IIT , in Nlrtantiaion of narar.ete r -sE'ttf.nsz s. "''Ius, t.'le .lat>EtnP.se sornuns treAte" J'P
v fro!" (''I> s tructurE's, showinf' oeneral 1v '11 rl-E'r r11tes of r rPmma t fcal
than for ("'>. 'This eli f~E'rent iation •·•as not founcl for t he ~naJ>f sr rrou".
a "at tern int ems of t'le •·•11v t"P 11 instantiates crrt aiJ> .!St>f!Cts oF nr,
, in t'lat Japanese niffers fror~ ~.,rlfsh Pncl ~T'anish fn not instantiatT'lua, it seer!! that t'le particular fnstnatiation of t•r in the J.J
c:hildrPn and adults alil-e fn t'tP ac,uisf tion of t'>e T.:'.

(University of Minnesota-Minneapolis)
ofMaghrebin-French relations in France

Jabier Elorrieta (University of Texas-Austin)
lnfwuional consonant 171Ulalion in Basque allocwives

This paper proposes that the principles ol Alignment which acoount for Infixation in
Optimality 'lbeory (McCarthy &r Prince, 1993) can also account for a pattern ol
tnfixational consonant mutation tn the allocutlve fonns ci Zeam.n1 Basque (Pujana.
1979; Gaminde, 1988). Thus, morphologically \JI'ImaiUd fotmal address vesbal forms
undergt"' one of M\1 changes in the infotmal (allocutive fonns): either paJatallzatiOn ~
the first coronal consonant (ekam noan/ poan; ekanilco leuke/leuke-k~ or
prefixation/infixation of -y- when the target consonant Is not coronal (elcarrl
gencluen/ gayenduan; ekam oan 1)Q<Inl. This analysis stipulates that aD these cases
can be explained by the same constraints on the representation. The main prlndple at
worlc deals with the aHgnment of a palatal ([CoronaJD autosegment with the left edge
of the word. This autosegment docks onto the appropriate coronal target, resulting In a
mutation. Th1s constramt is only ovenidden by principles of segmental and syllable
well-fonnedness. which give rise to infixallon. These ovenidtng constraints work
against complex segments and require the parsing of all features.
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(SAT MORN: Bayou II)

prel111inary results of a p1Tot study conducted ·in the !forth
community of Perp1gnan in Southern France. lt is hypothesized that
and - ~conomlc situation of Maghrebin (that is, Arab a!~ Berber)
offers sfmllar!tfes with the conditions under Mhi ch pidginization
011 developed in creole societies dud ng colonization.
Therefore, this
Ullinate the process of language nliiing in contact situations involving

III'II!SI!I~'t!.

l.

based on conversations recorded with two Arabs (one Algerian, one
tlnleiLBerber frc11 Algeria. and focuses on a few discourse features·r
rklng. The strong sense of identity difference felt by the Berber
lly Ignored or oppressed by the Arab ~ajority) must be addressed
•••'~~~···~tions can be conducted appropriately. However, at this early
1ar1ties surface between pragmattc aspects of creole languages
In natiye speakers of Berber as well as of Algerian and Moroccan
learned french fn informal conditions.
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Daniel Everett (University of Pittsburgh)
:
Word minimalily, word binarity, and foot minimality in Suruwaha

This paper analyzes data from the recently contacted language, Suruwaha (S
family, Brazil), arguing that three distinct prosodic constraints ~at be
in this language, word minimality (WK), word binarity (WB}, and foot --··-•uJ
That these are separate constraints is shown by the fact that they are
differently with regard to the additional constraints NO GLIDES and FILL
be violated, since it dominates all other constraints. But WB and FH ..• be
since they are freely ordered with regard to the constraint FILL, NO GL~DES
WB and FH but is dominated by WH. These results are important for pnclna,lolti~
theory because they show not only that WB, FH, and WM are distinct, but
all these exist in a single language, revealing a particular constraint
made available by Universal Grammar. Moreover, these facts are impor
come from an endangered Alrulzonian language . Further they extend our _,..,...., _
phonological typology and areal dtstributio~ of phonological structures.

(SAT AFT: Emerald)

of California-Berkeley)
(JIId the synrax-semafllics interface

of the aUitJIUI"'Y of symax thesis muat solve the followins problem: how to specify
.,.....en IGic:al aemandc: llld syntKtic: structure without compromisina the autonomy of
is to diJtinaUilh sevctallevels of lexic:al representation and linJdna rules that are left·
·vilible· to syntax. Crucially, the content of tbematic: roles plays no pan in the

Julia S. Falk (Michigan State University)

(FRI MORN: Gold)

Words without syntax

In its first quarter century, five LSA presidents were involved
development of international auxiliary languagesa Hermann c
Kent, Charles Grandgent, Hayward Keniston, and Edward Sapir.
affiliated with the International Auxiliary Language Associ
With descriptive studies of control languages, quantitative
mological bases for standardizing vocabulary, and experimen
the learnability of foreign languages, the !ALA research
atible with the goals of many linguists, but the vari
and the minimal morphology of the interlinguas, along wi
naive view of syntax on the part of linguists and amateur
all constrained the contributions of the profession to thi
practical application. However, the focus on lexicon
for etymological work and an opportunity for empiri
paralleling the applied work on lexicon, etymology, and
American Colle~Diction~ by another group of linguists in
including Leon
Bloomf~eld, Charles Fries, and Kemp Malone,
LSA presidents in the first 25 years of the Society's history.

from meter bolsters theoretical claims made in phonology. McCarthy and Prince
1 (llpli1maliity Theoretic accounts of templatic morphology to argue that constraints
(PJ domina;e constraints on morphological structure (M); in other words,
an•un.eots frc-m another prosodic domain, poetic meter, in support of this
the SOD@ meter ofTohono O'odbam (TO; Uta-Aztecan), poetic meter
dominate morphological ones; that is, PM ,. M. I show that TO invokes
a constraint on foot binarity. This importance of this analysis is
from another domain of prosody, meter, supports the claim: p,. M ; 2) It
successful extension of OT principles to meter; and 3) It reiterates the relevance
10 pbonological theory.

Fredric: W. Field (University of California-Irvine)
When languages combine: Morphology and language mixing

,.lzftrald (University of Arizona)
(Uraivc:rsilty of Arizona)
-.,'ltOii.>gy, Tohono O'odham, and optimality theory

Language mixing is often mentioned in connection with studies of pidgin and creole
language change; in fact, it is usually discussed in some context apart from mixed langwapJ._
assert that there are no languages without at least some degree of mixing, while
language can exist. Still others have regarded PCs themselves as a type of mixed 1ang~~~p.
last, it is clear that PCs and mixed languages are of quite distinct types despite a
similarities. Among the many nontrivial structural differences is morphology. ~
absence of inflectional morphology while mixed codes evince essentially the survaval of
morphology. A mixed code inherits the morphological character of its matrix; ~nee.
polysynthesis survives in Michif (the Cree-French mix spoken by the M~tis people tn the
Canada and bordering states of the U.S.), Quechua agglutination in Media l..engua
spoken in the highlands of Ecuador), and Spanish fusion in Pocho o~ Espaiiol Miluwallll;
English mix spoken in the Southwest United States). The blendmg of two
consequences; this paper examines these consequences and the role of morphology w~en
specifically, it attempts to identify the linguistic elements most likely ~ relex1fy.
understanding of the systematic ways in which languages combine, we may ~~our
affixes and 'function words' differ and the ways inflectional (and perhaps denvauonal)
handled. In so doing, it is hoped that this will shed light on the nature of the human lanJ~IP: ••
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(SAT MORN: Explorers)

Morphology often neglects subtractive operations. Tohono O'odham (TO) fonn s
~by removing at least the final segment from the imperfective (Zepeda 1988.
1992):
IMPERFECTIVE
PERFECflVE
GLOSS
bfm
h!:
'walked'
hlhink
hihin
'barked (pi)'
NOitd
gegos
'fed'
for an analysis of TO truncation which accounts for this variation in the
analysis shows two things: I) An Optimality Theoretic treatment of subtractive
The necessity of a general version of the constraint, MAX (McCarthy and
analysis is important because it refi nes our understanding of Optimality
Morphology, specifically truncation.

e
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Karen Flikeid (St. Mary's University)
Conlinuity and conltiCt: Patterns ofdialecfQ/ variation in Cajun and Acadian French

(SAT APr
:

An opportunity for isolating and identifying processes of change exists where the
same language has evolved in contrasting socio-historical circumstances. In the case
of Cajun and Acadian French, the common historical origin is well attested, as are
the subsequent divergent situations in which each has evolved. Internal dialect
differences within each branch are extensive. This paper focuses on the parallel
linguistic results brought about by similar circumstances of dialect contact in the two
areas, and evaluates the overall degree of continuity. Internal patterns of variation
within the Acadian speech community can throw light on parallel contrasts within
Cajun French, as well as on the overall degree of continuity with Acadian dialectal
origins in the Cajun variety as a whole.

Amy V. Fountain (University of Arizona)
Evidence for symmetry from stress and rwt~prominence in Ute

(FRIMORN:

(TIIURS EVE: Emerald)
principle of Economy of Projection is proposed by Speas (1994) to account for cross--linguistic
fnull subjects. Economy of Projection claims that either the specifier ofXP or the head of
~pied by contentful material in order to license XP in the phrase marker. While Economy
was used by Speas for the analysis ofpr<Hirop, it is proposed as a general principle ofthe
particular, Economy of Projection predicts cross-linguistic variation between head-licensing
.......m~:r-bl;atlllllS for aU functional projections.
paper reviews cross-linguistic variation between head and specifier licensing of AGRP and
In addition, it presents analyses of cyclic historical change in pro-drop and sentential negation as
....-...:.,.;"" between head-licensing and specifier-licensing systems. Finally, it shows that cases
boCh head-licensing and s~er-licensing are available for XP, .eith~ option~ li~ ~ XP.
lte used. XP is redundantly licensed. Two cases of redundant licensmg are studied m detail.
redundant licensing is used in an account ofthe historical change in sentential negation in English.

1'be

Gavruseva (Georgetown University)
in an emp/Qyerlemployee discourse

al.ll'll'tiltr Interactional asy~try

(FRI AFI': University)

Recent treatments of stress systems utilize an asymmetric foot typology (Hayes, 1987)
which includes the moraic trochee, the syllabic trochee, and the iamb. Iambic feet have been
considered as maximally consisting of a light followed by a heavy syllable. Evidence from Ute
suggests a revision of this typology to include a moraic iamb, maximally consisting of two
morae. This reestablishes a symmetrical foot inventory, following Kager (1993). Evidence is
drawn from (1) the distribution of stresses, (2) the distribution of voiceless vowels, and (3) stress
shift phenomena in this language.

paper explores the construction of i n teractional asymmetry in
context of an employer / employee interact ion . Drawing on the
of interac tive frames (Goffman 1981, Tannen & Wal1at
the study demonstrates how asymmetrical alignmen ts are
and reshaped t hrough various frame types. It i s argued in
is t hat interactional asymmetry is not the sole
~·v~rs;itional dynamic that drives an employer / employee exchange.
throughout the interaction both participants• need to
to their social status is balanced with t he need to
ish interpersonal involvement. Applicat ion of the frame
theory to hierarchical contexts reveals a mu lti-faceted
functional nature of linguistic strategies and points up the
for investigating interactional power.

Thorstein Frelheim (University of Trondheim)
VP-negation and righl-dis/ocared pronouns in Norwegian

. . _ B. Gerdts (Simon Fraser University)
Out mismatches and tandem stnletures

In one subtype of right-dislocation (RD) constructions in Norwegian the in

situ NP is a full lexical phrase, while a coreferential pronoun appears in the RD
position. Norwegian theme-rheme structure is underdetermined by grammar (ie
by syntax and prosody taken together).
Prototypical utterance themes are outside the scope of negation. In
Norwegian negatives, even a sentence-initial subject NP produced with an
intonation contour typical of utterance themes may appear in a context which
shows that the negation takes scope over the subject NP. However, by combining
Norwegian theme-rheme intonation and a pronominal RD copy of the subject
NP, a speaker of Norwegian achieves two things: the subject NP acquires all the
properties of prototypical themes (including being automatically outside the
scope of negation), and the predicate will be understood to contain no phrase
referring to a discourse-activated entity. It acquires the prototypical rheme properties.

(SAT AFI': University)

Vuious constructions in Korean, including goal advancement, locative inversion, and psych, allow a
..a.J to appear in either a semantic case (DAn or a structural case (NOM or ACC). This paper presents
evidence from three phenomena that interact with case alternations: floated quantifier + classifiers, NP·
canparatives, and pan-whole constructions. We analyse these as tandem structures; structures in which two
.-ically co-determinate or parallel nominals co-occupy a single syntactic position. In order to avoid
IIIJCiural paradoxes, the tandem elements must be structurally parallel. Nevertheless, case mismatches uise:
(I)

John-i
haksayng-tul-eykey/-ul twu·myeng-eykey/-ul chayk-ul
J.-NOM students·pi-DAT/ACC
two-OrDAT/ACC book-ACC
"John gave books to two students."

cwu-ess-ta.
give-pst·ind

Tbus, case assignment operates independently on each tandem elemenL Such data support an analysis in
which case alternation constructions are assigned the same structure reganiess of case marking.

Chip Gerren (University of Arizona)

(FRI MORN: University)

PalataJizalion in Coanospan Mixtec
This paper examines two issues raised by palatalization in Coatzospan Mixtec (CM). The first
regards the cross-linguistic adequacy of viewing palatalization as the result of V to C (Coronal]
spreading. I show that for CM, there are two distinct types of palatalization. One is analyzable
as involving the spread of [CoronalJ, but the other requires a theory of palatalization which also
recognizes [Dorsal] as a palatalizing feature. The second issue focuses on feature interaction. In
particular, I show that CM palatalization poses significant problems for the Grounding Hypothesis
of Archangeli and Pulleyblank (in press) in that palatalization must be constrained by a feature
cooccurrence statement that is not grounded. In particular, the high back vowels /u/, /~J and/~/
are shown to trigger the palatalization of a preceding alveolar stop. However, a constraint must
be invoked to block [Dorsal] spread iff the trigger is an underlyingly nasal /U/.

Brendan S. Gillon (McGill University)
Donkey anaphora and a puzzle due to C. S. Peirce
In first order predicate logic, the following formulae are equivalent:(l.l) VxFx-t
and (1.2) ;Jx(Fx ... GxlAdapting an example due to C.S. Peirce, Stephen Read has
truth conditions for the following instances of these formulae in English where
mer instance is true and the latter is false. (2.1} Someone will win $1, 000, if
one takes part. (2.2) Someone will win $1, 000, if he takes part. The problem
lie with material implication as a model of i£, for another pair of instances of
cally equivalent formulae not involving material implication show the same failure
equivalence: (3.1} Either someone will win $1, 000 or someone will not take part; (3.
Either someone will win $1, 000 or he will not take part. Discourse Representation
Theory gives the sentences in (3) the same truth conditions as standard predicate
and it gives to the sentence in (2.2} the same truth conditions as it gives to the
sentence below. (4) Everyone who takes part will win $1, 000. Both of these resul
run counter to clear semantic intuitions. Semantic intuitions are honored, however,
when the pronouns are treated as Gareth Evans' E-type pronouns.

Amalia E. Gnanadesikan (University of Massachusetts)

Deriving the so110rity hierarchy from ternary scales
This paper derives the effects of the sonority hierarchy from two ternary scales.
The first scale is Inherent Voicing (IV). which consists of the ordered triple
(Voiceless obstruent. Voiced obstruent. Sonorant), i.e. (IV I,IV2, IV3). The
second scale is Consonantal Stricture, consisting of (Stops. Fricatives/liquids.
Approximantslvowels). i.e. (CSI. CS2. CS3). In Optimality theoretic terms, these
two scales define two subhierarchies of constraints: •IV30 nset >> •IV20 nsct• and
•CS3onsct >> •CS2onsct· Different combinations of the two subhierarchies yield
the various sonority hierarchies proposed for different languages. Ternary scales
can also replace binary features. accounting for systematic gaps such as
)
[~nsonantal
~ntinuant ·

JmfllistuWJLy, reflexivization can impinge upon three distinct notions of 'intransitivity': !a]
~..vntii!CllC,

[b] syntactic, and [c] semantic (Sells et al. 87). Data from French show a system·

speakers wrt transitivity. Se-V's do not behave uniformly in causativization and
for the two varieties we study. Our HPSG analysis uses a sort {in) transitive, not
to the number of complements (e.g. certain V's without realized objects behave
By allowing variation between valence specifications, hierarchical argument structure
HPSG binding theory is based}, and semantic structure, we ca.n (1) provide a straightto the agreement dilemma of Jura.fsky & Koenig 94 (On te vend bien=> Th te 11ends
=> Il ne sef •te 11end bien que toi), a.nd (2) define the difference between the se-V's
variety, all se-V's are intransitive; in the type II variety, inherent a.nd true reflexives
but medic-passives are intransitive). The reflexive-verbs are a unified morphological
on this basis exhibit certain properties (e.g. etre-selection). But they lack the syntactic a.nd
uniformity often attributed to them.

;...~za,, 1uu

Goodall (University ofTexas-El Paso)
l/JCt and 6-role suppression

(FRI MORN: University)

researcr~rs have suggested 1n recent years that there are c~rcumsta~ces
languages in wh.J.ch external 9-rol e suppression ca.'l OCCI.:L lndependentiy
ve case absorpti on. He::e I wil l show t hat these circunstances ocC~.:r
English in the so-cal l ed arbitrary plural subject construction (Jaeggl i
that they he re does not need t o refer to any spec1fic group):
se! 1 foL·eign newspapeJ:~ downtown.
1t woul d seem at first g:ance that (l) s1rnp l y 1llustrates a spec1al
usage of ~~ ' there is evidence t hat th.J.s construct1on involves
Cll of the externa~ 9-ro:e (and j;_h~.Y rrust thus be an expletive ). '!'he
that arbitrary j;_l)~y i s only possible 1n subject position, and that
l~~Sl l>l e with predicates which do not have an external 9-role (i. e. it
1AEX effects ). Both of these facts are just what we expect if the
r.u:tian i nvolves suppress1on of the ex ~ emaJ. a- ro]e. ll.cllht.~onai .;,vidence
fran t.he fact that sane ! anguages allow a ~-phrase i::. ~his <'onstm<'tion.
case absoq•ti or-, c1 early dues r.ot occur in this constn.ctl.>n , we havP. new
that 9 - ~o: e Q Uppress~ on is POSSlble without case abso~tion.

•"•nn1am (University of Strathclyde)

(FRI AFr: Bayou I)

V·s and the marking of habitUill aspect in Bay Islands English

Islands English comprises a wide range of lects, within which it is possible to
two varieties, black and white BIE, as well as intermediate varieties. Non·
·s on present tense verbs is a feature found in both white and black BIE. Non.3r~. plural 'is' with NP subjects, but not pronoun subjects, is a notable feature of
uneues. 3rd. plural ·s on other verbs is not sensitive to the subject constraint, but
closely associated with the expression of habitual aspect. The subject constraint with ' is'
ltrong evidence supporting Scots input into the formation of white BIE. 3rd. person
V·s marking on other verbs is found in Scotland and parts of northern England , but
southern English dialects. Speakers of all these British dialects formed the input to
It is suggested that in the process of koineization in the Caribbean, the subject
was lost, and that the connection of non-concord Y·s with habitual aspect arose
tact between black and white speech varieties. Habitual 'be/bez', another older
has been adopted by black BIE, and exists in complementary distribution
+ V stem and V-s in the contemporary paradigm of non-past habitual aspect
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(FAS-Berlin)

Susan G. Guion (University of Texas-Austin)

_IJIUJIY 0

Word frequency effects anwng Jwmonyms
Investigations by Manczak ( 1968, 1978, 1980), Hooper (1976), Phillips (1980), and Ga
(1905} suggest that more frequently used words undergo sound. cha!lges that structu£a!Iy similar, but~
frequently used, words do not. These sound changes are all stmphficatory or reductionist in nanue:
seem to stem from a more casual production style of the more frequent words. The Hyper- and HYPOspeech (H&H) Theory of Undblom ( 1990) offers a possible explanation of these sound changes.
I hypothesize that frequently used words are more often rendered in hypo-speech than 1
frequently used words. Thus, they do not have as many carefully articulated counterparts with wbichC:
be juxtaposed as less frequently used words. It is possible that the hypo-form of the frequently used Word
will be relexified as the new canonical form, thus producing a change in a frequently used word white Dat
affecting words of similar structure but of a smaller frequency of use.
In order to test this hypothesis, I undertook a study in which I elicited tokens of~
words of different frequencies from five subjects and found a systematic difference in their ProcluctiOIL
The less frequent words were produced with greater effort than the more frequent words, a findina
consistent with the H&H Theory.

Marda Haag (State University of New York-Stony Brook)
Clwctaw grammatical categories depend on the properties oflexical heads
In Choctaw, items from the functional or grammatical categories, both
words and clitics, regularly appear in more than one category. This
appearance is systematic and exploits the syntactic properties of the
lexical head of the constituent. ~may be both a determiner, hi1taL
ma 'that man', or a complementlzer, taloa-h a1 'when he sings',
depending on whether it is construed vlth a projection of Noun or
Verb. In the nominal case, the lexico-syntactic property Number is
what is referred to, while in the verbal case it is the property
Te•poral Aspect. We can demonstrate that the different functions of
the sa•e lexical lte• can be predicted from critical lexico-syntactlc
properties of lexical heads.

linked structures: Evidence from Gujarali

(SAT AFT: International)

presen~at!on analyzes evidence bearing on the issue of •geminate
teJra,•~~~ty from a sound change that affected Gujarati (Pandit 1954)
.~,"='~~.s to accoun~ for ~nalterability effects rely on the different
M~!&e'n~at~ons ~f mult~p~y-l~nked structures vs. singly-linked ones (e.g
, Sc~e~n & Ster~ade 1986) . Inkelas & Cho '1993) propose a new
account1ng.for ru~es respecting linked structures. Their proposal
on the not~o~ of. prespecif~cation", which is based on their claim
all rules sh~w~ng_lnalterab~l~ty effects are structure-building. I

that.the Gu)aratl data are problematic for the t heory of Inkelas &
: In thls language a sound change occurred that was structure-changing
which nevertheless respected linked-structures.

HaJmari (Universi~ ofCali~omia-San Die~o)
. .
.
(SAT AFJ'; Explorers)
~ 111ru~'"'J ofsynrax and diScourse 1111he explaMtwn ofFtMISh·Engluh code-switching

lish ~ilingual data support the Government Constraint on
-···•·w•,ccr•lrra: 1n gove~ned positions, the governed elements
. a language-carr~er: the language of which needs to match
languag~ of ~he govern~~g element . If this condition is not
the sw~tch ~s accompan~7d.by extensive repair phenomena
, ~alse starts, ~epet~t~on, hesitation, etc. ). This fact
~ndependent, d~scourse-based

evidence for the
sed Government Constraint on code-switching.

Hazen .<~orth Caro~na State University/University of Nonh Carolina-Chapel Hill) (SUN MORN: Gold)

Kira Hall (University of California-Berkeley)
Hijriis, gender Ukntiry, and linguistic approprialion

vanano11 afur dialect conlfJCt:

In this paper, I refer to my field re!;Carch among Hindi-speaking hijpi.~ in North India during 1993 in order
illustrate how cross-cultural linguistic research 011 alternative gender identities can contribute not only to
linguistic ~tudy of the workings of gender in discourse, but also to the anthropological study of gender
sexual identity. The hijriis, variously referred to in western scholarship as 'transvestites•, 'transsexuals,'
'eunuchs', occupy a precariou~ position in the Indian ~ocial matrix, as their ambiguous gender
provokes conflicting feelings of respect and contempt. Constr.lincd by a linguistic system which allows
only two morphologi(;al genders, Hindi-~pcaking bijras, when uttering phrases that arc self-referential,
gender themselves as either feminine or masculine. In their daily interactions, they alternate between
in order to express relations of power-alternations that rcOed hierarchical orderings of power in the
gender system that has excluded them. In the first part of my paper, I criticize a number of incorrect
of linguistic gender in Indian languages by Euro-American anthroP9logists in order to illustrate how
can be enhanced by an increased awareness of, and attentiveness to , linguistic phenomena.
how the more general study of language and gender can benefit from the cross-cultural study of attc:...-....
identities, siul.lC such research tends to complicate more c..~sentialist characterizations of women's speech
men's speech as discursive styles indcxically derived from the ~cnder of the speaker.
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A persistent tendency

ln. this pa~r we offer a syntactic expt:mation for nonstandard subject-verb concord
an interverung phrase separates the subJect and verb in a modern vernacular dialect

lot ofIl$JlJ1k {0 comes here from off the island now] is. gelling married on the
~ data ~en from Ocracolce English, we further explore both the diaJect contact
l_ll the etghteenth century between Ulster and British English which spawned the
dialect and the independent linguistic basis for such a pattern. One constraint which
subj~t-verb concord in Scots and Ulster English is the proximity to subject
which_ marked verbs with inflectional -s when any kind of separation occurred
the subJect NP and the VP regardless of the number of the subject NP. In order to
the ef!ect ~f inte~ening phrases, we also present an explanation of the syntactic
which dtfferenuate the source dialects of British and Ulster English. From this
of the source dialects' syntactic structures, we illustrate the potential changes in
from the start of Ocracoke English to the present day.
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Lurie Heggie (Illinois State University)
On the syntax ofDF-strucnue: Evidence from Somali

et. al. {City University of New York-Graduate Center)
ofcreo~ copula patrerns

In this paper, I will argue that languages encode a Discourse-Functional (DF)-sttuctnre in
may vary depending on lhe identity of XP in the schema described in (1), and on whether Topics are
at S-strucrure or LF (pre-/post-spellout in lhe minimalist framework).
1. [PredP TOPi [PredP' Pred [XP FOCj [ tj tj ]]]] (=OF-structure)
Recent discoveries of interesting parallels between Hungarian and English suggest that anolher ._
syntactic structure must be accounted for, namely OF-structure. This hypothesis is based on strong
parallels between Hungarian declarati~ ~tences and ~~sh cop~ sentences with~ to the
of a sentence topic and focus. Somali provtdes relevant lllSlghts as tt lS a language which
I.Jinc-l'lllllll
a basic sentence structure. It is thus similar to Hungarian in that focus, and often Topics,
represented in sentences. However unlike Hungarian, Somali topics do not appear to be the
movement Instead, they are base-generated outside of the clause. These facts lead to positing
articulation in Somali as discourse functional predication with XP=CP, in many respects similar to the ))p..
structure suggested for English, except for the identification of Topics at S-structure instead of LF.
I will suggest that all languages encode these functions following the parameters above. ......,,&VIIIII'
like English rely heavily (though not exclusively) on LF for discourse functions, a hypothesis which
positing a non-overt OF-structure above CP for most English sentences: [PredP TOP [Pred [CP .FOC
[JP...])]]. In contrast, OF-structure is more readily visible in languages like Hungarian, Somali, Mayan,

Elena Herburger (University of Southern California)
Semilntic ambiguity in a minimalist IF: The scope of NEG
This tal k CAnters around the fact that the se~ant1 ~ s <opa of
s~n t enti al negat1on (NEG) does not solely depend on NEG's ccommand doma, n, as often assumed, but c.n the fo c us-as &; 1 gnmen t
with in that doma1n. Cons i der (1):
(I)
a. t.ouise didn't notice ALBERT (CAPS=focus)
b. ~ curse d1dn't notice Albert
i Ia) is ambiguous t.Jetween a 'NEG>FOC' [Taglic.ht 85) and a
'FOC>NEG' read1ng, bu~ lib) only allows a FOC>NEG reading.
The scope fac.ts of NEG as described are shown to also affec.t the
l1cens1ng of NPis. In particular, they e~pla1n L1nebarger's 187)
'Jmmed,ate Scone Cons~ra1nt'.
A rn1n1mal1st analysis is ;,reposed, wrlich r·educes ~he ambiguity in
(la) and the lack thereof 1n (1b) to the availability of two
landlng s1tes for FOCUS ~1ovement. from within TP.

(FRI AFr: Bayou I)

reassesses the l iterature on creole cop ul a p a tt ~r n s in
an expanded data base (large l y unpu bli sh ed up t o now)
Includes nine Atla~tic and three non-At l a nti c c r e ~ l es ( Tok
Naqamese and Nub1 l .
The comparison o f creo l e copul a
inc l udes
an examination o f copul a f or ms and th e
environmen t : nou n
phrases v. loca tiv e
09 syntact i c
tons v.
adjecti va l pred i ca t es. Do ad j ec tiv e s be ha ve l 1l< e
teqory o f verbs: can they take prev e r ba l ma r k ers~ (a n
or marker from a superstrata form o f "be "? A pr og ress ive
qivlnq an inchoative mean l nq? l Can adjec tives undergo th e
Jnd of predicate cleftinQ as [other ) ver b s ? F in a ! !y. th ~
aims t o establ i sh where these creole c opul a pa tter ns come
superstrata or substrate l anguaqes. un ive r sa l t e nd en ci es ,
!a-interna l developments?

S. Holzrichter (University of Texas-Austin)
register in American Sign Language

(SUN MORN: Gold)

Considerable research has been devoted to the caregiver register which exists
and many other spoken languages. However, relatively little research has
on the potential characteristics of such a register in a visuo-gestural
such as American Sign Language. In this paper, I focus on the maternal
input of a third-generation, middle-class Deaf infant, videotaped bi10 to 18 months of age. I examine several prosodic characteristics of
such as enlarged sign size and an even·tempoed rhythm. These
..,.,•tror•sn.~"S are then examined in light of the mother's stated child-rearing beliefs,
that both her beliefs and her linguistic behavior are in many ways
llncuable to those of middle-class hearing mothers.

Homer (Unive~it~ of Illinois-Urb~na)
{SUN MORN: Explorers)
Coarzospan MIXtec nasal har171Qny: An optimal domilins analysis

Beth A. Hockey (University of Pennsylvania)
Echo questions as a case offocus

•w•!IIC'Y a1'1l1 opacity m

Analysis of English echo questions (EQ's) as narrow focus on the wh-item rather than as ordinary wh·
questions OQ's captures similarities between EQ's and other instances of focus while accounting for
differences between EQ's and OQ's) Moreover, this analysis makes it possible to relate the two most
striking properties of EQ's: their unusual obligatory intonation and their extremely restricted discourse
distribution. The continually rising H•HH% (Pierrehumbert/80) intonation required for EQ's can also
occur on sentences with declarative word order and narrow focus on a non-wh item. In contraSt, OQ's
do not have the H•HH% intonation pattern. The set of items which can be echo-questioned and which
can be focused is identical and differs from what can be questioned by OQ's. Using Vallduvfs (1990)
information based notion of focus, the focussed wh-item is informative in the context required by an EQ
because it tells the previous speaker that the person uttering the EQ does not 'have' the information to
instantiate the focus. Therefore interpreting an EQ requires inferring why the speaker of the EQ doesn't
'have' such salient information. The obvious inferences are that the speaker of the BQ either didn't hear
or didn't believe the prior utterance. The only difference between (I) and (2) is the level of instantiation
of the focus. I also suggest an approach to BQ's with wh-movement which treats them as focus
preposing. A similar parallel between a non-cannonical question type and focus in Mandarin Chinese
provides additional support for the analysis.
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Several aspects of nasal harmony in Coatzospan Mixtec challenge the
analysis of harmony. Many of these problems can be solved
the Optimal Domains Theory (Cole and Kisseberth 1994) approach to
. However, the fact that this system has both transparent and
segments persists in challenging Optimal Domains Theory (ODT).
paper presents a solution to this difficulty with an enhanced ODT
of Mixtec nasal harmony.
ODT overcomes the problems encountered in the autosegmental and
Bm~'"'-t ...n Phonology approaches to harmony by describing harmony as
fllultf~g from tension between conflicting Optimality Theoretic
Ollnstr~mts on the realization of Feature Domains. ODT however predicts
IWit Simultaneous transparency and opacity creates a ranking paradox. This
PIPer presents a solution to that paradox.
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Minpyo Hong (University of Texas·Austin)

(Ball State University)

of linguistic correctness: A sociolinguistic study offreshman composition

Free focus in inte"ogali11es
'l'his paper analyzes the so-called "free" focus in non-declarative sentences.
(1980) argues that yes-no questions with free focus should be interpreted as
to the correspondinq wh-question. Von Stechow (1989) claims that focus is
interrogative sentences and that the denotation of an interrogative sentence wi
on one of its constituents is essentially the same as that without f ocus. Their
ments, however, seem t o go against our intuition. I extend Krifka's (1991) and
(1991) idea of no-free-focus hypothesis and focus-sensitivity of i l l ocutionary
to account for the free focus in interrogatives. I show that the focus in ~uoos~. 1~,.
contributes to the felicity conditions o f interrogation speech act, which can be
informally as "there are other alternative questions that the speaker could have
but this is the question that the speaker wants to know the answer to." This
is further extended to account f or free focus in imperative sentences, too.

(SAT AFf: Gold)

studY attempts to discover and describe patterns of variation in college
overt attitudes toward "shibboleths" of edited written American English.
II!VC:CSirl~ the traditional practice of usage panels, I asked 180 college students
in freshman composition classes to judge the correctness of English
containing various kinds of "errors" that have been discussed in grammar
or usage guides. The responses have been analyzed by a multidimensional
procedure (principal components analysis by means of alternating least
and sex of the respondents was found to be the major factor underlying the
in the judgments.

Laurence R. Hom (Yale University)

Howard (Tulane University)
existential, and possessioiUJI clauses in Kaqchikel (Maya)

The trad1tional conjunction analysis of o"IY sentences, on which_Only God can maJr.e a tree entails that God
make a tree and that no one distinct from God can do so, pred1cts that the nuclear scope of only should
constitute a monotone decreasing (downward-entailing) context. Yet, only NP tnggers both negative
items and inversion (Only on Sundays dMs she e11er say any prayers), standard diagnostics ror~~rr...."·""
and hence (following Ladusaw 1979) for DE contexts. It is argued that whether the positive prt~lili<lll
1s entailed or only Implicated by only a F's, such an inference is LOGICALLY INERT in the sense that it
part of what is ~serted (Hom 1969, Stalnaker 1978) and plays no role in determining either the
onentation of the utterance in which it occurs or the distributional correlates of that orientation. This
supported by an examirtation ?f almost and barely. While a~sl would, seem to be the more
two in that if I barely won I still won while 1f I almost won I still lost, 1t IS nevertheless barely
not
that licenses NPis: He {barelyl#almost} slept a wi11k. This can be attributed to the indepc:ndl:alt
demonstrable contrast between the upward scalar orientation of almost and the downward orientation
as seen from the factthallf our tank is barely half full (or almost half empty), we'd betterfi111t-even
has more gas than when it's almost half full (barely half empty). The inference of a F'd from a
from Orrly a F'd yields a logically inert ~peel of propositional content with no affect on the distntlllli~JII
elements (e.g. NPis) dependent on the POINT -and in particular on the scalar orientation-of a grven

(1992) proposes that locative predications such as "A book is on the table", existential predicauons such

Barely luJJ!fuJI, almost halfempty: Scalar orienJation and logical inertia

Laurence R. Hom (Yale University)
Young-Suk Lee (Yale University)

(SAT AFf: Emerald)

is a book on the table", and nonagentive have predications such as "The table h~ a book (on it)"
common D-stru.:mre of (Jp [nfl [vp V [pp a book [p• P the table]]]) . Freeze bases this hypothesis on
and morphosyntactic commonalities. On the semantic side are judgments of similar meaning among
of the "locative continuum". Morphosyntactically, Freeze surveys thirty-five genetically and
llllotriclt.IIY distinct languages in which the same morpheme appears in two or more of the locative-continuum
-::~:~~~~~.~u~n~d~er~~th~~e ~sumption that it would simplify the grammar to postulate equivalent sources for
IIi
Among the families which Freeze surveys are four Mayan languages, K'ekchi',
' and Pokomchi, which have a single morpheme for the three locative variants. This paper
.......~rntl'!S that the Mayan language Kaqchikel also marks the locative continuum with a single morpheme,
, cognate to the K'ichean morpheme. but that the possessional usage of k'o cannot have the same
source ~ the locative and existential usages. Possession in Kaqchikel is marked by an Ergative
prefixed to the possessed noun whose analysis has no similarity at all to the prepositional structure
Freeze. An alternative syntax. is proposed which is truer to the facts of Kaqchikel, and the similarity
three usages of k 'o is shown to follow from snnilarities in their semantic structure. In particular, the
existential usages set up a function from the noun located to its location, while the possessional
up a relation between the possessed noun and the 'location' where it is possessed.

1

(Ac:aaemta Sinica· Taiwan)

(SUN MORN : Wildcatter)

mOI'Dhi.He:xical meaning ofmutual information: A corpus-based approach towards a definition ofMandarin

How l7l(llly Qllll.'s? Diagnosing the diagiiOStics
The long-standing debate on whether free-chotec (FC) and polarity-sensitive (PS) any .can be asstgned
single determiner meaning is more confused than darified by a m1xed set of diagnosucs whtch seem to o/Tera
split verdict. 77tere-insertion allows PS any (along wllh "other" existentials} while barring FC a11_y lalon~ WI•
"other" universals). The adverbs absolutely and almosf. wh1ch generally favor umvcrsals and bl01.-k
cxistentials, determine the reverse distribution. Thus we obtain the l"ollowing pattern (Horn 1972):
( 1) If there is anybody that can sol\·e the problem, I can.
(PS mrv only)
(:?.) II" absolutely anybod} can sol\'C the problem,! can.
(FC arry only) .
But both au v's co-occur free! y with uni versal-sclccung excepll \'C hill, wh1lc post· nomrnal wllats(NIIt'r and a/1/U
arc compatible with EITHER any but exclude garden-\~.Jrict) quant~Jiers of_um \'ersal OR cx1stcnual_stnpc.
On our account, PS and FC any are both mdcfm1tes associated Wllh scalar cndpomts, With FC ally •
mdcfinitc generic (whence the 1/tere-inscrtton facts). The d1stnbution 11f whaf.,·oever 1s tnggercd by the
"widening" and "broademng" pruperties or end-of-scale rndcfmitcs (cf. Kadmon & Landman 1993). Fur_ the
differential behavior of the two any's wllh respect to ahsollllelvlalmosl. we foliO\\ LcGr'Jnd ( 1974) and
Linebarger ( 1981) in mvok1ng a ccinstra1nt barnng t1pcrators wllh quanuficational force from intcrl'cmnJ
between a polarity item and its tnggcr. The patternmg ol 110 (\•s. not ... any) and of barely (:a/mosiJIOt). as
\\ell :L~ the behavior of the post-nominal c-;ccpUI'clmt, support thts mixed syntacuco-semanuc approach tu the:
all\' Ji;tgnosti~:s , reinforcing the V!CW that a unillcd analrsis of any 1s both possible and dcstr.lblc
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Th i~ paper studies t he linguistic in terpretation of Mutu a l
nformatio n (Churc h and Han k s 1990 ) . We show t hat character-base d
I. value i s b o th a ~ood c r i teri on for defining wordhoo d as we l l
~ 1ndic ~l io n for th e mo rpho-lexi ca l status of words i n Mandarin .
Thre e ex p e r ime nts on a 20 million c hara c t e r mo de rn Chi n e s e
orpu s 11re rc p orled.
The f irst nims t o verify the heu r ist ic
hreshol d va lu e o f 2 (S p roat and Shih 1990). Seven g rou ps o f 500
•!syllabic words each are selected according to the ir fr equenc y .
from the most freq u e nt to th e l eas t f r eq u en t poss i b l e to y i e l d
rel i able M. I . T he second tests the validity of the M.l. method b y
l~lying it t o un k n own wo rds .
The last exp lor es the ling u is tic
ftanin,l! of M. I. by testing the M.l. va l ues of two character-str i ngs
ti t h kn own morpho-syntactic relations. in c luding non -words as
tootrols. In conc l u sion. the result show that M.l. va l ues of the two
COI!Iponent characters do rei i ably reflect wordhood in Mandarin. and
that th e valu es hav e mo rp ho- l exica l significance.

Thomas E. Hukari (University of Victoria)
Robert D. Levine (Ohio State University)
On SLASH terminaJion Olld valence-based binding theory

considerable evidence for subsuming adjunct extraction under th
mechanisms for filler/gap linkages as a property of UG provide e
ial problems for theories which treat gaps as empty categories~
framework sucn as Pollard and Sag (1994), in which such trace~
minated and gaps are instead associated with a reduction in
perties of heads, thereby specifically restricting them to
sitions, aa)unct gaps constitute a serious embarrassment. The
promising solution of treating adjuncts as optional complements8
ting them on valence lists impinges on the valence-based bind
proposed in P & S in ways which raise grave questions. Adjuncts
subject to the restrictions imposed by the HPSG binding theory ·ua
true complements are, and when the ramifications for binding th~ort
worked out, the r~sults are contradictory. We resolve these matteray
proposing (i) that adjuncts are not complements, (ii) that the
Sag traceless theory of extractions should be replaced with a
tional one with empty categories, and (iii) that their binding
C snould be bifurcated.

·versity of New York-Buffalo)
(State U~~te University of New York-Buffalo)
(Jr. (State University of New York-Buffalo)
University of New York-Buffalo)
University of New York· Buffalo)
Center-Buffalo)
.
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and irregular verb tnbrphology m EngliSh

(SUN MORN: Wildcatter)
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Larry M. Hyman (University of California-Berkeley)
Jeri Moxley (University of California-Berkeley)
The tnbrpheme in phonological change: An wwsua/ case from Bantu

(SAT AFT: Explorers)

Grammatical factors such as reference to morpheme structure are usually assumed to be only spon~~t:icd
or secondarily implicated in sound change. Recognizing that many cases of morphemic tn~'O"remiCllt

not original to the change, Kiparsky ( 1973:75) suggests that "no sound change can depend
boundaries". This paper explains away a potential counterexample to Kiparslcy's univenaL
languages such as chi·Bemba palatalize/k, g/ as c,j [t!, d!) ONLY at the beginning of a tnall'))heme:/-tit-J
-. ~t- 'do' vs./-talrin-1-. -ta.lcin· 'become decayed' (Hyman 1992). Palatalization is never
IICraa
morpheme boundary, e.g. -fik· 'arrive', ·fik-il- 'arrive at'. If the primary sound change is •~c~-g > cJ 1+
_ {i,e}, it is a serious counterexample to Kiparsky's claim. Examining the entire Bantu zone, we have
determined that velar palatalization progresses in four stages: (I) Palatalization is initiated by the chlnae of
kyV/gyV to cV/jV, as in ki-Swahili (Nurse and Hinnebusch 1993). (2) Since almost all cases ofkyV 11111
gyV result from the gliding of a ki- or gi- prefi" before a vowel-initial prefi" or root, the chanee is thea
ANALOGIZED to all tokens of •ki-l*gi· prefiltes, as in chi-Mwiini and chi-Luba. (3) Since prefilt-initial is
necessarily morpheme-initial, a second analogy extends palatalization to all morpheme-inidal5eq~Jencaof
•ki!•gi, as in chi-Bemba. (4) A few languages extend palatalization to non-morpheme-initial position, e.a.
chi·Yao. While the morpheme is not involved in the primary sound change, the development o1
morpheme-initial palatalization in Bantu shows that speakers can eltploit such morpheme-based
distributions in determining the direction of phonological change.

Michael Israel (University of California-San Diego)
Polarity setUitiviry as lexical semantics

This paper argues that the distributional facts associated with polarity sensitive items (PSis)
arise from the interaction of two lexical semantic features: one involving a PSI's scalar value,
the second, its pragmatic force. The features define a four part taxonomy of PSis. PSis are held
to be licensed just in case both features can be felicitously expressed within a contextually
available scalar model. The present study, by defining PSis as scalar operators, suggests that
syntactic and logical constraints on PSis, while important, may be less important than the
expression of a PSI's conventional pragmatic force.

·
·
(SAT MORN: Wildcatter)
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Kaiser (Yale University)

Mark Johnson (Brown University)

CJroutint!d constrainlS and chan parsing

.....t-W7V<"

A large number of contemporary syntactic theories define wcll-formedness in terms of the
satisfaction of several consuaints. In many such grammars (examples include HPSG, >~mtUitllllli
formulations of GB and CG) no single constraint considered alone has a finite number of
example, in Bouma and van Noord {1994) Constraint-baud cattgoria/ grammar (Proc:. 32nd
redundancy rules apply recursivc:ly to produce an infinite number of lexical categories, and it is only
syntactic constraint that the lexical entnes combine to form an S is also considered that a particular catc
be identified. This paper shows how the standard method for solving such simultaneous consulory
coroutining, which fails to terminate on left-recursive structures, can be used with chan parsing
RIS,
yielding an dficienc coroutining parser that terminates in the face of left recursion.
The key insight is to label chart edges with conjunctions of constraints (possibly unreduced), rather ~
single category or constraint. The completion step (which binds variables as in standard fcaturt-bascd
may instantiate a term appearing in a constraint sufficiently that a determimstic reduction is possible
then performed; the residue and other unreduced constraints arc copied onto the label of the compl~ion
If we consider a chart as a packed representation of a set of (bottom-up) parses, then each of these parses
coroutining shift-reduce parse. A Prolog implementation of the parser is available from the author.

(SAT MORN: Emerald)

construction in Korean and Japanese

Korean and Japanese art generally strict SOV languages, but in colloquial speech phrases can appear
main-clause verb. Kuno (1978) notes that the gap in the main sentence is licit in just those contexts
would be possible without the post verbal element, indicating that the gap is base-generated
trace of the post verbal phrase. Choe ( 1988), on the other hand, argues that a movement
~.,..... ~rv to capture the observed Subjacency effects. This paper resolves this apparent
by proposing an analysis involving both base-generation of the gap and syntactic movement.
analysis subsumes the idea of combining these two features. which was originally proposed by
t991 ) in his "parenthetical movement" analysis. His analysis assumes that the gap is baseas an appositive, and the phrase is base-generated as a parenthetical which subsequently raises to
. However. the parenthetical movement analysis makes several incorrect
consequently fails to generate all the possible data.
to Whitman, I argue that the post-verbal phrase does not originate as a parenthetical, and I
latridou's ( 1991 l analysis of ditic left-dislocation in Greek, which exhibits similar properties.
captures Whitman's insight of combining the base-generation and movement analyses, but
avoids its pitfalls. Specifically, this analysis will not undergenerate since it does not rely on the
that all post-verbal constructions must be derived from licit parenthetical counterparts.

John E. Joseph (University of Hong Kong)
The intermediate sources of the 'Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis'

(SUN MORN: University)

A scholarly coD.Sellsus traces the roots of the 'Sapir· \\-1lotf Hypothesis' to Getman Romantic theory, ..,ilic:h
connects the 'inner form' of a language with the potential for cultural acbievemeot of the nation that speUs
it. While oot disputing those roots, this paper explores more immediate sources of the idea thai. one' 1 narive
langoage determines individual and cultlaal pattems of thought. From the early 1920s on it w.ss a
commonplace of Cambridge analytical philosophy (Russell & Whitehead) and Viennese logical positivism
(C3rnap). A key Cambridge-Vienna link was C. K.. Ogden, editor of a series including books by the 1~
ofboth groups as well as of the Gestaltists. Ogden's O"-U book17te meaning ofT1U!flJiing (with LA. Ricbuds,
1923), subcitled A study ofthe~ of langtUJge 11p0n thought, syntl=i~s many of their positions. Sapir's
positive review of this book marks a change fi:om his view of language as a cultural product (as in Language,
1921) to a sort of template arouod "'ilicb the rest of culture is structured, as in his 'The status of lingui$1ic$
as a science', the 19:28 paper th3t drew Wharf to structural.ism from an originally mystical interest in language
- though his late v.nting1 suggest thai be ne~-er reilly found the two incompatible. The present paper casiS new
light on the inttllectua.l and institutional development of American l.in,"Uistics vis-a-vis philosophy, psychology,
anthropology, and the 'therapeutic semantic' tra&tion, including Korzybski's General Semantics, to which
Wborf has inlriguing connectioos.

Kehler (Harvard University)
Ward (Nonhwestem University)

Patrick Juola (University of Colorado)

Psycholinguisrica/ly plausible machint! translation via zhe marker hypothesis
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re~ptctivtly induces an intrasentential syntactic dependency
members of two coordinate structures (Bar-Hillel and Shamir, 1961; Langendoen 1977; Kac, 1987;
1992). Although examples casting doubt on this assumption have long been recognized
Schachter, and Partee 1973, Pullum and Gazdar 1982, McCawley 1988), the pervasiveness
ll!(b examples has not been convincingly shown. We have collected all instances of respectively
&wo large corpora; from a total of 549 examples, in 79 cases (14%) an antecedent is not resolved
~ltlll~en'tJallly. These examples are classified into one of four categories: (i) cases where an antecedent
ned structure in a previous sentence; (ii) ci\lles where the elements in a.n antecedent
ident1l~ed from distinct places in the discourse, the ordering being determined from order of
•"~·~IOJ~; (iii) cases where an antecedent and its ordering need to be accommodated; and (iv) cases
the elements of an ant~ede nt are not distinguished and their ordering is therefore not recoverable.
•II &n111lyses agree thAt respectively establishes a pairing between elements of sets with the same
IIQitnuny, the data presented here suggests that these elements are semantic entities in the discourse,
•ynt~~etic conjuncts of coordinated constituents.

work has relied on the assumption that

(FRI MORN: Emerald)

onaphoric status ofdfua.

classic study of DEEP and SURFACE anaphora, Hankamer and Sag (1976, 1984) classified do so as a
anaphor based on irs inability to be pragmatically controlled, i.e. it requires a LINGUISTIC antecedent
et al. 1991). However, do so fails the other diagnostic of surface anaphora, viz. that its antecedent
a certain syntactic form (in this case, a VP; see also Cornish ( 1992)); consider the nominal antecedent in
llld the passive antecedent in (lb):
(I )a. Even though an Israeli response is justified, I don't think it was in their best interests to do so
right now. {NPR, counesy Dan Hardt}
b. As an imperial statute the British North America Act could be amended only by the British
Parliament, which did so on several occasions. [Groliers Encyclopedia)
. ~&:S, we argue that the question of whether an anaphor requires an antecedent of a panicular syntactic
IS Independent of whether it can be used to refer to a non-linguistic antecedent. We propose that referential
no morpho-syntactic constraints on its antecedent. but unlike the pronominal anaphors it and thai,
the ability to ACCOMMODATE (Lewis 1979, Webber 1991) referents into the discourse model. This
is shown to apply to other constructions as well, e.g. VP preposing as analyzed by Ward (1991 ).
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Margaret Kimberly Kellogg (University ofCalif?mia·S~ Diego)

.

The relevance ofsemantics to noun and verb categones: EvuJence from aphasw
Evidence of a noun/verb dissociation in aphasia suggests that the distinction between nouns and vat!~
have a fundamental cognitive basis. I argue, contra Miceli, Silveri, Villa, & Caramaua (1988), that the
ical distinction between nouns and verbs must be conceptual rather than lexical. 1be evidence is
analysis of the lexical selection of nouns an verbs bylO Broca's aphasics and 10 Wernicke's
expected noun/verb dissociation obtained for phonologically relat~ su~s~tutions ~d perceverations of
tically related substitutions. However, the converse nounlv~rb ~ss~u».uon obtamed. for semantically
substitution errors. These results show that the noun/verb dtssOClatlon cannot be attributed to a simple
matical category deficit in the lexicon, semantic structures must be accessable. For both Wernicke's'
ca's aphasics, the majority of the substitution errors were semantically related to the target. Thus, the
of lexical access must occur at a p::.int where semantic and phonological relations between words are
neously activated. An analysis of the semantica\1 y rel:~ted substitutions showed that verb substitutions
be either more specific or more schematic in meaning. whereas noun substitutions tended to be drawn
simil:~r level of specificity as the target. These results reflect conceptual differences between noun 8lld
semantic networks. I suggest that this difference can be captured by the notion of relative conceptual

Shelia Kennison (University of Massachusetts)

The role ofprior sen1ence conJext in synJactic ambiguity resolurion

Kim (Boston University)
structure and the online computation ofinflection

(SAT AFr: Blue)

the time it tak~s to produce the past tense f~rm of a regular past tense verb increases with its
similarity to 1rregular past tense verbs, Se1denber.g and Daugherty (1992) (S&D) argue that
and production of both regular and irre.gular inflectiOn are best accounted for by models that
innectional productivity solely on the basts of phonological analogy. However, it IS well-known
of verb sterns derived through a non-verb category (e.g., denominal verbs such as to
the irregularity of a stem's root from being inherited by the stem. In such cases, the
rule apphes uniformly (e.g., grandstandedl*grandstood; Kiparsky, 1982). This
:..y,.,...;;,..,."'• that test whether th1s knowledge is renected in online production mechanisms:
was replicated, augmented by experimental items wi~ denomin.al verbs w~ic~ either
did not rhyme with irregular past tense ':'erbs: Though the experu~ent rephcate~ S&D s fmdm_gs
roots there was no difference m production Urnes between denommal verbs wh1ch rhymed wllh
tense verbs and denominal verbs which didn't. These data implicate a production architecture
.•--<~...·~~ a phonologically-sensitive lookup procedure which checks whether a verb has. a
i-ttv-!IDCCHIIC irregular past tense form only if the verb's structure doesn't prevent the verb from havmg
tense form. If an irregular past tense form is ruled out for structural reasons, as for
the default regular rule 3pplies without undergoing this phonologic;~lly-sensitive procedure.
____..;;..,,.",. show that S&D's attempted reduction of innectional rules to phonologically-based
for the production mechanism for just the same reasons that it fails for linguistic knowledge.

IGm (Stanford University)
(Stanford University)

(SUN MORN: University)

with quantified antecedents
reading experiments investigated whether prior context was used to reeolva
syntactically ambiguous prepositional phrases . Six con9itions were compared: the pr~
context contained a matrix verb that was either dative , dative + pronoun, or traneitlY&
PPs were either recipient complements or locative adjuncts {e.g. "The Congreesun re..
the article that Karen presented !2 ~committee . "). Ambiguous PPs were ultiaately
associated with the relative clause verb. Off-line judgments from 12 subjects confirmed this assumption . The Carden Path Theory {Frazier, 1979; Frazier & Rayner, 1911;
Rayner, Carlson, & Frazier, 1983) predicted that context would not effect initial eyntactic analysis. Complements were predicted to be read faster than adjuncts. The
Constraint Satisfaction Approach (MacDonald, in press; MacDonald, Perlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994; Trueswell & Tannenhaus, 1994) predicted that when matrix verbs ware detiVI
and the relative clause contained complement PPs, reading times would be longer than
when matrix verba were transitive or dative + pronoun. No differences were predicted
for adjunct PPs. Self-paced reading and eye tracking results supported the Garden
Path Model. The re were no effects of prior context and complements were read significantly faster than adjuncts.
Two

Alan Hyun-Oak Kim (Southern Illinois University-Carbondale)
.
(S~T MORN:
How to negate universal quanJifiers ... Conjinei1U!nt of negator to VP and us consequences 1n verb-fUJOJ
1 • The syntactic distribution of the independent negative e lement not in English is fa1rly free, as Kl~ma
1964:3 16) notes. In English. the constituent negation---negative fusion (e.g. r:nne, rwbndy, nothing,
nnwhere. never. neither ) and quantifier negation (e.g. nnt many and nnt all) IS formed ~y a <neplor
floating>. in which the nagator occurs contiguo usly to the left of an element under focu~ ass1gnment (lla
Jackendoff 1972:255). Payne ( 1985: 233-2.~6} observes that not all languages. however, enJOY such f~
In many languages. the constituent negation (as in negating quantifiers) is achieved only by standard negatJOD
where the negator occurs in the predicating verb phrsse.

2. A general impression is that OV languages te.nd to have no access ~o n~gator fl c;mting. In this P;lper I like
up this general impression as a working hypothesis, and attempt to see 1f th1s could mdeed be a vahd assumption cross·linguistically.

:l. The results of the case studies I conducted on five typical OV languages {Japanese, Korean, Mongolian,
T·1rkish. and Tamil) seem to support the present hypothesis to a significant degree.

attempts to specify what reciprocal sentences with quantified antecedents mean have failed
for the full range of data with a single method of combining an antecedent quantifier with
the sentence. Solving this problem requires recognizing that the meaning of quantified
sentences really does vary with respect to the mode of combination and, in fact, the interof the reciprocal itself. For example,
(1) Most pupils knew each other.
that the quantifier holds of the largest set satisfying 7>, the property of the predicate relation
reciprocally among the members of a given set. On the other hand,
Few people in the room are talking to each other.
that the quantifier holds of the union of all sets satisfying P. The solution to the puzzle
which mode of combination to use is the strongest meaning hypothesis (SMH) of Dalrymple,
Mchombo and Peters (1994). As the first mode is generally stronger for monotone inquantifiers, and the second one for monotone decreasing ones, the SMH correctly predicts
meanings for sentences with different quantifiers. This proposal is supported with a wide
of data from several corpora.

Kinoshita (Chuo University)

(FRI AFI': Explorers)

limited access to universal grammar in pro-drop parameter resetting
paper will argue for adults' limi ted access t o Universal Gra.aar (UG) in
para.eter resetting by 85 Aaerican college stude nts l earni ng Japanese
Coreign language (JF~) . Jnpancse pro which is licensed under VP (Lesnik
to 1992) lS Jdentified with a di~course topic by A' -dependency
1990) or with a sen tence internal argument by BT co•pstible indexing
1986) . In the cxperi-nt. A bound pro was uxcl uded to avoid c11bedded
ex sentences causing processing difficulty for JFL subjects . Co•parcd to
adult native speakers or Japanese. JFL subjects' inca..plete para•eter
flletting was obvJous in an acccptnbi l ity judg•ent test and a pr onoun- deletion
test. Dcvelopaent ovnr thr..e level s, as evidence for on - going process of
~tting (Flynn 1987). was not proved. These results cast doubt on adul ts'
full access to UG suggested in the prior pro drop research (Liceras 1988,
lt89, Phinney 1987, White 1985 , 1986). and support that the a ccess is I imited.
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J{oerller (University of Ottawa)
(SAT MORN: Wildcatter)
event in the Humboldlian legacy: Buschmann's critiflue ofBopp and Port

Madelyn Kissock (Harvard University) .
Telugu reflexive/middle morphology: A unified account
This paper presents an analysis of Telugu reflex/middle morphology which provides
explanation for the following facts: 1) unaccusative/passives and reflexives
the r/m marker; 2) reflexive pronouns are ungrammatical without the r/m
reflexives which do not get structural case ~ grammatical without an r/m
analysis proposes that the r/m marker is purely functional, used to mediate ag1r~...
between constituents in Spec,AgrS and Spec,AgrO through successive adjunction
Agr heads, checking the agreement features of the elements in Spec. For unsee/
the nom-marked theme raises to Spec,AgrO checking agreement against the r/m
way to Spec,AgrS. Reflexives not marked with structural case fall outside the
agreement system and are not subject to these constraints. This analysis reduces
antecedent relations mediated by verbal morphology to an LF interpretation that ta
virtually identical to that proposed by Chomsky where the reflexive raises at LF &Dd
adjoins to the verbal complex placint it in a Spec-Head relation with its an~e(~ed,eat:~
only difference in Telugu is that the r/m marker encodes the necessary aRlreeme,,~
so only the verbal complex needs to raise, not the reflexive. In addition, it
for a one-to-one correspondence between morphology and syntactic derivation where tbe
various readings fall out from lexical properties of verbs (number/type of argumenta)

d pictlons of che development of linguistics in the 19th century. there was first lhe victory of the
eholarS such :IS Bopp. Raslc. Grimm. Diez, lind their followers over the philologically less sound
sc Jess secure predecessors. speculators. rom:~nlicists. or rationalists de:~ling with so-ailed univ=l
the like. And then there was Humboldt who held rather peculiar and rather complex views of lan·
ol who. ~lbrtlck later rem:uked. was admired rather th:lll read. In olher words. Humboldt:s
It but not comfort:~bly so. Once that Bopp hOld begun putUng out volume after volume of h1s
fcG::.mmar and Grimm had added the historical component -at least that's what the textbooks tell
was developing mto :1 science. a first 'par:~digm ' which p:ISsed through further articulations
·mes first or Schleicher and Cunius. then the Ncogrammarians until it was challenged by the
s:wssure's lectures on genernl linguistics. The' r:~ct or the m:~ller is that Humboldt W:IS not just 3
r.t~ICM•tm"", a language philosopher. but in r:w::t a deeply analyticallingu•st who. had his leg:w::y prevailed.
cons1der.tbly different frnmework or language research. a framework which would have
and typology. important :u= of hnguistic org:~~~ization that were largely neglected
century. The present paper reports on an incident which tool: pL1ee soon after Humboldt's
:~n.J his onc·timc pupil August Friedrich Poll, on the one hand. and Johann C:ul Edu:ud
!llll~>-.100,11• HumboWt's fonner sc:crct:uy and executor. on the other. wh1ch was symptom:~ tic or the
fate Humboldt·s leg:w::y.
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KubomnO (University of California-Santa Cruz)
Mester (University of California-Santa Cruz)
accetll: New evidence from Japanese compound accentuazion

Thomas B. Klein (University of Delaware)
Chamorro umlaut in optimality theory
Previous accounts of Chamorro umlaut (CU) suggest incorrectly that CU is only triggered
by morphemes containing front vowels. Furthermore, both the directionality and the non·
iterativity of CU had to be stipulated. In addition, it has been argued that the interaction
between CU and stress necessitates a transderivational condition (TC) which all~
reference to intermediate steps in the derivation (Chung 1983) or stress copy plu~ conflation
(Halle & Vergnaud 1987). The TC relies on a serial conception of phonology and is, thu~.
at odds with parallelist Optimality Theory (OT). Similarly, the principle of Containment
prohibits any literal deletion of phonological material in OT, including conflation.
The proposal that underlyingly unassociated (cor} is the trigger of CU can e:q>lain
why CU can be caused by triggering morphemes without front vowels. Independently
motivated constraints derive both the directionality and the non·iterativity of CU. Reference
to the foot and the root via Generalized Alignment constraints obviates the need for both
the TC and stress copy plus conflation. Thus, both the problem posed by the TC and by
stress copy plus conflation can be solved advantageously by standard means within OT.

il~tiiiiDaiiSofc::ompound

accentuation in Tokyo Japanese (Akinaga 1966185, McCawley 1968, Poser 1990,
'short' N2
2p)·and 'long' N2 (>2Jl).These ana..lyses treat all compounds with N2>21l u a single homogeneous class.
illspection (Iwakt:Kubozooo 1993) bas revealed, bowever. that 'overlong' N2 (>41') must be separated
N2 (3Jl. 41')· We argue that, siw:a an edlaustive persiDs of(root) morphemes into bimoraic feet (with
-.onaic feet u a last resort), a single acceatuatioa rule placing tbe accent (*) on the penultimate foot
_ _ &R..., coqnmds with sbort N2 (one F) and loa& but DOt ow:doa& N2 (i.e., N2= two F): {...F*]+[.F]
, . .,.+•m ~ (...}+(F*F] (drn.V+o)wgart 'elecuoaic orpl'). In this tratmem, IF-words and 2F-words
uaibm class in terms of peultimate foot ICW!Id!•atiOD. Compounds with overlong N2 (>2F) constitute a
type exhibiting accent i.oheritaDce trom N2 (e.g. dmsi+hoamonila 'electroaic harmonica',
-~-lfiQJi~ri 'Aesop's fibles').ID terms aftbe size ofN2, tbe main dividing line thus Wls between 2F and
•oun•...,,..,.. and not between 1F aad2F, u in previous treatments In its c:ruclal reliance on foot structure,
~·lliOOI!m casts new light on tbe foot suuc:ture of Japanese words (Poser 1984/90, Tateishi 1989, Ito 1990,
1111*-« 1992. Kubozono 1993). The paper will presellt details of the analysis regarding direction of foot
accent position within the accented foot, and further theoretical ramifications.

•-'tlla'llit 1984) have posited two types of~ dependillg on the second member N2:

Kumashiro (University of California-San Diego)
llpollolloto.r:tic interactions: Loss ofdirectionality in Sanskrit

Tom Klingler (Tulane University)
The creole of New Orleans

Once widely spoken in and around New Orleans, Louisiana Creole
has now nearly disappeared from the city. There are, however, a
few New O~leans natives who retain a fragmentary knowledge of the
language their parents or grandparents spoke. While data gathered
from these speakers must be treated with caution, they offer
insight into a variety of Louisiana Creole which has never been
described before, and thus make it possible to piece together a
more complete picture of the full range of variation which
characterizes the language.
This paper comprises two main parts: the first provides an
historical overview of the presence of the Creole language in New
Orleans, while the second, based on interviews conducted with some
of its remaining speakers, examines certain lexical, phonetic, and
grammatical features which distinguish this variety from those
spoken in rural regions of Louisiana.

(SUN MORN: Explorers)

1ltc purpose of this paper is to solve problems involving voicing assimilation and voiced aspiration in Sanemploying claims from two distinct non-derivational phonological theories: (i) Harmonic Phonology's
that phonotactics functions as constraints including conditions on morpheme structures and (ii) Optimality
claim that constraints are ranked hierarchically. It will be shown that only the combination of the two
iJ capable of explaining the phenomena in question in an elegant manner.
.
.
Slnskrit has both progressive and regressive voicing assimilation. I propose that the followmg phonotactJCS
iiKiion as non-derivational phonological constraints:
0) Voicing Agreement: Adjacent obstruents have to agree in voicing.
(2) [voiced asptration}-Accommodation: [voiced asp) can associate only with segments having [voice].
(3) Noz· [votce] cannot associate with s (Structure Preservation: Kiparsky 1985).
(4) Morpheme Structure Condition: [voiced aspiration) is parsed at the right-most position.
The following constraints are further proposed.
(S) {vo1ced aspiration}-Stability: Parse H (Grassmann's Law).
(6) Don't Spread.
(7) Pane [voice).
bwll( be claimed that the above constraints are hierarchically ranked as follows:
(I) ((I~ (2), (3), (S)} " (4)" (6) " (7)
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(FRI MORN: Gold)
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Huei-ling Lai (University of Texas-Austin)

(FRI EVE:

The /ian yeldou construction in Mandarin Chinese

LaSSWell (University of California-Santa Barbara)
_,.,..,,_ ..· Prospects for revitalization under the European Chana

This study argues for three properties of the /ian...yeldou construction in Mandarin Chinese. Fint,
the particle /ian is not only attached to a topic as argued by Tsao (1990) but also associated with a
foc1111, which may be a proper part of the topic or the whole topic. Second, the meaning of this
construction is actually related to the meanings of the three particles. Essentially, the combination
of /ian and yeldou forms a grammaticatized complex construction in that ye or dou is rel.alcd to
the /ian constituent. The /ian con~titucnl denotes the biggest smn individual including the focus
associate with /ian and cltaracteri7.es the focus a.~ the extreme value among the alternatives. Third,
the felicity of this construction lies not in the particular !!CtlWltic property of /ian but in the
interaction of the semantics of /ian and the background knowledge of speaker and hearer. More
precisely, the construction require.' that the focus associated with /ian is the least likely value
according to the backgroWld knowledge.

Greg Lamontagne (University of Toronto)
Keren Rice (University of Toronto)

. ian i s spoken by some 8,000 people in the northwest corner of
I t s stat us is un li ke that of its genetic relatives En gl ish and
·sian, but bears c ert~in similarities to that of Low German and Sat1dic E.Frisian, wh1 ch is faci ng extincti on. Bot h areally and fu nc tio nan the dialects of N.Fris ia n have been under going attentuati on as the
J~f standard German has e xpande d. Many of t oday's minorit y languaReS
virtua l ly no chance of su rvi va l unless ex traord1n a ry meas ure s for
er revitalization are undertaken. Fo r enda nger e d langu a ges of Eur ope,
Treaty on Regional Lan gua ges and Mino ri ty Langu age s under the European
rta is a politicall y f arsig h te ~ doc ume n t designed to provide integra of such languages into a wide ran ge of publ i c spheres, including edu on. justice, administration, media and fi nance . Data and in sig hts from
ent fieldw ork suggest that not hing less t han a cul tural rev i val is
ed if N.Fri s ia n is t o sur vive beyon~ the next genera ti on o r two. With overes t i ma t i ng the effects of political solution s , it would seem t hat
Trea ty offers a real po ten ti al for endangered l anguages to de velop
or and , ul tima tely, the str uc tura l and function a l vitali ty that would
e them fr om termin al o.!ui.o.les..c.e nce.
lSY·

Laury (California State University-Fresno)

(FRI AFf: University)

10 diJ things with demonstratives

Navajo coalescence, deletion, and faithfulness

Deletion and coalescence are similar processes that present a problem for input~utp.ut relationships
w1thin Optimality Theory (OT, Prince & Smolens~y 1993). These processes~ al1k.e. m that tbey .lead to
a type of skewing of the segmental count between mput and output fonns that.•s tradiuonally coos~dered
to be a Parse violation. In some cases where a language has both processes, e1ther could be found m a
particular fonn. For example, in Navajo, the D-effect tri&!!ers _del~ti.o!l of a /d/ before a .stop-initial stem
and coalescence of the /d/ with the initial consonant of a fncauve-mJtJal stem. Accounung for both types
of forms with just a No Coda consttaint dominating Parse is problematic in that it ~annot predict both the
complete loss of the /d/ with stop-initial stems and th~ ~oale.scence of the n~n-contmuancy of the /d/ with
the fricative in fricative-initial stems; an attempt to d1sUngmsh these cases m terms of a Parse feature
VIolation is likewise untenable.
We argue that this parsing paradox requires a rethinking of the ~ait~ful!less constraint Parse along the
lines of correspondence relations(McCarthy & Prince 1994 ). Deletton IS Simply the lack of a .
coJTespondence relation; it involve~ a Pars~ violatio~ . _In coalescen~e. t~e output segment stands m a
.
multiple coJTespondence relation w1th the mput, avo1dmg a Parse V!olauon.
Several theoretical results follow. First, faithfulness is not over and underparsmg, but a result of
correspondence relations. Second, multiple correspon~enc_e not only provi~es an analysis of the
deletion/coalescence parsing paradox but also has 1mphcauons for other faJtbfulness effects.

Richard K. Larson (State University of New York-Stony Brook)

pape~concernsthe use of demonstrative pronouns in a corpus of Finnish

1ons. I show that, .contrary to wha.t has been prev iously propCised
do not make the cho1ce among the d1fferent demonstrativ~s based oh
, physical distance of referential obj ects from ~he speech act parti ci pa nt s.
, speakers use demonstratives in a dynamic fashi on to negoti ate t hei r mutual
to referent s in the in t eracticnal context of ongoing ta lk.
t standard refe r~~:cs on deixis (Fillmore 1971, 1982; Lyons 1977, 1982 ; Lakoff 197L
~~uno Keen~n 1985;.an~ many others), e!ther im~ l~citly or explicitly, take the
of demo~strat1ves to 1nd1cate actual .spat1al prox1m1ty or distality as basic, and
uses wh1ch are not based on actua l .d1stance ~s derived from these meanings. These

ts have generally been based on 1ntrospect1ve da t a and il lustrated with inventec
es. In contrast, Hanks (1990), possibly the mos t comprehensi ve account of
based on ac~ua~ data, refutes.the basic concre~eness of de ixis as a myth. My
Hanks v1ew of the mean1ng of demonstrat1 ves as dynamic and fundamental] •
ly based.
·

Law (FAS-Berlin)

Olga is a beauriful dancer

(SAT MORN: Imperial)

..1.....,""'""'•

verb-second, and infinitiva/s in Gennanic

(SAT MORN: Emerald)

hc<t~Hiful hu~ h~r !~ancing

paper gives an account for two striking properties of the Germanic language family. f irst, wh-infinitival

needn' t be; the other t·nt.tils thai the duncin:.: is h cuutifu l. hut ( )l;.:a n,·cdn'l he. !'ud1 :uullll!llll)" I~ ufll' n
allrihutl'd tn the ud.iecth l': fnrm~ like f~t'(lllll/lllun· a nal~ Zl·cl a' nl:tliun.tl. hm il~!! an ill(li\ iduul ar;.:unH'I_'I
~ and a COillJ>Urisun cJuss lii'J.!IIlllt'nt C (ht•:illlifui(\.C) I. -\mhi;.:uil~· ariW~ fro111 whether ()f:::t ~~
heautiful·a~·:t·pcrson ( hl aut ifnlH ll;.:a.l'l·r"lll) I or !want if: II :t , • .1 ·d:u" l r t lw. 1u I i fu UOl;.:.I.I>:Ulet·rl. I he•
fl:lpl·r fii'OfHISt·\ an altcrnali\ l'. ,., l"lll :mal~'is that ! <":Ill' thl' :emhi;.:uit~ in tht· ucunl. uut inllw lldjl'l'liH·.
Dam·er is :maln:cd :IS rl'laliuua l. lui-in;.: a pair < X.t'> ,,s ib ' l l:l:lutk \:clue: thl· funnt:r j, thl' :l;!l'lll uf
d:lll\·in;.:: I he f:;tl cr is the l'\l'lll uf el;utdn;.: 1\'a ll<\.l:::O. t fllllt t r. ' I iff d.llldll;!l l'l ,'i, \;.:o:nt C,. l')). \\"ht•U
iiNIIIIi/111 :epplil'S teo ~.lhb l'IH:1if, that thl· dall<l'l' i' lw . e11ile 1: >~lu·n f nwrifu/.lp pllt·' tu t. it l·ut.uh th.ll
UH· tl:tndu~ i,, hl'HUtifuJ. l nclt.1' cl'i' IHUJ)rt .... a!. (Ui rl .~t ~ ·· ·t ' \\' .l(i !t..·c ! l\\'' , li,,l ,~.,'trJ t r IIJ' ,..,.u,., l ,ll"t'
l"l'iUlah ll·cl·_., prl'(lil'"h'.' hu\ ill;! unl~ till t..'\ l'tll·llH,d ll~ UI J.! ... l ' U .t ll lil '· '' la·n. :t .. p o rt.· i lllt.' l "P: I;, l .tdjl.... li, l''
t lil..• ,.:ltl/c• ur u ·//o..- 1 ha•l· nnh tht· i111li1 iduul -mudif.' in;.: ,, u· . o ei, '· : '"" " th:ll tl&i' ,1 o.e!y~i' ~ 1dcl' :1
hru.ed ••111 rat j' l• panelldi~lll ht 1" ,.,.II :etljl'l'l h .11 enndi lic e! i101 .encl :e<h t rhi.el uwdili1:e ti "" umlt·r tlec
1>:" id"llli:ml'\"l'lll ~"tn:enlk,.

~~~~k~:ntll exist uniquely in English (cf. English John does not know which book to read versus Gennan

0/gcr is a bcnllliful dcmcer is amhiguous: nne rcaclin;.: l'lllails 111:11 Ol;.:u is

i
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nicht welches Buch (zu) iesen). Second, infinitival relatives with an overt relative pronoWl are
t-.JOSSible in all Gennanic languages (cf. English the person (•whom ) to tailc to). I claim that the first
is due to the lack of lexical anchoring of some abstract finiteness feature in the co position in verblanguages, which is located in 1° in English. The lexical anchoring of this finiteness feature in co
by a finite verb, giving rise to the verb-second effect. I suggest that relative clauses al'e but
,_IJc:Bitiv" projections, which are subject to a general constraint according to which the head position must
filled. Thus, while a finite relative CP is allowed as the finite verb can move to C, an infinitival
CP (with an overt relative pronoun) are ruled out as the head co position is empty. An infinitival
IP (without an overt relative pronoun) are pennitted in English and Scandinavian languages as the
1° position is filled by the infinitival mBl'ker (English to, Swedish att) with an empty operator adjoining
the IP. By contrast, German and Dutch independently lack null operators, as can be seen in finite relative
~. This explains why infinitival relative clauses are not possible at all in these two languages.

·4S·

William R. Leben (Stanford University)
Firmin Ahoua (University of California-Berkeley)
Prosodic do17Ulins in Baule rone and inronation

Lefebvre (Un.iv~it6 du Qu6bec·Montr6al)
(SUN MO .
llllllrt/il.mtJ.UI)', variOJion bc!tween related grammars, and the opacity ofcreole languages
RN. Bayou I)

In Baule, a K wa language of Ivory Coast, sequences of disyllabic HH words surface in 3
distinct ways: (- - I [- - J, (- - ) [ - - J, ( ) [ - - ). Similar differences exist
for words of other lengths. The contrast reflects a difference in prosodic constituency. Typical
examples of the three realizations are, respecuvely, a possessed NP, an appositive phrase and a
Subject Verb sequence. Syntactic differences by themselves cannot correctly characterize'the
environments in which the different H sequencing rules apply. The rules are sensitive to
phonological characteristics, including the length of the constituents involved; we argue that this
is expected in prosodic constituent formation but not in syntactic constituent fonnation. Finally
we show that the constituents in question are independently motivated by segmental phenomen~
and that these constituents figure in both phonological and phonetic representations.

Felicia A. Lee (University of California-Los Angeles)

Negative polarity licensing in wh· quesrions: The case for rwo licensers

(SAT MORN:

This paper presents an alternative to the standard view that NPis in wh-questions are universally liceuecl
by wb-expressions or by operators in spec CP. Sioce argument and adjunct wh..questioos show nwted
differences in NPIIiceosina. we propose that they contain two distinct liceosen: a .,.everbal NeaP in
lll)UJnCDt wh-questions, and a semantically weakeroeptive operator(Neg()p) i.a the specifterolCPiD
adJunct wh-questioos. Some of the araumeots for this proposal are as follows:
(i) Argument wb-questioos cootainina NPJs or postverbal a-words are aenerally •rhetorical• C)uestionsthat is, questions for which only neP.tive answers or no answers are expected (e.a.• •WJao S&ld an)1h.ioa
to you?•). Adjunct wh-questioos w1th NPis (e.a .• "Wby did you say anythioa?") are not.
(ii) Argument wh~uestioos do not license NPis in subject position,while adjunct wb-qUCitioos do(for
instance, • *Who did aoyooe see?" vs • How did anyone escape?").
The standard accouot that an operator in spec: CP is responsible for NPlliceuiog i.a wh-questioos
wrongly predicts both seoteoces in (ii) to be grammatical. The element responsible for NPIIicemioa io
argument wh-questions must be below subject position. We propose that this liceuer is an •iJlvisible"
NeaP activated wben -n argument wh-expression (whic:b oriainata in VP) moves throuab its specifiw oa
iiS way to CP. The activated NeaP serves both as a liceoser for verbal and postverbal NPis and as the
"iuvisible" uegation that fon:es the neptive readings auociated with rhetoric:al questions.

Young-Suk Lee (Yale University)
Tough'-construction and accusative case licensing in Kouan
This paper proposes that accusative Case licensing in Korean requires a functional category as
well as a verb. The functional category at issue is Aspect. The primary data comes from the "tough~
construction .
Accusative Case on a complement has been assumed to be licensed solely by a verb (Y-S Kang
1985, 1991, Y.J Kim 1990, K-S Hong 1991,1993). In particular Y·S Kang argues that the complement
of any 1-stativej verb is marked accusative. However, the Case pattern of a complement in the so-called
"tough"-construction (Kuroda 1986;Yoon&Yoon 1991) poses a challenge to Y·S. this claim, where the
complement of a 1-stativettransitive verb may be marked nominative as well as accusative. I argue that
the nominative/accusative Case alternation of the complement is due to the absence/presence of an
independent aspect associated with the embedded clause (Kim&Maling 1994). Evidence comes from the
facts involving modification by an aspectual adverbial and the perfectivity/imperfectivity entailment test
of the embedded clause. When there 1s no aspect in the embedded clause, the embedded complement has
to move for Case licensing before spell-out (Chomsky 1992).
The proposal on the presence/absence of aspect in the embedded clause for the
accusative/nominative alternation of the complement is analogous to Kim&Maling's analysis of<?-~
alternation in -ko slphta construction. Languages such as Scottish Gaelic (Ramchand 1993) and Hmd•
(Mahajan 1990) lend cross-linguistic support that perfecitvelimperfective Aspect plays a significant role
....in..Cas.e licensine.
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Paul ~ (~ummer Institute of Linguistics)
K JChe (Mayan) language moinrenance: A comprehensive merhodo/Qgy

(SAT MORN: Imperial)

Astudy of the sociology of~ ofK:ichc' (a Mayan language of Guatemala) was undertaken in order
1
the C:.~~f. nuun~. This study examined sewn K'iche'-spealdng communities and
an
o SOCIO-econonuc demographic and politi al ('
··-c.- ·
~-Ill of 11 229 ...,,..;..·
ho
' ·
·
c t.c. q...,...,.IIVc) dat.l, as wcU as quantified
""'
. •. ..--lpClts w were involved m speech transactions in the sewn communiti
The qualit.liVC ~ta were: ~~ within the framework of Ethnolin8uistic Identity Theory es. · · a
of each conununtty. The qUIIltitatM data were subjected to statistical ~ns~u..:. ·
· provtdin8
likelihood
d hi
--.Y""' usmg categoncal models
an c -square to determine the effect of race, sex, age and domain 00 language use
Maintenance Index (LMI) was calculated for each age group and c1om.m of usc Pf0Vi<lin8
the age groups an~ domains of usc within each community. A global LMJ for each comm .•tymc.tns
1 means of comJ*Ut8 the communities with each other
uru
The communities were found to be at different! Is f j
·
· ·
diafossic relationship between Spanish and K~ ~ ~ anguage ~~enance 10 Sp!tc of the existence of
were found and the differences . •·..-··.c e .
ercnt combinations of cthnolingui.stic identity
. . •
10 -'6-" nwntenance levels can be related to these differences in
•nlllic, institutional support, status and subjective vitality factors.
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~pez (Cornell University)

litHe 011 the syntax of verb phrase

(FRI MORN: Emerald)

ellipsis

this talk I will provide an answer to the f ollowin
of Verb Phrase Ellips is (VPE): ( i)do VPE as ~a two questions concer ning the
~truction approache s like Wi lliams 1977 Fig p
~e int ernal atr uc t ure (aa i n
•~turebd empty category (Brucart 1984/7 , Lobe:~g~9:; ~!ol~~:~) o? rl isililt an unaast e unstructured · (ii) h
'
w
a rgue t hat
1 VP
&&ps, being both maximal an~mi~ima~ ~!c~~sed i n th: s yntax? I will cl aim that
ture, can incorporate into the he d th
e sense o Chomaky ( 1994) Bare Phrase
a
at governs t he VPE sit e .
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John S. Lumsden (Universite du Quebec-Monrreal)

On the complex narure of grammatical simplification in pidgins and early creole languages

(FRI MORN·

•

A more or less tntdition.tl <Iecount would have u th.tt ptdginization occurs when second l:m<>u:tne
reduced <1nd simplified version of some l<1ngu:1ge f~1r c:ommunicall~lll with persons who ~re ~lOt
their speech com1mlllity. Sunil<~rly. a tradition.tl ;•cc:oulll of creoliz;uion would h:1v~: u thm cn:olt:s
when childn:n karn a pu.lg 1 language :.sa mother ~ongt c, cxp:u.ldlllg ;llld cumpkx1f~llll,! the gr·
pidgin for use within their own speech communuy. l111s paper w1ll :~rgu.: tl.l;ll tlu ~ tnKhuonal a~:~:ount
appropriate description of the phenomenon In p:~rt.l cular.. the gr.nnnwtiCill ..:trut:l!ln:.~ of pidgin
creole languages ~1re not remarkably s1mple 111 comp.mson with mature \:reoks ur otha nmur.1l ""'"u"'~""
are merely less explicit 111 the1r phonological s1gnal. Consequently, the comple.m y that is >uptpo:;eCJIIv
the pidgin grammar in the process of cre~lization ~~ merely an exp:u1~ 1on or the v~;1bulary
signals reflecting the underlying grammatical structure. that Jlre~tdy extsted_ l~l the p1dgtn. This
called simplification permits an optnn.tl theory ot semanuc composition: there ~~ only
concatenating the me:.nings of individu.tl words; numely, 111 sy 1~tacuc .s~ruc!llre~ involvmg
categories. The same aco.:ount resolves a pardox 111 the developmeJ.ll ol Tok P1s1n, notc!,l by Sankofr (
it explains why many phonological shapes that an: s1gn:lls of lex1~:al categon~:s 111 th1: ~u l><:rstr,1t. 111
become signals of funcuon a l categories in the creole language.

Michael Mackert (Arizona State University)
Pickering's 'uniform ortlwgraphy' and the early study ofNez Perce

The early missionaries in the Oregon Territory abandoned their fin
Perce alphabet {Spalding 1838) in favor of a new one based on John
ing's {1818) orthographic system for Native American languages.
investigates the theoretical and practical considerations informing
ing's system and discusses the reasons for its adoption by the missi
and their consequent transcription practice. Pickering's system was
cal and gave only approximations of the principal sounds of indig
guages. For instance, he argued that vowel symbols did not repres
sounds but series of sounds forming a continuum. In English a rep
the vowels in fall, far, fat, and fate with far containing the
sound of this series.
The representation of vowels from other 1
having phonetic values in between those of the English series did no
new symbols. Only one symbol for the principal sound, representing
series, was needed.
Following Pickering, the missionaries (Smith
1841) established one-to-many correspondences for vowels {e.g., a (a,
~. ~1 and used his symbols for diphthongs (ai, au, iu)~ They also
Pickering's symbols h, k , 1, m, n, p, s, t and w, wh1ch had the
~alues of the corresponding English consonants, and his digraphs sh and

Shahrzad Mahootian (Northeastern Illinois University)
Betty J, Bimer (University of Pennsylvania)

Pragmaric constrailllS on word order in Farsi
We show that discourse-functional constraints o n Farsi inversion correlate with constraints on En·
glish inversion despite differences in word order. Farsi is canonically SXV , but permits a marked
ordering of XSV:
1. daer shaehr-e kucik 1 daer faeranse do-ta
pir-e
zaen
zendegi mikaerdaend
France two-class. old EZ women life
did
in town-EZ small-a in
'In a sma.\1 town in France two old women lived.'
Although this word order is like that of English topicalization, its discourse-functional. constrai?ts
differ. For example, (1) may be uttered discourse-initially, whereas the correspondJDg Engl~sh
topicaliza.tion is infelicitous in the same context. However, the corresponding invers!on in ~n~hab
is felicitous , consistent with Birner's (1994) claim that the preposed constituent m a felicitous
•
t
inversion must not represent newer information in the discourse than the postposed constttuen ·
Based on a corpus of Farsi data, we show that in all cases of XSV word order with preposed PPs,
tbe information represented by the PP is at least as familiar in the discourse as that represente~ by
the subject NP. Thus, the XSV word order in Farsi corresponds functionally to English invers1on.
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Manning (Carnegie Mellon University)

(FRI MORN: University)

Argutnefll srructure and grammtJJical relations
argues for a framework that decouples prominence at the levels of grammz.tical relations
structure. The resul! is two noti?ns of subject (as in Schachter (1977) and Guilfoyle,
Travis {1992)), an_d a _umform an~ys1s of syntactically ergative and Philippine languages,
an inverse mappmg m the prominence of the two highest terms between argument strucgra.mmati~al relations. Examination of Inuit! Tagalog, Dyirbal, and Mayan shows that conimperative addressee and controllee select10n, antecedent of anaphors, and the controller
adverbial clauses are universally sensitive to argument structure. Thus these phenomena
accusative or neutral, and we can explain why passive agents and causees can generally
..-~~ .•,,teS. However, constraints on relativization, topicalization, focussing or questioning, spedcoreferential omission in coordination, etc., are shown to be universally sensitive
- 1111a,tle<IU relations. Examining just these phenomena, which are sensitive to grammatical rethat many languages are indeed syntactically ergative, and so this option must be
d.er:tan•ce<l by linguistic theory.

(SUN MORN: Bayou I)

McCollie-Lewis (Empire State College)

African American Vernacular English really begin?: Clues from IBth-cenJUry Virginia

on colonial Virginia, this paper traces the probable
of AAVB beginning with the late seventeenth century when
commenoed.the importation of slaves directly from Africa.
on prev~ous research which proposed that in Vi~sinia
9 to 1680, AAVB went through developmental stages which
yield a distinct indigenous variety. Factors such as the
~c~na are considered: the beginning of separate living
the steadily increasing numbers of African slaves
se~u<>ne•d Caribbean slaves, the establishment of clear
relations, and shifting population
which placed the European colonists in the minority
locations within Virginia. It argues that AAVE is
probably an eighteenth century phenomenon.

McNally (Ohio State University)

(FRI MORN: University)

M. Fontana (Ohio State University)
•c:Kflzrilllil}> and the distribution ofbare plurals in Catalan

~that Torrego

1989 and others are incorrect in claiming that the distribution of Catalan bare plurals
evidence_ for syntactic unaccusativity. This claim depends on the assumption that these bare plurals are
only 1f they are transitive objects or unaccusative subjects. We sbow that this assumption is

ldlcmatic and suggest an alternative explanation grounded in the semantics and pragmatics of these NPs.
d~velops fro~ ~observations: (a) Many inchoative unaccusative verbs (e.g., tancar-st, "to
. hke unergauves w1~ respect to the b~ plural facts. (b) Additional context, particularly added
material, can render putauvely ungrammatical examples acceptable, including bare plural subjects of
(e.g. (1)):
~ ~uest auditori hi toquen mlisica orquestres de tot el m6n.
"In this auditorium orchestras from
A rn ~ concen hal~ ~·elitic play music orchestras ofaU the world aJI over the world play music . •
~tillg the descriptive content of a bare plural can also improve an example. We conclude that
like *Xiula gem, "wbistles people, • (Rigau, to appear:(8)b) are infelicitous, not ill-formed. We
that ~ese _N~' o~nquantificational interpretation and the novelty condition they cany that ultimately
the1t distnbutlon. Our work adds to the evidence against the existence of a unified notion of
unaccusativity; it also augments the growing typological worlt on NP semantics and pragmatics
-49-

John McWhorter (Cornell University)
The diochrony ofpredic~ negation in Saramaccan

(New York University)

govu~nt and binding unijicalion grammar

There are two negator allomorphs in Saramaccan. A occurs between subject and VP: Df
mujie a de a w6su "The woman is not at home", while na generally appears elsewhere,
such as in imperatives: Nlz w41ca! "Don't walk!". Na has been licenced in a previous
analysis by the absence of a preceding subject, suggesting that asimply emerged via the
phonetic erosion of nd after NP. However, in two constructions, nd occurs preceded by a
i tatd "I am not your father") and possessive
subject: identificational sentences (Mi
u mi "The peanut is not mine"). These occurrences are neatly
sentences (Df pind4
explainable diachronically ;r we deri':e the dt~d allomo9>hY not from si~ple ph~netic
erosion, but from the emergence of d v1a the fus1on of a th1rd person pronommal subject a
with the following negator nd in topic-comment sentences, after which_the new .morpheme
was reanalyzed as a simple negator and the sentence as a whole as subject-predicate: Kt5fi,
a na wdka "Kofi, he's not walking" > K6fi lz wdka ""Kofi isn't walking". The pronoun a
happens not to oc~u~ in identification a!. and possessive sentences.• which explains the
persistence of nd.m JUSt these constru_ctlO~s today. The presentation ~en:'onstrates the
prominence of topic-comment construcnons 1~ S~ gramm.~ ~s well as pomnng the way to
richer intemction between creole stud1es and h1stoncal hngu1st1cs.

na

na

a theOrY of word ord~r with t_hree parameter settings: predicate lkensor (pred) first; pred last and
order. In contrast wnh TniVIs (19!13), I show that the pred, not the head, determines word order.
is set according to a defa~lt inheritance hierarchy (d. Willensky 19R I) made up of types of
llllllldlherli, degree words, theta ass1gners, et~:.), syntactic categories and words. For example. modifiers
are canonically pred last as in 11 city in Maim• and the hoo/.. that I .ww; the adjective, a type of
pred first as in the red hook; and there are exceptional pred last adjectives. e.g .. presili«'ntelect or
adjt(:tives. e.g .• the lake nearby and the nearby fake. Word order variation with adjectives is
,.,,.,,_,_ ... in Spanish, w~ere adje~:tives are canonically modifier last. even though many adjectives prethe phrase hue11 cwdodo prenatal 'good prenatalc:are' contains one of each type of adjective. A
anSer rule is assigned to an item in the hierarchy based on features of (a) that element; or (b) it~ super·
(b) is only checked !f (a)_ is unspecified. These parameters characterize c:anonical word order within a
exceptional lex1cal Items, as well as intermediate levels of generalization. Previous work in
setting assumes that parameters are either set for lexical items (e.g.. Wexler and Manzini 19X5) or
languages (e.g.• Travis 19!13). See Johnson, Mos.~ and Meyers (1993) for a similar approach for
Feature Grammar, in which word order is linked to surface grammatical relations.

H. Miller (Universite de Lille 3)

Diane Meador (University of Arizona)
The syllable's role in auditory word recognition

strUCture: Complex feature structures vs.functiona/ projections

In this paper, I argue that segmentation of the speech stream prior to lexical ac:c:ess IBJSt iDeorporae 1111
classification of syllables as constituents, contrary to the Metrical Segmentation Stntegy (MSS) propoae4 br
Cutler (1990). According to the MSS, segmentation does not involve classification. Cutler's and Norris'
( 1988) results support the MSS, which states that only fuU vowels in stresSed syllables and their prececliaa
syUabic onsets are segmented. However, these results are abo consistent with the syllabic hypotbesU 1
which states that syllables in their entirety (mcluding its coda) are segmented. I report the results of 1a
experiment designed to determine whether segmentation involves entire syllables. It employed alcxic:al
task, in which subjects detected real monosyllabic words embedded initially in bisyllabic non-wonl
strings. Factors known to aff'ect how well syllable boundaries are defined were manipulated, iDc:JudiDa
stress of the syllables, quality of the initial syllable's vowel, and sonority of the medial COilSOIIIDl.
Results show that these factors are operative during segmentation. Because these factors differeatially
affect lexical access (i.e., some syllables with particular properties promote lexical access, but other types~
syllables do not), the prelexical process of segmentation must incorporate classification of syllables u
constituents, contraJ)' to Cutle(s (1990) claim.

Lise Menn (University of Colorado)
Kate Reilly (University of Colorado)
Makoto Hayashi (University of Colorado)
Cognitive factors in the choice ofsynractic form by aphasic and normal spealcers of English and Japonese
Experimental narrative-elicitation studies of aphasic and normal s_Peakers o~ English~
Japanese were carried out to examine two issues:. the role of el'?pat~~ ~n t~e cho1ce of syntactic
form and the degree of independence of pragmahc and syntactic ab1hties m a range of aphasic
patients. Previous work (beginning with Bates, Hamby, & Zurif 1983) established agrammalic
aphasic patients' sensitivity to information flow. Our work indicates that the pragmatic
construct of 'empathy' (Kuno 1987) also has predictive value for sentence choice in both
aphasic and normal speakers, that pragmatic abil_ities in _our patien!s are simil~r to normals,
and that the gross production error of interchangmg subject and object (found tn a several
of patients, not just agrammatics) can be understood in terms of a conflict between oreservea
pragmatic competence and limited syntactic ability.
. .
We argue for the necessity of separating pre-linguistic pragmatic factors (operating ~
Levett's 'microprocessor") into two categories: speaker's impulse, which responds to sahence
factors (Sridhar 1989) including empathy, and information flow, which responds to the
speaker's mental model of the hearer's state of knowledge.

-SO·
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-~..,.l:on'll3.!;c; two approaches to the interface between inflectional morphology and syntax, and

of constituent structure that they entail, namely the Principles and Parameter
and lexicalist theories such as HPSG. The P&P approach implies complex constituent
with relatively simple labeling of constituents. These must not only account for the classical
llibutil:111al properties of words and phrases, but also for affix ordering, which must obey the Mirror
(MP). The lexicalist approaches rely on simpler constituent structures labeled with complex
Value Matrices (A VMs), and center constituent structure choices on distributional properties.
provc:s that th~ P&P approach can be Simulated in the lexicalist frameworks, in essence by
the mfonnauon content of complex functional projections into the A VMs labeling simpler
structures. In the terms of Miller 1993, it is shown that the P&P approach is strictly
in Strong Generative Capacity in the A VM based lexicalist frJmeworks. It is argued however
die MP is not a valid synchronic universal, and that P&P approaches to exceptions to the MP
it to lose its restrictiveness. Furthermore, the lexicalist approaches are argued to be superior in
a univocal interpretation of constituent structure.
COIIiCCJl•tiOIOS

Miyapwa (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
VP-adjunction scrambling

(FRI MORN: Emerald)

••~:;::; such as Japanese. ~e two word orders, I0-00 and OO.IO, are commonly acaibutod to optional
~
tltal takes the DO m the"~"~ order, I0-00, and.adjoins it to VP, deriving the second
00. (yp IO t;...}]) {HOJt 1985; Sauo 1985, 1992). Th1s paper argues against this VPsaambling. Note that Japanese observes Rizzi's Otain Condition (CC).
• rranab-ta
Suzuki]-<>~
otagai;·ga
t; mita.
rrana~ta-and Suzulci)-ac:c; each other,-nom t; saw 'Tanaka and Suzuki each other saw •
'
·
CC violation does not show up in the "VP-adjunction" scrambling.
.John-ga
[Hanak~tO Mary];-o
(paarii-de) ocagai;.ni
(ti) syookaisita.
, Jolm:nom· [Hanak~and Mary);·acc
(party-at) each other,-dat (t;) introduced
.John Introduced Hanalco and Mary tO each other at the pany.'
__ ·-·- -~·t there is no~· h~nce no movement Thus, both word orders are base generated. As a
m the advemty passtve CC violation clearly shows up.
t; hihans-are-ta.
[musume-tO musuko]-o; otagai;-ni
, Jobn.nom [daughter-and son)-aa:;
each other,-dat ti aiticize-pass-past
1olta was affec~ by dau~hter and son! each other criticizing.'
~-. "IIID:nl quanttfiers, ~ wtU show th~t tn the I0-00 order, both the dative (10) and the accusative
Ire case nwicers, but m the altemattve 00.10 order, the dative is a postposition.
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Michael B. Montgomery (University of South Carolina)
Janet M. Fuller (University of South Carolina)
Regional variation in 19th-century African American English: Evidence from Freedmen's Bureau le~,.,
The field of language variation has largely operated on the assumption of the homogeneity of
African American English in the 19th century (the notable exception being the work of Edgar
Schneider using the WPA Ex-Slave Narratives). Documents to test this assumption are available in
a University of Maryland project, Freedom: A Documentary History of Emancipation. It includes
hundreds of letters written by black troops, black freedmen, and their relaltves in the 1860s to
government officials. Black troops were recruited early m the Civil War not only from the North
and Midwest. but also in parts of the South that were occupied by Federal armies (Kentucky,
coastal South Carolina. southern Louisiana, etc.). A regional spread of letters was thus written, but
most important is the fact that many of them are identified by historians as authentically coming
from the signatories themselves.
This paper will examine three linguistic features in a selection of one hundred of these letters: 1)
subject-verb concord (both singular and plural): 2) use of strong past-tense and past-participle verb
forms; and 3) the apparent merger of front lax vowels before nasals.

Gakuin University)
and the pro-drop parameter

addresses several 1ssues concerning the Head-Internal Relative Clause
H-IRC} in Japanese, the example of which is given in (I).

casi-wa ([ringo-ga tukue-no ue-ni oitearu) no] -o
tebeta
lfa
-TOP apple-NOH desk -GEN on
is-put
-ACC ate
•uc. I ate the apple that is put on the desk'
oposes that H- IRC in Quechu~ contains pro in the head positi~n. We
pr this analysis cannot be mamtamed fo~ Japanese. :rttcn, d1scuss1~g .data
J ........
dialects, we argue that H-IRC 1s not a relattve clause, but tt ts an
complex. NP specfying the context of the event. We propose that ( 1) conobject pro outside the H-lRC, as in (2).
¥-

Vatasi·w&

lNr [Ir ••• ]{N

no]]•o pro tabeta

C 1e·s important insights was that only those languages with pro allow Head
;etative Clauses. Our analysis preserves this insight, although the proposed
for pro is different.

Corinne B. Moore (Cornell University)

Murphy (University of the Witwatersrand)

Speaker normalization for Mandarin Chinese tones

organized lexicon: The pragma~ics ofautonymy

This paper repons results of an experiment examining speaker normalization for Mandarin
Chinese tones. The experiment tests whether perceived speaker identity, as cued by FO range,
affects tone identification. Synthetic syllables were created with FO contours ranging from the mid·
rising tone to the low-falling-rising tone, and served as stimuli for three continua varying either FO,
timing of the FO turning point, or both. In addition, natural carrier phrases were chosen fro:n
speakers with distinct FO ranges, one low and one high. Subjects' identifications of the two tones
were tested in a series of experiments: for the control condition, stimuli were presented in isolation;
in subsequent experiments, stimuli from each continuum were placed after a natural precursor from
each of the two speakers, and were presented as sentences to subjects in a mixed block condition.
Results show that identification of the tones shifts as a function of the FO range of the preciD'SOr.
For example, ambiguous stimuli were perceived as high tones following a low precursor but as low
tones following a high precursor. Furthermore, normalization occurred even though stimuli were
presented in mixed block condition, rather than blocked by speaker.

Moore {1991), among others, argues that Spanish causatives like (1), where the causee occurs betwec~~
the causative and embedded verbs, involve object control:
(1) Javi hizo (NP a/ mecdnicol; {1p PRO; arreglar el coche]
•Javi made the mechanic fix the car. •

mec4nico is an object-controller

Farrell (1993), discussing Brazilian Ponuguese causatives similar to (1), argues against a structurol control
analysis. Rather, he proposes a lexical control account whereby the causative predicate selects only a
clausal event argument. This paper provides an additional argument for this lack of a structurol con1101ler.
Mejias·Bikandi and Moore 1994 argue that causatives like {I) involve lP complements. The Mappinc
Hypothesis then correctly predicts a generic interpretation in (2a). However, note that uncontroversial cases
of object control allow an existential reading (2b).
(2) a. Pedro le hace [1p a un gaw lvp cazar ratones]]. b. Pedro le fuerza a un gatoi [PRO; a cazar ratonesj
'Pedro makes a cat (generic) hunt mice.'
'Pedro forces a cat (existential) to hunt mice.'
These facts find an account if we assume no object control for the causative in {2a); this way, un gato will
occupy the Spec of IP, and will not be VP-internal for the purposes of the Mapping Hypothesis.
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(FRI EVE: University)

has played a crucial role in theories of lexical
being either the only relation specified within the
serving as the example from which it is stipulated
other relations (e.g. , synonymy, hyponymy , metonymy) are
part of the lexicon. However, given the assumptions
lexicon contains only idiosyncratic knowledge of
if it can be shown that antonymic relations are
(that they are not arbitrary pairings of words), then
not encoded in the lexicon.
paper provides counterexamples or counter-explanations to
the arguments for considering antonymy a part of lexical
--~e<•Y~• as well as independent evidence for non-lexical
Instead of pairings of antonyms within the lexicon, an
stic Pri nciple of Opposition is sufficient to predict
pairings.
~~~~o~•w~,

Musan (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
modifiers and present tense/past incompatibilities

John Moore (University of California-San Diego)
Spanish causarives, control, and the mapping hypothesis

(SUN MORN: Emerald)

(FRI MORN: Explorers)

certain kind of NP-internal temporal modifier ("in-modifiers") has a noticeable effect on
tense interpretation of its clause: In-modifiers with a past meaning are incompatible
canonical readings of present tense. The aim of the paper is to explain this
, which does not show with other NP-internal temporal modifiers ("of·
-.xlifie,rs"l. The distribution of in-modifiers suggests that they differ from of-modifiers in
obligatory restrictors of quantifiers. I will argue that because of thts, they can have
scope than of-modifiers, so that they are able to affect the tense interpretation of
clause. The effects on tense mentioned are a special case of a more general
of present tense with past meanings that is also responsible for
phenomena concerning the behavior of tenses in embedded clauses.

Naomi Nagy (University of Pennsylvania)
Lexical choice as an ifldicaJOr ofchange in progress?

It is claimed that the lexicon is the mostvolatile part of a language and
likely to undergo change due to superstrate influence (Thomason and ka f the
One would expect the same type of social stratification in lexical cho~c:an 1988:
demonstrated for phonological variables (Labov 1966 1972 1990)
as has
~
•
· 1 examine
variation in a contact situation using a corpus of 82 interviews, and show
fact, the predicted patterns are not found. The contact situation is that
a Francoproven~al dialect which has been spoken for 700 years in Faet
isolated village in southern Italy. For many common items, words of ~~t~
1
~al an~ (st~ndard and regional) Italian origin co-exist in Faetar. My aim•ir' ncop 1~
8
eterm ne w at influences speakers' choices among these words. In this corpua
variation patterns quite differently from structural variation: the expected
and stratification according to sex and social class are not present
It
·
exp 1 a i ne d wh y 1ex i ca 1 variation does not pattern in the same manner as
h re~~atna
variation, and why lexical choice is not used as a tool for marking pre:t~o1ogical
many explanations which have been provided to account for sociolinguistic !:;iaTha
phonolu~y c ...t.not be applied t o this body of lexical data.
tiOQ

Rami Nair (Northwestern University)
Janet Pierrehumbert (Northwestern University)

A prosodic aiiOiysis of{v]-{w] a//ophony in Hindi

M. Ohala (1983) claims that the contrast between fvJ and (wJ is unpredictable in Hindi. We
the two sounds are allophones of the same phoneme. Our analysis applies and extends result:; 011
structure and stress in Hayes (1989, 1991MS), Burzio (1991) and Davis and Hammond (1994).
The distribution of (vJ and (wJ in the speccb of three native l>-peakers of Delhi Hindi was
Dictionary searches were used to creare marerials exhibiting the sounds, displaying all possible p~JOO'Iatia
positions. Transcriptions were made using notations of lip movements and acoustic analysis
recordings.
Phonetic (v)s were observed in words such as: (vy~nPol. (\?rg), (h"avna(, ()nvd&(, (!Diva),
pd\'it), (f~varaJ, (pnstav(, fpvJ; fwJs were observed in eXlll11Jlles such as (~JUt:wJ and (dwarf.
that in the two conrexts for [wJ, the phoneme is dominated by first mora of the syllable. !vi appean

Na1ll (Univ~!Y of California-Los Angeles)

(FRI EVE: University)

prepos1twlllll phrases
·vesa semantic analysis of dei.ll.is involoved in locative prepositional phrases (PPs). We first
of deictic interpretation of PPs which require a deictic "locative perspective" (or point of
•symmetric path locatives• (SPLs: PPs headed by across. through, over. past, and
distinguished from others in tbat their interpretation is dependent on the deictic perspective.
1 forlnal way of interpreting the locative ~ctiv~ in naturalll!lguage.
SPLs distinguish themselves from other locahve PPs Itt the followmg aspects:
involve a deictic perspective for both stative verbs and motion verbs, but "asymmetric path
locative PPs with up, down, into, out of, onro, off) do not always do so. Second, the
a locative perspective detennined by intrinsic orientations of the reference object, but
· _., , ...., locative PPs with in front of, behind) do. Third, the SPLs are symmetric in the
spatial relations denoted by the SPLs are symmetric.
a formal semantics of locative perspective involved in SPLs: We analyse "localive
as a means of locating an object along a ray (a directed line beginning at a source point)
a specified point, the source point which can be supplied deictically or marked overtly by
Thus the sentence An old cottage is tJCrOJII the river (from the village J locates the old cottage
ray beginning at the village and moving (more or less perpendicularly) across the river.

II

Narasimhan (Boston University)

(FRIEVE: Emerald)

semiJIIIic explanalionfor 'quirky' case assig11171£nl in Hindi
in a variety of languages have been assumed to be instances of "quidty"
i.e- Dative case has to be specified in the lexical entty of each verb,
adjective (Zaenen, Maling & Thrainsson, 198.5). This paper proposes a
lelucal semantic constraint to accounl for Dative subjeclS in Hindi
ldliidolical t!ft:dic:are constructions: an argument that is higher on the "affectedness~
Dative case in a predicate that is a stale or an achievemenl Hen.ce,
assitinnlenl is constrained by aspecl and affectedness (Tenny, 1987, van
that also play a role in other lexical phenomena such as
ilallativilY CM~llLJre. 1990). Lexical case is hence not necessarily "quirky" or

when the phoneme is in the onset (lvirgJ, Jlnl.vaJ), under the second or third mora (fpnstavJ, (b'av.
both (ff.Jv.va.ral). The syllable structures needed to support this rule are independently supfiOI'tCd by
previously unreported stress rules of the Hindi dialect investigated.

Wataru Nakamura (State University of New York-Buffalo)

A constraint-based approach w Japanese case mar/cing

l he purpose ot thts presentation is to propose a set of case marking rules for
Japanese. Although Japanese case markers have been under scrutiny since 1970s,
there are some example~ which have been left unexplained . l\ly proposal is that
Role & Reference Grammar (RRG) (Van Valin 199:1) and Optim<tlity Theory (Of)
(Prmce and ~molensky 1993) provide a framework whtch accommodatt.>s all the
exceptions as well as other '"regular" case marking pattems. F$pecially important
are the RRG notion of milcrorole and the ar notion of domin<tnce hierarchy. T his
leads us to propose the following set of case marking rules for Japanese:
(1) Some argument takt•s NOMI!\ATIYE case.
(2) Non-macrorole arguments take DATIVE car ·
•l..,eir default case.
(3) Undergoer takes ACC USATIVE case.
(1), (2), and (3) are ranked in this order. Hnally, I will suggest that this account i:;
supported b y acquisition data and is ext~ndible to typologically similar languages.

S. A. Ngunga (University of California-Berkeley)

(FRI AFI': Gold)

IMIIMRicaJ vs. phonetic vowel length in Ciyoo

this paper I analyse the complex realization of vowel length in Ciyao, a Bantu language
in Mo:z.ambique. In this language, all vowel qualities show a short/long opposition. I
an analysis of the phonological factors that must be taken into account to predict '"''hich
vowels surface as long vs. which surface as short. These include the different sources of
vowels, their morphological status and the prosodic context in which they are realized. A
is presented that begins with all such vowels as underlying bimoraic sequences. A t this
point rules that are sensitive to mora count apply (e.g. tone assignment, as in Odden and
Mtenje 1990 and Hvman and Ngunga 1994). It is demonstrated that the vowel shortening
process, which is sensitive to the prosodic word domain, applies in a right-to-left gradient
fashion. conditioned bv the right-most long vowel. The paper thus brings together two types of
analyses: First, it is based on an on-going description of Ciyao phonology and morphology
within a moraic framework. Second, it is based on instrumentation validation of what is most
likely attributable to phonetic implementation (Liberman and Pierrehumbert 1984).

·.SS·

Joo Technical ~liege)
(Ohio State U m~ersuy)
consofllllll sequences Ill Korean

Weijia Ni (Haskins Laboratories)
Donald Shankweiler (Haskins Laboratories/University of Connecticut)
Difficulties in on-line processing ofreliltive clause structures
Aphasic adults and children with special reading difficulties often fmd it more diffiCult to
spoken sentences containing object relative clauses, such as The ln4ll who the liJdy i.s kis~in i.s
umbrella, than sentences with subject relative clauses, such as The 1n411 who i.s ~ing the
umbrella. Alternative accounts have been proposed: one account hypothesizes a Structural 11
portion of the internal grammar is missing (Grodzinsky, 1990); the other account contends that these
populations have intact grammatical knowledge, but may fail on comprehension tasks because
processing capacity (Lukatela. Shankweiler & Crain, in press; Smith, Macaruso, Shankweiler
1989). To differentiate the two explanaliotts, the present study investigates nonnal adults' reading
relative and object-relative structures. obtaining on-line measures of eye movements.
Results obtained from 32 subjects showed that, compared with subject relatives object
consistently presented difficulties for nonnal readers: 1) fllSt pass reading times on
~'"'""·
significantly longer, and 2) regressive eye movements were more frequent The results suppon
limitation account The on-line processing profiles of nonnal readers showed the same rank
relative clause structures, as were found in errors of comprehension by Jan:gu;lge-tm:paired
nonnal adults have intact grammatical knowledge, the findings show that the special wtllC\Iltil~
with object relatives are anributable to their greater processing demands.

i:::t, .

or

(FRI AFf: Gold)

paper reports the results of an instrumental phonetic study of intervocalic
.-uences in Korean. The study explored a putative positional neutralization
lh phonetics/phonology interface. It was designed to determine whether
~........eca~~:c laryngeal consonants are phonetically distinct from geminates, plain
consonants in consonant clusters We found that the contrast
~ :.....n~I>Ca.IIC tensed singletons and geminates was neutralized, and that both of these
with heterorganic consonant sequences rather than plain singletons.

mese

Mary Niepokuj (Purdue University)
Semantic reconstruction

This paper presents a methodology for doing comparative semantic
struction based on recent insights into the relationship between
semantics and language change. Scholars have argued that lexical i
can be represented as radial categories of chained meanings (Lakof
polysemy must be one of the mechanisms for historical change. If
directions of change are likelier than others, then many of the re
of a form ought to have moved along the same pathways in the daggh~er
languages. The attested forms will be situated at different points
along these pathways, so that it is possible to relate one cognate to
another in likely chains of meaning, creating an artificial •radial
gory" with the proto-meaning as the artificial "prototype" at the center
of the category. The converging chains of meaning make possible a fairly
precise semantic reconstruction. The paper applies this model to 17 PIE
roots which had previously been reconstructed with the meaning 'bend.'
It then compares the new semantic reconstructions with the distribution
and behavior of some of the attested cognates to confirm the new reconstruction.

Tohru Noguchi (University of Massachusetts)
Comro/, binding, and functional heads

Borer (1989) argues that obligatory control is captured as binding of "anapboric"
J\gr. The purpose of this paper is to argue that it is the general property of
functional categories that can enter into binding and to show that this captures
various types of anaphoric phenomena seemingly unrelated to control. The evidence
COIIES fran control into DP in cases such as the inalienable possession construction
in French, the third person possessive suffix in Finnish, idiomatic expressions in
English. This idea allows us to introduce an opposition "anaphoric/pronaninal" as
the feature of functional heads, which explains the exceptional behavior of verbs
such as ~ and help and the contrast between English personal pronouns which
are functional and enter into variable binding and Japanese personal pronouns
Which are lexical and do not enter into variable binding (cf. Noguchi 1993).

Park (University of Connecticut)
,_,___,;..,of South Carolina)
ofNPis and their licensing in Korean coordinate structures

(SAT MORN: University)

structures in Korean, the negative auxiliary verb Mi-lltl- 'do not' exerts its scope over to the .first
as to the second conjunct. In this paper we will investigate the behavior of negative polarity
in the coordinate structures and argue that NPis move at S-structure to be checked by Neg. In the
coordinate construction. NPis such as 11tr1Uwti:J 'anyone' can appear in subject position but not in
position. There are two ways of getting grammatical sentences for the latter case; (i) extraction of NPis
through an 'across-the-board' (ATB) operation, or movement of each NPI across each subject
interesting fact is that. in VP coordination with the subject shared. when NPls appear in object pos1t1on
conjunct. the sentence is fairly acceptable. In the conjunctive c~rd inate constructi.on. ~Pis ca~not
each conjunct. If. however. NPis are extracted out of both cOnJUncts through an ATB operauon.
improve substantially. For such facts, we maintain that NPis must move to the checking domain of
s-stru<:ture. contrary to the recent LF approach to NPis (Lee (1992); Kitabara and Kameshima ( 1992).
"dering the 'ATB' effect or the 'movement' effect. ifNPls were moved and checked at LF.
unstratnmati<:al examples would be ruled in. In the same vein, the 'ATB' effect in conjunctive structures
strong confinnation that NPJs are licensed by Neg at S-structure. We argue that an NPI. in
checked. moves at S-structure to a VP-adjoined position, which is the checking domain of Neg
K.itabara and Kameshima ( 1992)). In addition, some implications of o ur analysis will be discussed.

L. Patrick (Georgetown University)
Payne-Jackson (Howard University)
ofRasta Talk in a Jamajcan Creole illness naffative

(SUN MORN: Bayou I)

te much interest in the social significance of creoles, their opposition to standard l anguages, and the links between creole grammar and
~ial/ethnic i dentity, most sociol inguistic work on creoles ha s focused
phonology , morphology ano syntax to the exclusion of discours~ analysi~
-- though the latter has contributed significantly to understanding how
speakers• complex identities are negotiated, established and expressed.
Thi s pape r examines an individual speech interaction (a Jamaican
Creole speaker's narrative of illness and cure) whose content serves a
~rticular func tion (positioning him on a cultural continuum through his
choice of ethno- or bio-medical healers). It explores his choice of a
widely-available societal discourse, Rasta Talk, to reinforce and extend
that functi on. It considers how speakers' uses of such a code are reflect~ ~n i ts structural f e atures , which are minimal, salie nt, and unbounded
in applicati on . Fina lly, it contributes to our understanding o f ~he
strategic employment of (cr~ole) linguis tic elements in discourse to
express aspects of social iden tity.

·fJ-7-

)llliiJips (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Shu·hui Peng (Ohio State University)
Perceptu/Jl evidence of tbnal coarticulation
By representing assimilation as feature-spreading, non-linear phonologies recognize that these Dr<l~.,....
rooted in patterns of segmental coaniculation attested in every language that has been studied 11·1strume.il
(e.g. Boyce, 1990). Production studies of languages such as Vietnamese (Han & Kim, 1974), Mandarin
1988; Shen, 1990), Yoruba (Laniran, 1992), and Taiwanese (Lin, 1988; Peng, 1994) suggest
coarticulation, like segmental coarticulation, is universal. The current study examines the extent to
tonal coarticulation is perceptible. The stimuli were ten tokens each of two Taiwanese syllables:
tone and the other with mid-falling tone in three contexts of following tone: high tone, mid tone and
tone. The task of the listeners was to identify the whole phrase in a three-way forced choice after
f~rst syllable. Acoustic analysis showed that the high tone was contextually more stable than
tone. Anticipatory assimilation of FO was found between the mid-falling tone and its w11•uw•m"
results of the identification test indicated that contextual variability was perceptually detectable by ·
contributed to the recognition of the following tone. Consistent with the patterns of assimilation, the
tone was more predictable when the phrase started with a mid-falling tone than when it started with a
In conclusion, just as segmental coarticulation does, tonal coarticulation changes phonetic
neighboring tones which contribute to the recognition of the tone. However. the variability of the tonal
are constrained by the phonological system of the language, to maintain phonological contrast.

Karen Petronio (University of Rochester)
Diane Lillo-Martin (University of Connecticut)
On the direction of wh- movement in American Sign Language

Previously researchers have made the claim that wh-movement in American Sign Language
(ASL) is to the right (Aarons, Behan, Kegl, & Neidle lm). If true, this would make ASL
typologicaUy unusual, since the observation has long been made that if wh-elements move in
the syntax, they move to a sentenc~initial position. We argue, contrary to ABKN, that wbmovement in ASL is to a leftward specifier of CP. We account for the occurance of rightward
wh~lements by independently motivated syntactic and discourse factors - not by rightward
wh-movement. One factor discussed is a focus construction, by which focussed elements
(including wh-elemenb) appear at the right of a sentence. Another factor concerns nuU wboperators, which can be found with or without a focussed wh~lement. FinaUy, ASL employs
a discourse-orientation strategy, which tends to place presupposed/ old information at the
beginning of a discourse or the beginning of a sentence (through topicalization or dislocation).
These all lead to the appearance of wh~lements in sentence- or discourse-final positions. Our
analysis accounts for the variety of direct and indirect wh-questions that occur in ASL and
allows us to maintain the cross-linguistic observation that wh- movement is leftward.

BeUy S.

Phill~

~or~?

(FRI AFf: Explorers)

,ovetneni in early wh- questions

Based on a crosslinguistic study of the relation between wh-movement and inflection in

grarrun.ars of two-year olds, we ar~ue that the distribution of root infinitives derives
operties of bead movement (Pterce 1989, Poeppel & Wexler 1993), rather than
prthe
ability to truncate clauses (Crisma 1992, Rizzi 1994). The surprising
__...,.,ran,.,., of root infinitives in children's wh-questions noticed by Crisma (1 992)
attributed to the fact that wh-questions force projection of IP and CP.
take into account the fact that projection of CP and verb movement to C often
and separate the contribution of these factors to the obligatoriness of inflection.
contrasts between English, French, German, and Dutch support an
11155,. 11ngu••~"
inflection in early questions, in which it is head movement to C rather than
of CP which blocks the use of root infinitives. Only in German and Dutch,
auc:suons and topicalizations force movement to C is there a genuine contingency
XP movement and inflection in two-year olds.

Phillips (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Foeppel (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Peselsky (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
.,c41)11l~'IUO,us lllld the cmegorical in neural representations of stops

use Magnetic Source Imaging, a novel technique which combines millisecond-resolution scalp
fields (MEG) with millimeter-resolution structural brain images (MRI) to examine to what
established behavioral similarities between human and animal categorical perception of
to the neural level. We examine the response of human auditory cortex to acoustic
properties of stop consonants along voice onset time continua (b&~e-pz and tz-d&~e), in
extremely early representations of the stops preserve certain continuous properties
and map other oroperties onto discrete categories. We compare the stages of
acoustic VOT continuum onto perceptual categories in humans with results from
recordings of animal phonetic perception (Steinschneider et al. 1994. Sinex &
riiCIJO[Iata 1988, 1989), which point to asymmetric loss of acoustic information at primary
conex: within category distinctions among [+voice] stimuli are lost, but are retained for
stimuli. We discuss the consequences of our results for exp laining Icnown behavioral
and contrasts between speech perception in animals and humans.

(SUN MORN: University)

(Indiana State University)
British lllld American disyllabic verbs i" -Qil.

Piotr Gasiorowski (1994) points out that although most such words originated in the Latin past
participle ·atus, the placement of stress has not been stable in English. Vi~rate, for i~s~c_e·
developed penultimate stress in British English before the settleme.nt of ~menca, whe~ lt.ts still
pronounced vibrate; but in the latter half of the 19th century, dssyllab1c verbs endmg m -a_te
developed ultimate stress in British English (vibrate). Thus in British English ~ere currently.ex1st
adjective-or-noun/verb pairs distinguished solely by stress such as gyrate (adj./verb) and d1~tate
(noun/verb). In my tracing of the development of this stress shift using British and Amencan
dictionaries, it becomes clear that in British English the more frequent verbs have changed first,
developing ultimate stress. A similar stress shift in words like co"vict (n~un) v~: co"vfc~ (verb)
affected the least frequent words first. American English has lagged far behmd Bntlsh Enghsh, but
it too shows signs of shifting to ultimate stress in more frequent words such as locate and dictate.

-58-

(SUN MORN: Wildcatter)

llllhis paper, I argue that Negative words (N-words) in Spanish should be treated as indefinite
Vlriables (Heim 1982) with polarity requirements, and not as inherently negative quantificational
elements (Zanuttini 1991, Haegeman & Zanuuini 1991, among others). I show that treating Nwords as Heimian variables provides a natural explanation for a number of otherwise paradoxical
puzzles raised by an interesting counterexample to the well-known generalization that crossclausal
aegative concord in languages like Spanish is only possible across subjunctive complements.
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Geoffrey Poole (Harvard University)

(FRI MORN: Wildcatter)

(FRI MORN:

Against 'form chain'
Chomsky (1993: 15) proposes that the basic transformational operation is not Move-a, but rathe
Form Chain, an operation in which chains of arbitrary length with intennediate traces included are r
"in a single step". Chomsky offers one conceptual and one empirical argument to support this ciJn.~
this paper, I will argue that both arguments fail and conclude that Form Chain is not a feature of the
computational system of the language faculty.

Marike Post (University of Amsterdam)

(SAT MORN:

Fa d'Ambu· straregiesfor passivization

In this talk I would like to discuss the strategies Fa d •Mbu
speakers adopt to express ideas where speakers of other languages
have to take recourse to a passive.
Passive constructions realized through movemf;!nt of the object to
subject position do not (or nearly not) (yet) exist. Instead, people
will use its active counterpart in combination with a generic
pronoun. The object occasionally may be fronted, which makes tbe
sentence come close to a passive in European languages, since the
object is syntactically as well as semantically foregrounded.
In order to give a proper account of passivization in Fa d'Ambu, 1
will take into consideration a number of other structures in tbe
language. Since the semantic organization of the sentence is such
that the Fa d 'Alllbu speaker can express certain things where the
speaker of another language has to take recourse to a passive,
passive formation in Fa d'Ambu can not be excpained without. taking
these structures into account too.

(FRIEVE:

Ljiljana Progovac (Wayne State University)

Evidence from Greek, Germanic, and Sanskrit demonstrates a never before noticed change
•dA (*d plus a-coloring laryngeal) to *db. This discovery accounts for variation between

and non-aspirate stops in suet doublets as Attic Greek pfthas 'wine jar' vs. phiddknt 'wine
where the first word attests a root *bhidh while the second indicates *bhid-.
' It is well-established that • A merges with both •g and voiceless stops to produce aspirate
in (.ndic. Martinet has argued convincingly that the widespread Indo-European suffix -aks
trom a suffixal sequence •eA-s, with presibilant hardening of an a-coloring laryngeal whose
value was likely (x) or (h). The -ak- ofphid4W thus serves as independent evidence that
form of this root was •bbid-eA-. PUhos represents a form transferred to the productive
clasS of nouns, with zero-grade of the suffix • -eA; i.e., •brud-A-os. Thus we have *bhidAos
~bidhOS > pllhas but •brudeAs > •bhidaks > phidtJknl, with late addition of a Greek suffix ~.
1lle similar Greek doubletputhmln 'bottom' vs.prJndaks 'base' as well as cognate doublets
GermaniC. such as OE bodan/botm 'bottom', are to be explained in the same way a~
Skt. budhn4s 'bottom' shows that •dA > •db applies in lndic as well.

M. Queen (University of Texas-Austin)
in rJre linguistic marker: Evidence from Turkish-German bilinguals

(SUN MORN: Gold)

relations, Bourdieu ( 1982) suggests that linguistic utterances act as symbolic
value in the "linguistic marketplace•. While there have been studies which
"market" value of specific linguistic forms (Sankoff and Laberge 1978), this study offers
tbottom-up, ethnographic account of a specific micro-market. namely that ofTurkish-German
children. For these children. bilingualism serves as a dynamic source of both inas well as power over the out-group (i.e. monolinguals) where value is placed on
language which excludes monolingual adults, i.e. teachers and often parents. Within the
[C.straintsof their own marketplace. "pulling one over• on adults is seen as a positive act and
wbo can achieve such a feat receive great approval (i.e. symbolic power) from their peers.

MellSSII Redford (University of Texas-Austin)

(FRI AFr: Explorers)

Choice of complemenrizer in Serbian/Croarinn

Detumbratlts offinal consonants in closed syllables of babbling

It has been claimed that the complementizer "S"to" in SC is used with factive
predicates (e.g. "lao-sorry, drago-glad"), while "da" is used elsewhere (Bibovi6
(1971) and Browne (1986)). However, factivity cannot be the whole story. Nouns
that uncontroversially take factive complements (e.g. "'cinjenica-fact;
saznanje-realization") nonetheless select "da.• So do some factive verbs like
•zaboraviti-forget. • Rather, it seems that two conditions need to be met for a
verb to select ·~to:" that it is factive, and that it is a psychological {emotive)
verb. This would capture the contrast between "lao-sorry; drago-glad," on the one
hand, and "zaboraviti-forget," on the other. It would also explain why emotive
nouns "radost-joy; tuga/sadness; ushidenje-excitement• take ·~to" complements,
in contrast to non-emotive nouns discussed above, e.g. ·~injenica-fact;
saznanje-realization: Emotivness alone cannot capture the relevant
generalization since some verbs (e.g. "voleti-like·) take either ·~to" or "da,"
rendering their complements factive and non-factive, respectively.

infants favor final consonants in closed syllables that
frequent in the ambient language, as some studies
~~est?
Alternatively, or additionally, do they make use of
tbelr propensity, shown in o~en srllables , of repeating the
previous consonant,(reduplicatlon) n violation of the typical
abient language ~attern?
This question was examined in 459
final consonants 1n closed syllables produced by J babbling
infants in an English language environment which fav ors final
alveolar consonants. No alveolar preference was found. However,
74' of final consonants were reduplicative, showing selective use
of a babbling-specific procedure for production of early final
consonants, by adding a closure to a close (consonant) open
(vowel) cycle.
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Do

are most

Bill Reynolds (University of the Witwatersrand)
Variation in optimality theory: Thejlooting constraint

(FRI AFr: Bayou I)

In this paper I offer an approach to phonol~gic~ variation wi~in_the framework of Optimality
vious attempts to adapt the theory to spec1fic mstances of vananon have encountered a tOJ:mi<iable
They depend crucially on the untenable proposition that every variant in a given language or dialect
distinct grammar in the mind of the spealcer. Kiparsky (1993), for example, in examining the effects
following segment on rate of deletion of final/t,d/ in English, proposed that the obsenred rates could
counted for by assuming that a particular subset of constraints may be ranked in any order with
one anOther. Since, however, it is a basic tenet of OT that every constraint hierarchy constitutes
we are forced to conclude that speakers must possess a complete grammar for every possible
of every variable within their idiolect. To avoid this problem, I inttoduce the concept of the
Constraint: Within a given language, a particular constraint X may be ranked somewhere within a
range, without specifying its exact ranking relative to cenain fixed constraints which span this same ranp:
CONW »

~ ~~·~·;;~~~~; :.-.·;;Q;~ynl

» CoNZ

By reexamining Kiparsky's analysis through use of Floating Constraints, I show that it is possible to
relative liequencies of deletion before pause, vowels, and consonants without the need to posit a
grammar for each possible outcome.

John Richardson
lnterrogativity and the 'mixed' analysis of~free constructions
The "Head Analysis" of Bresnan & Grimshaw and the "COMP Analysis" of Groos &: van Riemsdijlc
are the two most obvious ways to "force" a parallelism between free construc-tions such as w~
I rptd: to and "normal" relatives like anyotu I tpedk to. Recent observations by Jacobsoo,
Prince and others that many free constructions, including wh-ever free oonstructions, are structurally
more akin to interrogatives than 10 relatives, however, renders such attempts at forced puallel.ism
questionable at best In this paper, I will show that the "Mixed Analysis" previously proposed by
Jacobson, according 10 which the wh·evt:r phrases of wh-ew:r free constructions appear simullaneously in normal wh-posilion within the clause and as the granddaughter head of a superdominatina
phrasal node is the only extant analysis that handles both the internal interrogativity and the exlemal
(and semantic) "phrasality" of such constructions naturally. Moreover, by specifying conditions unda'
which not a granddaughter wh-phrase, but a great-granddaughter wh-phrase w1Uun a granddaughter
wh-pluase can become the head of an entire free construction, a very natural acoount of so-ailed 11011mak:hlng free constructions can be given that can be extended lOa semantically peculiar class of free
constructions in English whose many important similarities 10 the non-matching free constructioos in
other languages have been hitherto uMoticed.

Catherine Ringen (University of Iowa/Adam Mickiewicz University)
Robert M. Vago (Queens College/City University of New York-Graduate Center)
Hungarilln vowel hmmony in optimality theory
Vowel harmony ayatema in general, and H~ngarian vowel harmony in particular, ..._
preaented deacriptive challenge• for virt~ally every well-articulated theory within ~
framework of generathe phonology . The novel approach of OptJJaality Theory (OT) b..
ahown to offer in•ightful aolutiona to vexing probl-• of proaodic pttonol09)'
.orpholoqy . In thia paper we will o~tline an analyai• of the facta of HUngarian
har.ony within tbe fram.worlt of en.
we a • • - that in the lexical repreaentationa of root morph-• back han10nic
are aaaociated with the monovalent feature +81 front harmonic vowel• and tr1an•rpa~&
•owela lack featural representation for backneaa. suffix vowels are also unropo.., .. u,...
baclme••l they are aubject to harmony following back har.onic root• . Vowela
apacified ea +8 in outp~t repreaentationa are interpreted phonetically aa front. !!.~
motivate in particular three rank ordered conatraintas *8/IB (a phonetically g~~
condition that prohibita aeaociating +8 to a vowel that ia not either round or low) >>
ALIGN-RIGHT (align +8 with the right edge of the word) >> RBCOVRRABILITY can aaaociatlal
line or feature in the output auat be present in the inp~t).
We will aeek to addreaa queationa of general intereat <••9• whether ~ •~
be deacribed in term• of binary or monovalent featurea and whether the bacU.aa •aluee ol
roots ahould be floating or aaaociatad in lexical repreaantationa) and will intagrataa.r,
approach with current viewa on tbe general teatment of harmony (via ali;-- '
tranaparency (alignment >> recoverab111ty), and opacity (recoverability >> aliqna-nt)•
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fonns of Afrikaans the conjunction lat can introduce a sentent · 1
1
w:lllld be:}in with dat 'that' in the standard language and in netropo~i: e'Ihe f orner has been explained variously as an allegro variant or Netherlandic
alf!ct:J"''" that gamed currenc~ as a cO!lpetitive altemant in the evolution of ca
~, both explana~~ons stretch the bounds of plausibility for dat · pe
jn showmg an altemahon between initial / d-/ and /1- / in Afrh
~\
bu~ unknOM'l m the Low Coun~ie~ beyond sporadic incidence in i~~~~ Westat
dialects. Even rrore puzzlmg ~s the existence of covariant 1 t · Af ·
with both ~e later<;'l onset and a long vowel, e.'J., elke kee~\aa~ ~~s;
~ h~t .every t:ure that Poena cane to get the rron-' - - - - ~.- ~
be a d~stmctly minor detail · Af ik
~ · What at hrst blush
.
J.n
r aans ITOrphophonology in contenporary
out. t o be a . vesbge. of <;:reole syntax. Predicates involving an
-r:at~ve or deonhc rrodahty (obhgat1on, necessity, cannission) engaged the
verb ~ (Dutch laten). 'cause ( to be done), have (done), l et, allow' to
a ~lerrent clause. W1th creohzation , laat becane fully gramnatical' eel
that i t s~gn.;tlled the subOrdinate status of the following string. It 1M! ~ eel
~ under the J.nfluence of acrolectal dat.
s
en

Roberts (University of Hawaii-Manoa)
court records as a source ofold pidgin texts: An update on recent research

(SAT AFT: Bayou I)

. ~ince late..1993, an intensive eff.~rt ~as. been u.ndeiWay to uncover textual attestations
Pidgrn Hawa1 an (PH) and Hawai1 ~1dgrn Enghsh (HPE) in Hawaiian cr iminal court
Over _1o._ooo records for the penod 1848-1915 have been examined to date. As a
old p1dgr~ texts. the court r~cord corpus has proven itself superior in several ways
. accessrbfe corpus of published texts. Published texts contain biases (i.e.. against
lex11Jed by languages other than tha! use~ a~ the textual matrix language, against
use am~n~ su~strate speak_ers. agarnst p1dgrn use in rural and plantation areas)
severely hm1t the rr representatron of t~e con~act situation. But court records. due to the
of ~he courtroom, contarn testimony which more accurately attests the
use m late 19th-century Hawai'i. This fact suggests that claims based on
11
Ull'"'" .,, t.YP~ of text~ _on the amount of homogeneity in a pidgin/creole or its socio·
status rnvrte skephc1sm.

Rohrbacher (University of Pennsylvania)
syntax: On the baric word order in GemuJn and Yiddish

(SUN MORN: Emerald)

(1993) claim~. that there i~ a universal hasic order, namely specifier-head-com Ierne

·

· •~~r~·vin·~>lv ~h,j~Oclru,m and plresent .evid~nce which .suggests that Gennan i.~ underlyi~gly S~V l:~n~~ ~f:[.~h~~
n comp emenllzer mtmduced embedded cia

.
IS

G

1

•

·

·

;herea.~ Yiddish place!; th1·m after the verb . T~~~~oue~;nf~~ rh:c~;~~~t:':J::x!t:efi~~s in
a~ to resort to a number of language specific ad hoc assum lions· N

p

'

um onn

A~;J~;;;.toN~~~~p~~~~:g;;bfea;~~trl!a7e behind a prefi!. ~i~~lly ~~he~~~~e~ t~~e;~t~~
~e~s ind1~ates that !ike ~f:rSP_. V~ is righi-he~dedi~~~r%~:~~f:~~~:~~:~h~~~~1~hT~~or~.er~f

l!llillll~~iolnsoit;e::O:ni~':Je~l·~~~~htrval

m Ge!rman but precedes it in Yiddi~;h. This follows .;.,irhoutfu~he:
I IS are comp ement-verb and verb-complement respect"1 1 A
1 ·
sh:~n°~h~~~~~~~~~~::~f~~1~g:~~dS~~~ent of.~~e lohwer ~nfinitivai is cle~ri ;~J~rio~. a'::d;;~~;~
- ·to.-ri.,hr pars ' ( d h
SV
poss1 e, 1 ere IS reason to beheve that top to bottom
. IO~d an . ence . . 0) is pr~ferred, which explains why Yiddish changed from sov svo'
consr eratrons ongmally motivated the Germanic Y2 phenome
h' h · h
·
unt1f"rllvin SOY to superficial SYO. Moreover c omplementiz non w IC ~~ I e u~mArked case
creates a left-headed AgrSP wh· h ( Ti
. . er agreement Is restncted to SOY
•llllllt-llleai~ed but not in languages where it is left-~~~~d~~ I ates parsmg m languages where the original AgrSP
blt

n

;0
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Haj Ross (University of North Te"as)

(FR.] EVE:

Plural places
Spatial nominal expression~ are defective - many behaviors that nonspatial NP's exhibit are excluded for locatives/directionals. For instance, while
non-spatial pronouns can strand prepositions, spatial pronouns cannot strand
most spatial prepositions: Them /*There I would not put eggs in. Prototypically, spatial NP's are singular and denote continuous areas- such obligatorily
plural place nouns as the Azores are marked. One indication of their atypicality
is visible in their behavior under pronominalization: no ~ which refers to the
Azores can be found in a directional: First we went to the Azores. and from
~ I *them1to Miami. After non-spatial verbs, these pronouns seem
generally OK (describe the A:z.ores/ them! *there), while after clearly spatial
verbs, they are out (reach the Azores I *them I OK there). These spatial pronouns follow the accessibility hierarchy, being best as subjects, worse elsewhere.

Edward J, Rubin (University of Massachusetts}
Almeida Jacqueline Toribio (University of California-Santa Barbara)

(SUN MORN:

Genitive case, head movement, and the structure of nominals

In Romanian a genitive-NPmust be immediatcly preceded by a word that ellhibit.t a formoftbeeocliticdcfinitell1ic:le.
However, if the governing noun is indefinite or does nol bear the definilenes.! marker, a possessive cue particle will
be necessary; the form of the possessive case particle depends on the gender and number of tbe peno11 or lbinJ
possessed. A possessive case particle will again be necessitated if a modifier intervenes between the govemioallelld
and the genitive NP. Genitive case may also appear on the arguments of nominalizations. However, if tbe vall on
which a nominali~tion is based has two urgumcuts, only one argument can be genitive-marked, tbe olber 1111111 be
oblique. In keeping with the odvuncesof Abno:y (1987}. Ritter (1991), and Bowers (1993), we propose tbe structure
below for nominals iu Romanian; it represents a tree in which beads appear to the left, and specifiers to tbe rip.

IDJ>Io·lo·ldNomPINom'INomlNp(N·INtbeta-OOjectspecltbeta-subjectspeciAPinon·tbelaspecllll
We assume lhat non-thcRIIIIic Nl's arc gencrutcd in the specifier of DP, thematic subjecll are senerated in tbe apcafJCr
of NomP, and thematic objects ore l!eneroted in the specifier of NP. We assume also lbat all specifier positions are
Kl's, ht:aded by a cosc particle whtch assigns genihve case to the DP complement assigns structural case to its
complement (cf. lAMotuagne ww Travis 1987). N ratst:S for theta assignment ond ~turalion whicb are cornpositioaal
and locol. llaving considered the adjacency requiremeul for genitive case assignment, we turn to tbe relationsbip
between the genitive phrase and the nominal struaure. We bring to bear on this investi~ation data which IUJ&CS( tbal
the genihve phrase is a pronominal formed by a. We will suggest thai the geniltve modifiers above are bat
understood as prooominal phrases.

Hotze Rullmann (University of Groningen)
8J:fiJa, as a comparative
Jcspt.~ rst•n (I '>24) Jms t:haractcri7l•tl thl' temporal cmmectivc he_l(m• as a ''latent
nltttpnmti\'t··· In chis talk I will provide suppott ft•r this idea hy invcsti~ating
l'Ct1ain striking semantic parallels hctwccn before ami l'tlltlparativcs tdcspite
mtnvhologknl and synt<~ctie differences). in p:uticular coneerning the liccnsin~
of nc~ative polarity items and the inte•vret<~tion of an emheddcd «lis.jnnction as a
matrix conjnnetion. Pollowin!! von Stechow (JQ84), I argue that cnmp;mttivc
dauses dl•note maximal degrees, which can explain these proper1ics. I then extend
this analysis to h;.forr, essenti<~lly treating it as equivalent to the C:<JIIicit
cnmparatiw enrlirr thnn .

r. Runner (University of Rochester)

•M~R<~''"'" wirhour apletive replaceme111

J. Samarin (University of Toronto)
/imilarions ofnativiuuion in language change

(SAT MORN: Emerald)

(FRI MORN: Bayou I)

the hi~tory of .the term nativization, first to describe a
becom~ng a f1rst language of speakers, equivalent to
~~·-~~,aL·Ao~ (Hall 19~66), we consider the validity of the hypothesis
~n assert~ve lan~uage by Labov (1970) and
seconded b
and Laberge. (1973) w~th reference 'to Tok Pisin- that certai~
take p~ace 1n language as a consequence of nativization seen
as a cogn1tive phenomenon . Even in the absence of cont;olled
1tudies the. hypothes~s has been accepted as dogma. rt is tested in
this paper 1n one _way. After a brief survey of dramatic changes that
ta~en place _1n Sango (spoken in the central African Republic
w cons1der what 1s known about the percentages of
t: ·
~'
II""Ui the
t,
.
.
na ~ve speakers 1n
"7
,
na 1on s cap1tal, 1n 1975 and from 1988 to 1992 Th
fiqures lead to the conclusion that certain linguistic cha~g e~e
::nqo are ~o; necessarily the linguistic consequences of nativiza~~o!~
ehre pro ~ Y were too few native speakers when these changes seem'
to ave ar1sen.
·

1

,J.Ju Santelmann (Cornell University)
llllsing question words and the symax of operarors in child Swedish

=

~ingt ~sh,

(FRI AFT: Explorers)

a language with V2 l1'lCJI/elllmt in Wh-questions and declaratives
o ..,.. ......uce an overt constituent preceding the verb:
'
(1)
g&: den? (for "vad ~r den?") (K 2·2)
(What) makes it?
'
I claim
c:bi1d
that these Vl s~ures, rather than reflecting a lack of structure in the
llaeed grannar, reflect d~vergent conditions on the need to realize operators overt!
on natura1 speech data, I argue that SWedish child 1an
·
Y•
!lllleric wh-operzttor 1 shiY that SWedish child lan
gauge contams a null,
ot ........
'.
.
_
gauge reflects geoeral l<nowledge
-.-Btors and the1r hcens.111g, but that SWedish children ha
Ill ~ 8 ha
-f .
.
ve not yet learned that
ntis
~ &peel ~c lexical features that prevent them fran be~ nUll
ot child analyslS of non-adult Vl strucutres is CCJlllatible with a continuity' view
to tbt grcmnar and develowrent in language acquistion. Children can have access
~carple~e . range of structure and IX> principles without having acquired the
bow tbt specif1.CS. Developnent occurs in learning the individual lexcial it
and
syntax and l!DXpOOlogy _map onto those lexi.cal items.
ems

Sdlaetrer _(Uni_versit>: of California-Los Angeles)
ofV-w-C m child lrall.an and English m11in wh- questions

Beatrice Santorini (Nonhwestern University)
Antisy~W~~£try and scope in West Germanic

(FRI AFI': Explorers)

Attemptint; to derive linear order from hierarchical structure, Kayne 1!1!13 proposes the J.inear
spondence Axiom (LCA), according to which the precedence and dominance relations between two
in a tree exhibit the mathematical property of antisymmctry. Two of the LCA 'a universal OOI1ISCqiueriC&!II
(I) that heads precede complements and (2) that rightward movement is impossible. This piLper
these consequences, and hence the LCA itself, with evidence from quantifier scope in West Germanic.
As is well known, West Germanic infinitival complements exhibit considerable word order
the linear order or quantifier phrases and modals correlates with their semantic scope. This
th•t the head-initial phrase structures required by the LCA fail to capture this correlation
follows straightforwardly if rightward movement is allowed from a base in which the extended
of Vis head-lina.l. FUrther, the dichotomy between Yiddish and other varieties or West Germanic
the scope of quantifier phrases and negative concord ia unexpected given the LCA, but follows
if we assume that the extended verbal projection in Yiddish, alone among the varieties of West uennuie..
is head-initial.

Leslie Saxon (University of Victoria)
Complex pronominals, disjoinJ anaphora, and indexing
Heim, Lasnik and May {1991) have proposed an analysis of English each other as a
complex NP-type whose parts must individually satisfy their particular binding-theory
requirements. (See also Katada (1991) on Japanese complex reflexives.) HLM point out
that their approach potentially solves a significant problem posed by the Doarib
disjoint anaphor (Saxon 1984) . 3y some accour.ta the analysis of this pronoun requirea
the dissociation of coirtdexing and coreference (e.g., Enc 1989). In this paper, ve
offer a full analysis of Dogrib disjoint anaphors (DA) along that lines that BLM
suggest, supporting the conclusion that the reference possibilities for the whole
range of syntactic anaphors can after all be described under the assumption that coindexing translates as coreference. (See also Fiengo and May 1994.)
Evidence for the analysis comes from a range of facts concerning the nature of t.be
plural DA as a morphological entity, and from some rather arcane details of 'direct
discourse' control complements in the language. The recognition of the DA as a
complex form provides natural accounts of these facts of Dogrib and, importantly,
permits a more restricted theory of indexing than had been thought workable.

Ronald P. Schaefer (Southern lllinois University-Edwardsville)
Preverbal adverb caJegoms in Emai: A repon
This pape~ ~•ports on ongoing documentation with respect to the Edoid speach
Emai. In particular, I detail constraints governing closed classes of p~everbal
hypotheai&ing a scale, at one end of which are the event-directed classes ~v•a••••~•v•••
'for no reason,• and Tempor•l, e . g. 'b6b2 •pro~ptly1' and at the other a pa:relLCl.pane·~~~
Quantity class, e.q. z•mi •very' with intranaitive subjects and •very many
tranaitiva direct objects1 gba •together' with plural subjects irrespective of ~r••n•1~1•~•
Between occur Subject Attri butivea, e . g. tot6bg 'intensely ' •nd d6b2 'm1•~••M•n•.~
with this scale, adverbial• more event-directed precede in the p~everbal phrase
participant-directed. P•rtial support for this ordering derives from patterns
repetition involving two additional preverbal categories : Aapectu•lizera and xannoor-~:U*M
Particle repetition, serving an emphatic function, ia ahown by the Aspectualizer gbo
'also/too• and the distal .-.bar of a deictic manner pair, !y~ •that way.• In non.-pbatle
construction•, each precedes an unmodified verb, or an adverb of the Subject Attributi..
Quantity clasa, e.q. ~ gb6 d•gbe • ~l! •mae 'he c•refully ate the food too1 ' • ~ d•gbe
~l! ••ae. In emphatic atructu~es, each precedes not only the adverb but the verb, e.g.
d•gbe gb6 • ~l! •••e. In more complex emphatic structure• these particles combine eo
precedes the verb and each adverb in a preverbal sequence, e.g. ~ z• gb6 !y~ gb6 d•gbe
d6b6 ~t gb6 • 41! •••• 'he aa a result that way c•refully by himself ate the food too.•
Repetition, however, never extends to evant-directed adverbs. These constraints appe•r to
reflect order principles (aubjective > objective, intension•l > extensional) discussed bf
rrawley (1992) with respect to modification in a different domain, adjectivea.
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Schafer ~n~ve~ity of California-Santa Cruz)

(FRI EVE: University)

1r•IIIMrtacYresmctwn m ~-predicaJuJn

The subject position in 'have'-predication constructions h bee d
'bed
..
This sensitivity, observed in data such as {I) .
t as
n escn
as sens1t1ve to anianimate subject or, more strictly a human sub~ ISt
~as a preference or requirement for
a 'have'-predication construction i~ not restrict.eiec · ; . IS pa~r, I propose th_at the subject
that inanimate subjects are perfectly acceptable:.':: t~! ~ean•macy. The ~c1al obse_rvati~n
'•ncteriisti,caJIIy associated with or inalienabl
argument m t he Pred•cate JS
as (I) and (2) follow from the analysis of •1:~ by. the subJect, {2). I argue that the data
of the individual-level properties co ve ·p . catJo~ as an individual level predicate and
to an insightful analysis of the grammat=pond~ng to /t. I further.show that this approach
CllllSUUCtion in (3).
vennons 0 sentences like (1), the have-DP-P P

j

rm:

(1) • The shelf has a lamp.
(2) The shelf has two brackets.
(3) The shelf has a lamp on it.

::,~~ ~ch~e~de~-Zioga (University of Southern California)
IIIIUk IS rlllJmg In

ECM constructions in Modern Greek

:rxc~ptional Case Ma~king (ECM) constructions"

(FRJ EVE: Emerald)

~ i s possible with the subjects of
i~ Mode rn Creek are interesting because
ftrb aareemeot. Various accounts have c 1auses w ose verbs are inflected for subject /
approach: "ECM" involves the raisi
~een ~reposed for these facts. I advocate a fresh
ate clause' s spec of agr(eement) OC~j~ct)~ t~ in a subordinate clause to the superordin~lition reserved for discourse to i
•h e raising is from a clause-peripheral
MOreover, the re is no movement rel:t~~nr:tter tha~ from the embedded subject position.
~tead , the s ub ject iss non- overt prono:Ow~hen t e topic and the subject position;
(1) ( NP v NP
[
at resumes the topic:
ip
j
topic phrase tj !cp lip proj V · ·- I I ) l
the proposed structure allows one to unif
.
.
COnstruc tions in ~lodern Creek
d
y a· number or disparate facts about "EC~"
an exp 1sins why "ECH" i M d
to the opaque-doma i n creat ing capacity of subject/verbn a;r:~:e~~~ek is not sensitive
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Bonnie D. Schwartz (University of Durham)
Rex A. Sprouse (Indiana University)
Syntactic theories and conclusions in L2A research

(FRIAFr:

(FRI AFT: Gold)

r-ean• Jax_stops assimilate to adjacent ~oiced segments within the same phonological (P-) phrase.

We examine the extent to which the particular syntactic theories assumed in UG-base•
studies affect the conclusions of those studies, We review: (1) Clahsen & Muysken'a
(1986) claim that L2A is not constrained by UG, which does not hold under Chomsky's
(1986) enriched view of functional projections (duPlessis ec al, (1987); Schwartz &
Tomaselli (1990)); (2) Vainikka & Yaung-Scholten's (1994) claim that lexical proj
and their linear orientation transfer from L1 to L2, but functional projections do not
which does not hold under Kayne's (1993) assumption that OV order arises only by mov' •
the Direct Object to Sp~c-AgrO (~chwart~ 1994); ~nd (3) E~ban~'s (in press) claim tha~
the strength of inflect1on assoc1ated w1th funct1onal proJeCtlons does not transfer
Lt to L2, which does not hold under Chomsky's (1993) view that raising takes place for
feature checking rather than for affixation. We conclude that since our understandina
of the technicalities of UG is provisional, the conclusions of L2A studies that depend
directly on those technicalities will necessarily also be provisional. We advocate
supplementing current studies with the careful examination of Interlanguage grammara ia
search of poverty of stimulus phenomena (noc directly exhibited in the Ll), The
identification of such phenomena contributes to the characterization of Interlanguaae
cognitive states--independently of the f requent revision of syntactic theory.

to Silva (1992), P-phrase boundaries (4p) correspond to left edges of maximal projections in

The pronunciation of popular Caribbean Spanish (PCS) differs in many respects from that of standard
American Spanish. Specia~ists ha~e always thought. that desp~te these di_fferences, the ~hc:mem1c systems o(
these two speech vaneues 1s 1denucal. Based on f1eld work rn Colomb1a and the Dom1mcan Repubhc, this
paper shows that the tradllional analysis is in error. In PCS, an assimilatory process of the type c1.c2 - c,
has led to a system in which fricative (y) and occlusive [g] , for instance, ar~ no longer variants of a single
phoneme, as they are in all other varieties of Amencan Spanish. T~7 foll01~1ng e->amples Illustrate th1s and
two other systematic opposlllon of th1s type (a total of 10 such opposruons ex1st m CS):
ti:4Pol

vs.

tk4bol

'<;;J.vo'

vs.

'CIIvo'

I I PI vs

l bl

I

fric.,tn·e vs ocdustvc

ts~flol

vs

t$6doi

·~o

vs.

'a:rdo'

l t f)J vs. /d/

I

Jric.'u'c \'S . occhiSI''C

IAYOI

YS.

lfly,ol

'h:lgo'

YS

'lllgo'

lty/ VS. /g/ I

rricati\"C \ ' $ . occlusn·e

the

this ~alysis, it follo-:vs that a _se~ten~e with .a subject-marked argument of a one-place

(/[NP apeC1][VP kyesyesse]/ father ex1sts} wtll cons1st of two phrases; thus in the surface form,
should be blocked: [abejiga kye ... ]. Cases in which the argument is left in si~and does
a subject mar~_er-should form a single P-phrase with the verb, allowing sandhi:
~~~!~v~~~~~~-l~~J/~~abeJt ~e... ]. lns~ental analysis does not support these predictions: acoustic
1:
wtth volCing do not differ depending on the presence of the subject marker.
yw~ sentence typ~s, _we found.that the d~ti?n ?f closure, vocal cord vibration during
asptranon were not Significantly different, which indicates that the prosodic structure of both
identical. A comparison of measurements with those in Silva 1992 reveals that this common
a single P:phrase: [~ abeji(k:a) gyesyesse]. In concluding that the original approach for
llla:llllfunc ~-p~s m Korean t~ too strong, we offer an alternative such that VP-imemally generated
will_ ~~~tently ~o~ smgle P·phrases regardless of case marking. This is accomplished by
the minimality condinon on P·phrases proposed by Sel.lcirk & Tateishi (1987a/b) and stating that
the optimal structure for an uuerance is one which contains at least one branching P-phrase.

Victor Singler (New York University)
not new in AAVE? Evidence from Liberian

Armin Schwegler (University of California-Irvine)
Caribbean Spanish phonology and irs possible African/pidgin origins

•

James Silva _(Unive':8it>: of Texas-Arl~ngton)
-•wr•n&prosodlc mappmg 1n Korean: Evidence from existential verbs

(SUN MORN: Bayou I)

Which features of IIIOdern African-American Vernacular English (AAVE)
shOW up in Liberian Settler English (LSE)?
Of tbe shared featurea, Wbich can be ascribed to the co-on ancestry
&aVE an4 LSE and which cannot?
ftlo8e are the questions that this paper addresses.
LSE is the
variety of those wbose Africen American ancestors immigratec! to
froa the Dni ted States in the nineteenth century. 'l'hus, LSE is
AAVE in descending fr011 an earlier variety of AAVE.
The
in LSE for the features t~t have been at the center of the
tl,~;eziLCe de))ate (cf. Myhill 1993, Sankoff 1986, Bailey and Maynor 1989,

et al. 1987, and Butters 1989}.

It weighs explanations other than

tUple lineal descent from early AAVE for those phenomena that LSK shares
wlth .:Miarn .U.VE; it considers the significance of differences between
Ul ud -.odern AAVE in the features' function, distribution, and frequenCf; aDd it talks about what the absence of particular features from LSE

The second half of the paper addresses the possible p1dgin origin of the consonantal fed uctions under analysis.
It will be argued that African substrata! forces and a possrbly once wide-spread p1dgm (s11mlar to Palenquero)
must have contributed sigmfrcantly to the acceptance anc.l spread of ICc.l\tccd ~cmsor.1.1nt clusters- clusters
which were betng reduced tn Andalus1an Spamsh already during the early period ol Jhc Atlanllc slave tr.tde.

llilllt aean for tha divergence debate.

Deborah Mandelbaum Seymour (Queens College/Hunter College)
New women's suitcases: The possessive-adjective switch

Canlliae L. Smith (University of California-Los Angeles)
"Ckminates" in French are two separate consonants

A strong intuition among English speakers is that if a noun phrase (NP) contains a possessive
fonn (POS), the POS must precede any adjectives in that NP. Data contradicting this intuition
are shown in (1 )-(2):
(1) a. women's new suitcases are expensive (2) a. women's new black suitcases are available
b. new women's suitcases are expensive
b. new women's black suitcases are available
What licenses the adjective's preceding the POS is the syntax _and semantics of_the~ :. i.e.
the POS is not referential. I argue that the base-generated pos1tton of the respecl!ve adjecl!ves
and POSs in (1)-(2)(a)-(b) is always the same. Yet the POS may move above the adjective, and
thus both word orders may occur. In the case of name and pronominal POSs, however,! argue
that word order constraints force the POS to move above the adJective, yielding only one
possible order.

F1D11 ~nants ~. Fre~cb ~ usually produced "'!'ith a release, but when an identical consonant begins the
~~ y.'Ord a gemll!ate may be fonned (Rialland 1994). These derived geminates may be unlilte
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(FRI AFT: Gold)

.-mates :mlll!'guages wtth an under~ying length contrast However, Lahiri & Hankamer (1988) claim that

-.atoroorphern1c and heter?morphe!luc gt:minates in Bengali are "indistinguishable acoustically". If this is
true, then the denved ~mtna~ m French may be equivalent to lexically contrastive geminates.
PI'CIIdw.:ticm o~ sequences of Idenl!cal consonants and sequences of heterorganic consonants in French
Wll ~wnmed. ~smg the C~tens articulograph (magnetometer} system. One French speaker produced
~petil!ons of meanmgless utterances made up of real words such as "le cauassait" ("the cape
~With a (pk) sequence and "le_caiLJlassait" ("~e ~ape passed") with a (pp] sequence. A few of the
*- .ooConSOnan~ tokens had an audible release ~as did virtually all ~e heterorganic sequences), but even in
dtlia
no audible release the tongue and/or Jaw often moved slightly away from its extreme position
'l1le lJ tile C?nso~t closure. This movement could be the residual trace of a release of the ftrst consonant
~h 1dent1~al-consonan.t sequences are made up of two phonological units produced with rather loose
=nllion, unlike the ge~mates of languages with an under!ying length ~ontrast, whose production
. b}y a_Ppears ~ be a urutary movement These results proVtde further ev1dence of the importance of
lllhl.ation m revealing aspects of phonological organization that may not be reflected in the acoustic signal.
[Work supported by the Fondation Fyssen and NIH.]
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Keun-Won Sohn (University of Connecticut)
Rigid rigidity

(FRI MORN: Explorers)

Spejewski (University of Rochester)

offrequency adverbs

In this paper, we argue that universally, the hierarchical relation set up at S-structu111
be preserved at LF. Thus, a QP c-commandlng another QP at 5-structure alwaY$
wide scope over it (Reinhart (1976), Huang (1982)). The purpose of tl)is paper Is to
that English is not an exception to this rigidity condition. We argue with Huang (1
any scopally ambiguous sentence has two distinct s-structures and that 5-structu111
dislocation of a QP is the source of one of these two structures. It will be shown that
scope facts concerned match all the . relevant characteristics of rightward movement
eluding the obedience of Right Roof Constraint (Ross, (1967)) and no multiple right
cation. Furthermore, the proposed analysis can account for the scope facts 1nv·o1w~nro
- QP interactions (May (1985) and others). We show th~t all the facts follow naturally
the rigidity analysis once we assume that wh phrase 1s composed of a question OIH!rai'- '
and an indefinite pronoun (Chomsky (1964)) .

Arthur Spears (City University of New York-Graduate Center)
Primbrdial feanues ofAfrican. Amtrican. language use
The paper is concerned with how we raight globally characterize African Aller1can
language use arriving at a characterization that describes a wide range of verbal
behavior if ~ertainly not all. I begin with Kochman's (1981) notion of high
speech go on to consider the graJUia.I' of disapproval mrking (Spears 1982, 1990),
on to the main section of the paper concerning uncensored language and "uncensored
mode," in which language considered profane and/or abusive by many, has been normalized. NorJDalization has also been witnessed outside the AA coiDllunity, suggesting
that it may be a symptom of postiiiOdern society. I conclude in suggesting, nonjudgmentally, that AA speech, overall and relative to that of many other speech
communities , has a "caustic turn," which we may ultimately be able to relate to the
AA historical experience.

ad1!etbs ue shown to fall into two classes, based on the readings they yield in a context like (1).
. dit:AU either that some of the events are associated with another event, or else that (generically)
eve~': are usociated with a set of events. Those in (lb) indicate only the "some" readmg.

Jolin bakes a cake,
O(CaSionally/ frequently/now and then} checks the oven temperature.
1S()IIIetilnes{lleverfalwaysfrarelyf generally} checks the oven temperature.
this difference in readings as due to a d ifference in domain possibilities: the adverbs in ( 1a) can
11 1
t • either a set of situtations or a time interval, while those m (lb) can only quantify over situations.
socii as (2), supports this claim.

Stoik (Morehead State University)
AGRoP, and inner island effects

('IlfURS EVE: Emerald)

(1993. 1994) proposes a mini•~~«list prognunme of synt:ax in which Case Checking
of agreemeut in gen.,ral . That is. he suggests obj<!ct Case features
subject Case features in that both at"t> checked for appropriate Spec-head
within an AGRP. Crucial to Chomsky's nainimalist approach to Case are his
ions that an AGRnP, as well as an AGR~P. exists and that AGR~ and AGR 0 are
ions of features with no relevant subject-object distinction. In this paper,
the for<!going assW11ptions with data from object-sensitiv., inner island
ts, such as (1)·(2).
(l) How much does Jamie dislike everyonej*no one ?
(2) lt is for this r<!ason 10, that I told everyonef*no one fthat Jamie was fired

td l
ng Rizzi's (1990 ) analysis of subject - sensitive inner island effects, I
rat<! that object-sensitive inner island effects require an AGRnP p~ir&llf'l to
in logical torlll and logi cal {unction.

Karin Speedy (University of Auckland)
Mississippi and Teehe Creole: A dembgraph.ic and linguistic case

nus paper presents a detailed examination of the early socio-demograp~t
history of louisiana with particular fotus on European and slave _settlement m
the French and Spanish periods. On the basis of these demographtcs as well as
some textual evidence it is argued that despite theoretical predictions to the
contrary, a Creole language did emerge and 'jell' in situ in th~ period 1~9-1770.
Inslrwnental in the creation of this language, the superstrata) mput of which was
the specific local variety of North American French emerging in Loutsiana at the
time, were those African slaves who had arrived 1719-1731. nus Creole was
spoken in the original areas of settlement, primarily along the Mississippi River
(hence its appellation 'Mississippi Creole').
Demographics also suggest that the Creole spoken to the west of the
Atchafalaya River ('Tkhe Creole'), unsettled W\til the 1760s, was the product of a
semi-separate genesis. A number of linguistic. differen~es not~ in modem
representatives of the two Creoles lend further waght to th1s assertion.
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Sunaoshi (Universily of Texas-Austin)
womens authoritative speech in their communities ofpractice

(SUN MORN: Gold)

contrast to earlier studies of Japanese women 's speech that focused
survey-data from a narrow range of speakers of Standard Japanese;
s study c onc entrates on the actual language use of women who do not
university degrees, who do not speak Standard Japanese natively,
are in supervisory positions: two managers in a camera shop and
a gent in a rural prefecture, Ibaraki. Analysis o f the managet·s •
tions with their subordinates and the county agent's interaction ~
farme rs' wives show that the managers used the Motherese Strategy
the Passive Power Strategy (Smith, 1992; modified in my earlier rele~rch, 1994) , while the agent's strategies claimed het· in-group membe1·~1p. The results show that although these women live in the same re ~on, belo ng t o the same age group, speak the same native dialect, and
tre. in positions o f authority, they employed diffet·ent strategies in
the1r respec tive contexts; this fact illustrates the complexity of is•es of language and gender. Instead of assuming a single norm for Jap~
~e women's speech, one needs to pay close attention to the communities
of Practice to which they belong (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 1992).
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Keiichiro Suzuki (University of Arizona)

Consequences of iambic stress system in Southern Paiute

(FRI

This paper explores the relationship between stress and its quantitative
consequences under Optimality Theory (Prine~ ~d Sm~lensky, 1993; McCart~y and
Prince 1993). In parllcular, I show that ar uruftes the dtstnbuuon of stress, votceless
vowels and geminates in Southern Paiute (SP), treating voiceless vowels as "better• weak
members and geminate consonants as "better• strong members of the iambic foot.
Gemination (i.e. mora tnsertion) malces an imperfect [LL) iamb become a canorucal (LH)
iamb (Hayes 1991; Prince 1990, etc.). I apply the same reasoning to voiceless vowels:
devoicing malces an tmpetfect [LL) iamb better: (0 L] (0=voiceless vowel). That is, this
devoicing also occurs as a quantitative consequence of iambic foot opllmization. Thus
detennining an optimal iamb does not involve matchmg the canomcal fonn (It 1111], but
rather involves mcreasing the unevem~essof quantity between the wealc element and the
strong element wtthm an iambic fooc a foot [0 Ill!] malces a better tamb than II! ltf.l]
because the former is more uneven. SP reduplication data from Sapir ( 1930) shows such
an effect of foot optimization which is explained naturally under ar.

Kari Swingle (University of California-Santa Cruz)

Information questions, itkntification questions, and d(iscourse)-linking
This paper examines questions with nan-d-linked (Pesetslcy 1987) wh-phrases like who (in) rhe hell IIIII
particular the contrast between a question like (1) Who in the llell hit John?, which cames the Jm::SIIJ)JIO:Iillll
that someone hit John, and a question like (2) Who in the hell wants to read Ulysses?, which Cairies 110
presupposition, but instead carries the implicature that no one wants to read this book. Such contrasts
cate the existence of two kinds of wh-quesrions: itknrificarion (ID) questions (1), which ask for the
of an individual whose existence is presupposed, and informan'on (INFO) questions (2), which ask
relevant information, and carry no 3-al presupposition. Assuming Kartrunen's (1976) semantics for
questions and an analysis of wh-modifiers like in the hell as domain wideners (Kadmon and Landman
such contrasts are accounted for. The denotation of an ID question is a singleton set containing the
position answer P(x); domain widening increases the number of individuals to be taken into COilsiderallioa
the denotation of x. The denotation of an INFO question is a not necessarily singleton and possibly
of true proposition answers P(x); here, domain widening and the lifting of the restriction to relevant
duals is pragmatically infelicitous unless one intends to implicate that no relevant individual
question. The paper concludes with the observation that long-extraction of a nan-d-linked wh-phrue
fact acceptable provided an ID or INFO interpretation of the question is made salient, thus suggestinc
d-linkin~ is not. counter the Rizzi/Cinaue analysis, the critica.l factor for acceptable lon~-extraction.

Sali Tagliamonte (University of Ottawa)
Shana Poplack (University of Onawa)
Ejike Eze (University of Onawa)

/lin. don kom when?: Past temporal reference in Nigeriar~ Pidgin English
In this paper we study the past temporal reference system tn Nigerian Pidgin English (NPE), 111
extended pidgin said to exhibit prototypical creole features where verbs may be matked with various preverbal
panicles (e.g. don, bin, kom) or zero. A number of empirical ~tudies h~ve .contest~ the claims ofth.e c~
prototype and as already pointed out by Sankoff (1990), thts scenano IS complicated by the ubtquttous
presence of zero. What can explain the choice of matkers? .
.
.
.
Malcing use of variable rule analysis and extrapolallng from proposals m. the hterature, we exarnme a
number of linguistic features said to be relevant to temporal reference m creoles (e.g. contextull
disambiguation), as well as those attributable.to related vem_aculars (e.g. verJ:' and semen~ type, re~teness)
and universal1anguage processing (e.g. narrauve structure, dtscourse sequencmg, phonologtcal reducn~). We
then assess the contribution of each individual factor (or combinations thereof) to the probability that dtffercnt
past temporal reference forms will surface in NPE.
Preliminary results suggest that cenain general constraints on temporal sequencing (e.g. mark 011
preceding reference verb) ate most significant, with contextual disambiguation from gr~mmatic_al elements
(e.g. temporal conjunctions) playing only a minor role. Punctuality plays a gre~ter r:ote m marbn~ the JliSl
than anteriority, which is relevant, but only to the presence of overt fonns.llus ra1ses the quesnon of the
nature of the semantic distinctions made by the various markers in the NPE past temporal reference system.
and the role of zero within it. We explore the implications of these findings for inferring the nature of tbe
underlying grammar giving rise to the surface patterning of marlcers.
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~.T•bJUISIJII (Cornell University)

~.-1nc and synlactic lll.llure ofrejlexivization

(FRI AFT: Emerald)

of this study is t_o gi~e a universal accou_nt of the phrase_s!fUctures of anaphors, using
data. I prove m_this study that the nouon of logophonctty has to be incorporated into
..._,onn·vetnein acco~nt. ~y ~laJms are as follows: (i) Both logophoricity and syntactic movement
into _constderauon m order to acc~unt for ~flexivizauon in Japanese and (ii) Syntactic
is responstble only for apparent long-dtstance bmdmg, but not for subject-binding. This analysis is
the possibility of source-binding in Japanese.
KJ!tada's (1991) w:'alysi~ wherein Japanese zibun is an operator anaphor. Zisin, however, is
to the former which f8Jses .at LF. ~he latter never raises. In my analysis, two sepatate
the phrase structure of a reflextve mdtcate the features [± l(ogophoric)] on the one hand, and the
a(naphoric}) and[± o(perator)) on the other. that is, the complement of 00 and the head oo,
AS!iUmtwiS the uni~ersal nature of. L~-movement, it seems plausible that this basic analysis holds
lll~tSIIlc~.ill_Y· ~ Chmese. ::.ij1 can~ euher an opera~or anaphor like Japanese zibun or a non-raising
~1sm. ~~!florphenuc reflextves must occur wtth the Iauer type. The apparent lack of Jogophoric
Chinese ::.1]1_can be accounted for by an mdependent property of this language, that is. unlike
Chinese requtres the antecedem to be embedded in the phrase headed by the locative word nar

L. Tenny (University of Pittsburgh)

on psych verbs in PittSburghese

(SAT AFT: Emerald)

of American English spoken in the Pittsburgh area m which it is posstble to

Tltt car needs washed, sheds light on the question of whether or not psych verbs
form verbal passives. In this construction the complement of the matrix predicate
be a verbal passive; adjectival passives cannot appear in the construction.
for this includes the facts that an adjective cannot appear in place of the
car needs clean); and aspectual adverbials typical of verbal, and not
passives, appear in the construction (The car needs washed in an hour). A
range of verbs can appear in the complement, with one principled exception;
of psychological state with experiencer objects and stimulus subects cannot
as the embedded verb (*The actor needs frightened/worried/interested bythe
The constraint on psych verbs in this Piusburghese construction can be
as part of the_ more general constraint on verbal passives, if psych verbs
form verbal passtves. These phenomena in this dialect must be taken into
in theoretical discussion of psych verbs, and verbal and adjectival passives.

G. B. ler Meulen (Indiana University}

in aspectua/ adverbs

(FRI MORN: Explorers)

Arhonto Terzi (University of Ottawa)
Linear correspondence axiom and double object clitics

(University of Amsterdam)
WJ}'iobility in tense marking in serial verb constructions

While in finite structures (double objeCI) clitics are preverbal in the order dat-ncc (1) in GreeJc. they oea•-'
either order after imperatives (2), or gerunds (3).
(1)
Mou to/*to mou edoses. (2) Dos' mou 10/to mou!
(3) Dinondns mou to/to mou
me il/it me gave-2s-IND
give-2s-1MP me il/it me
giving-GER me il/it me
'You gave it to me.'
'Give it to me!'
'Giving it to me...'
I show th:lt the above facts provide evidence for two type of empty heads that may host clitics connnn·
predictions of Kayne's (1993) Linear Correspondence Axiom (LCA) that clitics associated with gel'lllld~ng
infinitives ndjoin to T while those with finite verbs to featureless place-holder heads. I claim that doubl and
clitics adjoin each to a different functionul head in Greek in the order dat-acc. The verb movement "'S'llOensn""'
their postvcrba1 position proceeds via T, to which the lower clitie adjoins and carries it along creating the
(2) and (3). Additional support is provided by Cypriot Greek where clitics also follow finite verbs. Whit
object clitics following imperatives have flexible ordering in GGr they don't when they follow finite vern:
because the lower clitic is then adjoined to a featureless head and verb movement (subject to the Shottest Move
Requirement (Chomsky 1993)) cannot proceed via it nnd create the alternative order.

cfeals with variation in Sararnnccan with re~pect to the 1>0SS1ble occtuTences of a tense
initial verbs in serial verb constructions. Three distinct panems are distinguished.
the geographical distribution of these patterns. Ne.xt. we compare it with the
distribution of the pronominal system. We show that the two distributions diverge
way. This casts some doubt on the claim that there is a clear-cut distinction
and southern varieties of the Saramaccan language due to different patterns of

Petra Thiele (FAS-Berlin)
The grammaricalizalicn ofrepetitive and inchoalive verbal

Walsh (University of Massachusetts)
a class of rhotics

In <.:ape verdean and .Princip.:nsc ...:reolt! we find .;1. n..uu ..u,!t' of e;Cd!WD<iticalized ele.11ents f or t11e c odificat.Lon oi .u::,:>E.L'I..'.:>t.:; anti l.iC:!J,,i'.i.V,
1'hough these ele.nents d escend etymolo{SiC3.lly Il'o:n t ,1e lexifier
language, tne origin of t :1 ese catee,orie.s ~s c.m"t;rov~rsial.
~he paper disc~sse.s t u wuat extent tnese Cdtc~o~ies ! allow ?Stterns
of the lexifi er lang uage which is Por ~ u~uese, or re ~ resant

Unguis~J have often

contact-inde ~ endent gra~aticalizations.

Maria Tsiapera (University ofNonh Carolina-Chapel Hill)
Languages in hiswry: Cypriot Greekfrom medieval to modern times
11le role of language in the cultural balance is the most important key in the understanding of
humanity's ever-<hanging place and In our understanding of the balance of poMlr In history. Languages In
contact play a pervasive role on language change. The lnhen!nl attraction of Western Europeans to the
economic advantages of Byzantium and the Middle East led them to use n!ligion and idealism as the excuse
for conquest and plunder. Conquest and Impoverishment of the conquered play a pervasive role in all the
institutions of a people, including language. Problems of linguistic change become much more complex. The
rr~riou.t equilibrium of a regular evolutionary movement, the functional aspect of the regular phonological
and morphological changes unravel as a consequence of the effect of discontinuity and isolation. Thus the
50Cio«onomic havoc assumes a linguistic specific form and function that enables one to deal with
individualized changes that can establish generalizations. In such situations one may properly think of
linguistic change both as evolutionary and due to contact.
11le checkered history of the socio-political situation of Cyprus is n!llected in its language. To reveal
the basic linguistic elements of Cypriot Greek, the central task is to penetrate the relation between history
and language. Since many variables are simultaneously at work, interacting and altering their magnitude at
irregular rates it would be misleading to concentrate on a single cause. Simultaneity among multiple
processes is a reasonable approach in understanding language change. The recognition of patterns and
observation of their survival or loss Is important in determining the linguistic system. Cypriot Greek lends
itself In ~urh a study.
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(SAT MORN: Bayou I)

(SUN MORN: Explorers)

assumed that rhotics form a phonological class, which includes trills, taps, flaps, and
However, this group of segments has not been shown to be a class of sounds,
.,logically or phonetically. Despite the loose definition of Mrhotics," I will demonstrate in this paper that
phonological evidence for this class. These phonological coMeclions are reflected in the acoustic
by the segments.
Au~ltnlll&an languages, which have more than one phonemic rhotic, provide an ideal case for testing rhotic
In these languages, we see both positional and co-occurrence restrictions on all rhotiC$. In all of
cases, all and only the rhotiC$ are singled out for phonotactic and co-occurence restrictions.
Patterns of alternation observed between rhotics and other segments also demonstrate that rhotics behave
In a sample of 37 genetically diverse languages, rhotics wa-e overwhelmingly associated with other
in alternations.
Other phonological classes are clearly defined articulatorily. In contrast, rhotics seem to be a
iM1epllda:e of segment types. Lindau (1985) examines the articulatory and acoustic properties of rhotic
do not all share a unifying articulatory feature. However, Lindau's acoustic analysis reveals
of acoustic affinity similar to the pattern of phonological alternation found cross-linguistically. These
facts, along with evidence from positional and co-occurrence restrictions and phonological alternations
suggest that rhotics are indeed one phonological class.
'

IWdt Walters (University of Texas-Austin)
DigltJssic switching as language collliJCt in Arabic

(SAT AFT: Explorers)

Although there bas long been interest among Arabists in the nature of 'intermediate' varieties of the

IID&uaKe, i.e., those involving some mixture of the High (H) and Low (L) (Ferguson 1959), there has been
lillk effort to relate issues of variability in these intennediate varieties to work on the consequences of

llapage contact for variation and change (lbomason & Kaufman 1988) or to analyze these varieties as
cases of diglossic switching, i.e., codeswitching involving the H and L varieties. This study attempts just
IUCh a move by considering diglossia as a case of prolonged language contact between two historically
~dated varieties and by re-analyzing a sample of 'mixed Arabic' (Talmoudi 1984), using Myers-Scotton's
p993) ~Language-Frame model of grammatical structure in codeswitching. The data in question are
~ because they include cases in which the H and L alternate as matrix for diglossic switching.
Thus, these data permit a testing ofMyers-Scotton's model with two matrix varieties (and hence two
embedded varieties) as a type of codeswitching that bas been the subject of speculation (e.g., Scotton 1986,
Myers.S~tton 1993b; Walters in press) but little analysis. Ultimately, this study offers a novel
for analyzing intennediate varieties of Arabic, linking their study to larger issues in the domain
ol~ve
a SOCJO!inguistically infonned theory of language variation and change while testing the most
provocative recent model of syntactic constraints on codeswitching with varieties of a language
cbaracterized by root-and-pattern morphology.
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Shana Walton (l'ulane University)
Microetluwgraphy and register sJUfting in Cajun English

(SUN MORN: Gold)

A microethnography approach to language and ethnicity combines phonetic and
discourse analyses with participant observation to explore the layered meanings of
register shifting among people who participate in multiple cultural worlds.
Results from a year of fieldwork in south Louisiana show that phonetic and
lexical changes in Cajun English Dialect (depending on the actual string of
discourse) can signal shifts in the degree of identification with a group.
This study's approach 1) follows a path cleared by Moerman (1988) in using
detailed linguistic analysis to illuminate societal/cultural questions, 2) creates
a proving ground for Urban's (1991) challenge to use instances of naturally
occurring discourse to examine the degree to which culture is shared among
members, and 3) opens a window to understanding how ethnic revival movements of the
'70s and '80s affected individual group members.

(FRI EVE: Emerald)

Wechsler (University of Texas-Austin)
Lee (University of Texas-Austin)
. Semantic and pragmmic factors

J..,ee'S {1991, 1992) case minimality account of Korean case is designed to capture the purported

that exceptional case-marking (ECM) is allowed if and only if the predicate in the
clause does not assign case. However, we will show that the case-assigning ability of the lower
is inclevant. Instead, roughly speaking, ECM favors i-level overs-level predicates:

.-Jiiz&IU.uu

[nay-ka/*lul cha-ka sey sikan-i phllyoha-ta-ko]
1-nom/*acc car-nom 3 hour-nom need-dec-comp
that I need a car for three hours.'

sayngkakha-n-ta.
thinlc-prs-dec

philyoha-ta-ko] sayngkakha-n-ta.
need-dec-comp think-prs-dec
we offer a discourse-based account e11ploiting parallels between ECM and certain double
constructions, following similar suggestions by K.-S. Hong {1990) and J.-K. Lee {1994).

Tilo Weber (University of Colorado)
Gender variation in German: Observations and explanations

(SAT AFr:

un1,~aiN

Most scholars of German have assumed that gender in German is assigned in the lexicon either arbilrarily or 15
a metaphorical extension of naturaJ sex. Only recently, Zubin and Kopcke (1981, 1984, 1986), among others,
have pointed out that speakers, for &ender assignment, rely on the sigilificant correlations between structural
properties of German nouns and therr gender. Most of the assignment principles stated are soft in that they may
be overruled in the course of interactions between competing principles. Based on questionnaires and a corpus
analysis, the current study provides the first systematic argument that there are nouns in German that vary wilh
respect to gender. I distinguish two types of gender variation: inter· and intrapersonal variation. Whereas bolh
types could be observed on the part of recipients (as opposed to speakers), for speakers variation was only
found between subjects.
Based on token counts and phonetic, morphological, and semantic analyses, I suggest that nouns with varying
gender share a number of features: (i) they are of low frequency in discourse; (ii)- they qualify either under
conflicting principles or under no principle at all; (iii) none of the nouns with varying gender was found to be
subject to principles that are particularly powerful in assigning gender,like the Last Member Principle (Z&K
1984). In a number of cases, variation can be explained by reference to process of linguistic change lite loss of
gender marking in loan words from Latin. This study supports the findings made by Zubin, Kl>pcke, and others
on gender assignment From this point of view, gender variation is not the inexplicable and exceptional
phenomenon it has been said to be, but is expected as a result of the interaction between different assignment
principles.

Weeda (Texas A&M University)
SMrzer (University of Texas-Austin)
p/JJy language of Ubud, Bali

(SAT MORN: Explorers)

wiD illnstrate a play language of a common type - an "expansiooludling" (Laycock tm) - and
. . .lllstrltte an account via template mapping, cf. Prosodic Morphology {McCarthy & Prince 1986, 1990).
our play language from Bali, each syllable is remapped as a minimal prosodic word, that is, a foot:

lih

li.sih 'sprained'
ma.sa.ut -> ma.se.sa.sa.u.sut
'respond'
'eye'
kla.sa.gi.si 'type of fruit' ~.Jlu.ri.an ~ .&e .J'U.su.ri.si.a.san

proceeds as follows: any syllable of the form (Cl) (C2) V (C3) (arguably the
of Balinese) becomes (Cl) (C2) V. i V (C3). But there are several advantages of
refe:renc:ing prosody. The play language recapitulates the native pattern of stress: Each Balinese word
•IIIIIIIIS-IliDIU stress, metrically equivalent to a non-iteraled word-final iambic foot. Careful pronunciations of
IIIDC fmns as though iterated iambs were present, as in (2):
(2J
(. X )
( • X)
{. X )
( • X ) (. X )

p;.,J\u.ri.an -> po~.sa t# ]\u.su ## ri.si ## a.san 'eye'
= [p;.J'u.ri.iln]
= [p;.sa.J'u.su. ri.si. a.sm]
Fllrd:lu evidence is discussed. Though certain language games are undoubtedly beyond the capacity of
GldiDuy language resources, such as total segment reversals, othezs such as apansions are within the
apressive range of Prosodic Morphology.

StephenWechsler (University of Texas-Austin)
Subject position in Finnish: Evidence from che possessive reflexive

Lindsay J, Whaley {Dartmouth College)
77lt discourse function of Hellenistic Greek adjectives

The Finnish possessive reflexive affix (Px) must be bound by a subject. This paper begins with an
observation: while a nominative binder of p,. may precede or follow the verb, an oblique binder must
precede the verb. It is argued that Finnish, despite its relatively free word order, has a configurational
option for signalling subjecthood, but that Finnish can indicate grammatical relations with case and
therefore often fails to exploit the subject position option. Based on similar observations in other languages
which have relatively free complement order and allow oblique subjects (e.g. Korean), we speculate that the
subject position is a universal option. This analysis fares better than the topic-position theory (e.g. Vilkuna
1989) in accounting for these facts, since the latter view fails to e11plain the difference in word order
variability for nominative versus oblique arguments.

While much recent work (e.g. Payne 1992) has examined constituent ordering at the clause level in flexible
word order languages, relatively little has been said about parallel phenomena occurring at the phrase level.
For example, in Hellenistic Greek, adjectives can freely appear either pre- or post-nominally ( 1).
(1) a.

ton kalon oinon
ART good
wine

the good wine

b. ton
ART

(FRI AFT: University)

oinon ton kalon
wine

ART good

the good wine

This paper explores the pragmatic motivations which conspire to give rise to the two alternants in ( 1). It is
~that the postnominal

position is "basic" and that the prenominal position of adjectives is pragmatically

DIOIIvated in two ways. First, the marked order is employed when there are two or more entities in a text which

~ re~ated in some way, and the attributive adjective captures the basis of their association (2). Second,
ldjectives are found prenominally when they are "highly informative" (Dooley 1982). These findings are of
~ theoretical mterest in two ways. First, they suggest phrase level word order variations are often
!I'ObVated by the same considerations as clause level variations. Second, they indicate what the notion "highly
illformalive• might mean for phrase level discourse.

June Wickboldt (Indiana University)
(FRIMORN:
Temporal and causal meanings of~
Linguistic information, it has been argued, is insufficient in accounting for temporal
reasoning. World knowledge is crucial for temporal reasoning involving causal relations. The
connective since, having both causal and temporal meanings, is panicularly relevant to the
discussion. This paper focuses on the meanmgs of since when its argument is a simple past or
present perfect state description. The meanings were dtsunguished by several tests. The analysis
shows that the referential properues of tense, aspect, and aspectual class, along with the selectional
constraints on temporal since can predict the temporal relations in sentences with since- clauses.

(FRI MORN: Gold)
paper examines complex rimes in Mandarin and accounts for the absence of certain rimes, focusing on
tdationship between the sonority hierarchy and place marking. Complex rimes consist of two vowels or
..... and a nasal /n/ or try. (I) lists the occurring rimes and (2) the non-occurring ones:
~.. ~1
. au, an, liiJ
(2). aa, • ea, • m,
. • .U), • un, • UQ
(I) ai, au, an, a~. 11,
a sonority scale of a~-i1u-nhj for Mandann vowels and nasals. The occurring complex rimes have
essu:aracteristics: first, only one element in the rime is marked for place; second, the nucleus is more
~t than the ending; third, there is a minimal sonority distance between the two elements. Since /a/ is
llllfkcd by Low, it is more sonorant than any other segment; /a/ is more sonorant than a consonant because
.IS vocabc node; it is also more sonorant than /il and lui because the latter are marked for place. The non~ng rimes violate one of these constraintS: */aal violates the sonority requirement, since the nucleus is
sonorant than the ending. "'lin/, */ixf,*/un/ and */urf violate the constraint on place marlcing, since both
~IS are marked for place; */aa/ is out because although /a! is marked Low, there is not enough sonority
.
e between them. Mandarin thus exhibits both a sonority requirement and a constraint on the
:xity of place on complex rimes. If the sonority requirement not only reflects what is traditionally
CODSidered. to ~ son<_>rity, but also incorporates place, a simple and elegant account of Mandarin nonoccurring nmes IS av&lable.

Ronnie Wilbur (Purdue University)
Backwards signing and the representation of sign structure

,Jiaef Zhiqun Xing (University of Vennont)
t;mmmaticalization ofemphatic marku Ikfn. in Mandarin

Language games and backwards speaking allow investigation of phonological representalio111
especially the syllable level (Cowan 1989; Cowan et al1981, 1982, 1985, 1987, 1990; Shener 1970; Treiman 1983i
Cowan and colleagues found that when subjects reverse words, syllabic or phonemic segments are respected,
Our study of backwards signing by 4 Deaf community users of ASL provides evidence that signers tmt
monosyllabic signs in ways that are not compatible with proposed segmental models of sign structure {tiddel
1984; Sandler 1989; Perlmutter 1992). Some signers respect syllable boundaries for disyllabic signs by reversing
movement in each syllable while keeping the syllables in forward order. Other signers treat the disyllabic sign 11
a path spanning the syllables; their reversals start at the ending location and trace to the starting location. These
data indicate that signers use their mental models to determine what should be reversed and how. There 1s
strong support for the syllabic basis of such models and for the claim that sign syllables have only initial and final
feature specifications without additional internal segmentation.
Backwards signing provides further support for our hypothesis that the effects of the modality In wtlich
language is produced are seen below the syllable level of grammar and not above. We conclude that speech and
signing differ fundamentally on internal syllable organization.

The current paper is a diachronic study of the grammaticalization of liOn from a content word meaning
•c:onnect' to an emphatic marker meaning 'even' in Mandarin. There has not been much study of this subject
CliCqlt that a few studies (e.g. Chou 1990, Marie-Claude 1979) discuss lion's modem usage. In this paper I
will shows that during the 7th century.liDn, used as a verb, first obtains the meaning of 'including' . This
c:blnge (both semantically and syntactically) enables IW1 to express the meaning of' and' and later to express
emphasis 'even'. Syntactically, the process of change can be illustrated by the following hierarchy:
verb=XOnjunction=> emphatic marker. I argue that there are a number of theoretical issues involved in the
development of the word /kin. First, metaphor (Bybee and Pagliuca 1985, Sweetser 1988, Traugott and Ktlnig
1992) plays an imponant role at the first stage of semantic change: from ' connect' to ' including', but this is not
lheonly factor. Information strengthening is also essential for that change. Then, I will show that among other
dUngs the syntactic function of /ian as a conjunction triggers the second step of semantic change: from
'mcluding' to •even', which is quite different from the development of the object marker (bQ)or passive marker
(bil) happened during the same time period. I conclude that it is the interface between semantic and syntactic
change that leads to the grammaticalization of liOn from a content verb to an emphatic marker. These results not
oaly provide evidence that the semantic-pragmatic processes are definitely involved in grammaticalization, but
SIJ8geSt that syntactic change could also be a major factor in grammaticalization.

Caroline R. Wiltshire (Yale University)
A constraini-based approach to Tamil segmenJal alternations

(SAT AFf: Inremational)

This paper develops a constraint-based account of segmental
alternations in Tamil, and improves upon the prvious analysis based
on rules within Lexical Phonology (Christdas 1988).
In the process,
the paper presents new data on the distribution of epenthesis and
assimilation in phrasal contexts, showing how these too are related
to syllable and word-based constraints.
Evidence from Tamil motivates
one post-lexical and two lexical levels of representation, each with
its own weighting of the same constraints, and grounds a discussion
of the relationship between constraint reranking in Optimality Theory
and conspiracies in phonological theory.
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Ll-chiung Yang (Georgetown Universi1y)

(FRI MORN: Wildcatter)

(FRI AFf: University)

Prosodic organizaJion in discourse

Recent research on intonation has suggested that intonation is multi-dimensional and is crucial in
communicating complex layers of meaning. Building on previous work on discourse intonation (Brown,
1980; Hirschberg & Pierrehumben, 1986; Ayers, tm), this study investigates the prosodic system of
Mandarin Chinese by acoustically and perceptually analyzing intonation from a broader perspective of
di!COUrse organization and toptc structure. The corpus consists of 6 hours of recorded natural
spontaneous conversation, with subsections of the conversation digitized. Examination of the pitch
mov~ments in the dialogue shows that discourse is both hierarchically and interactionally organized and
that mtonation signals systematically the organization of discourse topic and discourse activity. My data
show .that the hierarchical topic organization is often marked by pitch raising for topic initiations,
lowering for closings, and also by a regular size of downstep and upstep between intonational phrases.
Systematic step structuring is characteristic of further development of the topic and signals a specific
h1Cr11'Ch)' in the presentation of ideas. Discourse activities such as interruptions, or topic and floor
~Otiations, however, interrupt the discourse flow and are often signalled by sudden {'itch spurts.
EVIdence is also presented that patterns of convergence and divergence in intonation anse naturally
from the cooperative flow of discourse, and that a mutual working out of intonational processes is used
by discourse participantS.

·19

Henry Zenk (Ponland)
.
. (SAT MORN:
Did white spea/urs of Chinook jargon have an indian target phoMlogy?: HiStoncal evidence "rOIII
Columbia River
J'
It haa been claimed that the Chinook Jargon of White European-language
speaking users lacked phonetic features and segment& unique to Pacific
Northweat indigenous languages. It is not immediately clear why thia should
be so, since indigenous language• account fo r over half of the language••
lexicon, and it is known that Indian users of Chinook Jargon retained such
features and aegmenta in their production• of indigenously-derived items.
While phonetic data are not wall preserved in early documentary sources, acme
early evidence from the lower Columbia River regio n does auggest that at leaat
aome White speakers attempted to appropriately produce indigenous phonetic
featurea and segments for indigenously-derived items. On the other hand, it
appears that other White• made no auch attempt , prefarring Europeanized
pronunciation& like those c odified in the late-nineteenth century
dictionaries. Baaides providing evaluations o f the relevant sourcea, this
paper alao offers some speculations as to wh~ some White speakers were
motivated to "sound Indian,• while others were not.

Cheryl Zoll (University of California-Berkeley)
O,nflicting directionality: The care ofJQ{J(JMSe nU!netic pa/auJ/ization

(SUN MORN:

The limits of parallel output evaluation in Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky (1993)
McCanhy & Prince ( 1993)) force re-assessment of phenomena for which previous analyses have relied ~
serial rule application, often leading to new insights unavailable in other frameworks. Japanese Mimetic
Palatalization (Mester and Ito ( 1989)), which has been analyzed as requiring serial derivation with two
directional rules--one applying right-to-left and the other left-to-right- thus constitutes an imponant
challenge to the non-derivational framework. This paper argues that the ostensible bidirectionality of
mimetic palatalization arises from the interaction of two universal constraints: ALIGN RlGHT (McCarthy
and Prince (1993)) and a (stem-initial) UCENSING CoNDmON (Goldsmith (1990), Ito and Mester (1993)).
The analysis reveals the relationship between the mimetic pattern and other phenomena governed by
general principles of licensing and as a consequence undermines the role of mimetic palatalization in
motivating contrastive underspecification.

Abstracts of Organized Sessions
C. Jan· Wouter Zwart (University of Groningen)
On the relarion between scrambling and vttrb movemelll
It is a generally held view that scrambling (defined as A-movement of a
noun phrase to Spec,AgrOP) is dependent on verb movement (Holmberg
1986, Vikner 1990, Chomsky 1992). This is referred to as 'Holmberg's
Generalization' (HG). This paper contains a reassessment of the empirical
and conceptual argumentation supporting HG. Of the Germanic languages
under consideration, English and Mainland Scandinavian are irrelevant,
Continental West Germanic contradicts HG, and Icelandic presents
questionable support for HG. Conceptually, HG lacks intuitive plausibility
when scrambling is analyzed in a representational approach, adopting the
copy theory of movement of Chomsky (1992).

s

January 1995
Colloquium:

The relation between aspectual viewpoint and situation type:
Aspectual systems In Universal Grammar and In languages of the world
Imperial Ballroom
7:00 • 9:00 PM

CArlota Smith (University of Texas-Austin)
Bernard Comrie (University of Southern California)
Carol L. Tenny (University of Pittsburgh)
Alice G. B. ter Meulen (Indiana University)
awo-component theory of aspect is presented, followed by a discussion of how the theory deals with some
topics. Aspect is the semantic domain which conveys temporal point of view in language. The
a language give information about aspectual viewpoint (perfective, imperfective) and type of situation
it is well-known that the two are related. In the two-component theory, they are analyzed as
llleiiJCIII(Ient, interacting components of an aspectual system. The aspectual meaning of a given sentence is a
the value of each component as it appears in the sentence. The approach is a general one which
for languages with very different aspectual systems. Thus aspect is a parameter which varies along
diJnenSions and which plays a role in languages generally.
1

approach illuminates certain well-known puzzles, such as the relation between statives and progressives.
similar in some ways, such as their effects in the advancement of narrative; yet differ significantly. Here
analyzed as members of different categories, which are similar in that both present open situations
1111.uooos without endpoints). Another area of interest is the variability of situation types. The aspectual value of
constellation may be different in different syntactic contelttS, as shown by syntactic and semantic criteria.
for such shifts, a basic level and derived level of categorization is proposed. Qashes in aspectual
of several kinds may trigger a shift from the basic level to the derived level. This account illuminates the
of boundedness in both levels of situation type.
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5 January 1995
Symposium:

Against multilateral comparisons
International Ballroom
8:00 - 11:00 PM

M. Lionel Bender (Southern Illinois University-Carbondale)
Sheila Embleton (York University)
William Baxter (University of Michigan)
Alan Kaye (California State University-Fullerton)
Greenberg and his followers assert that their "method of multilateral comparisons" (MLC) is a legitimate
•...,ma1~vc: to or replacement for the usual comparative-historical methodology. In fact, "multilateral comparisons"
It is a pretheoretical survey of data, not usually included in scientific reports. There are no real
on its use, and its results are, therefore, purely subjective.

Much pseudo-scientific work based on use of MLC ("the mother tongue, global etymologies, Nostratic," etc.) has
JIICICildY caught the attention of the educated public. The eventual acceptance of the overall outline of Greenberg's
11ftCUC. classification of African languages done in the 1950's is taken by some as validation of the
~logy." Careful examination indicates that this is a case of a generally correct classification arising from
wed containing a mixture of sound and unsound methodology and careless presentation of data. Its success is no
parantee that Greenberg's New World classification or the in-process "Eurasian" is valid.
.. fact it is possible to refute MLC explicitly. In this organized session, paper presenters address two issues:
MUiatlons of the rationale of MLC and empirical case studies of both soundly established and unproven proposed
pnetic classifications.
J)oaa)d Ringe presents the results of further applications of his probabilistic test to known genetic families and to
~ps for which MLC "long-rangers" have proposed genetic unity. In particular, he addresses the problems of
iildividual quirks of language families which complicate the application of the rest

M. Lionel Bender offers comments on the good and bad of Greenberg's African classification and then undertakes
case study of East Sudanic, the largest subfamily within the controversial Nilo-Saharan phylum.
Mclhodological problems such as acceptable confidence levels and how to deal with languages with many VC root
JIICIPhemes are taken up. The implications of this "on the ground" work to MLC are outlined.

1

Johanna Nichols makes a detailed case for the importance of geographical, migratory, and diffusional factors in
ptic classification, largely neglected by "long-rangers." A related problem is the role of time-depth in proposed
families and their subfamilies. Three methods of approaching the time-depth problem for suspected but not
~n families are presented.
W'dliam Poser explicitly refutes by two mathematically sound approaches the basic MLC premise that the lexical
similarities they find across several languages cannot be due to chance. Unjustified attributions of forms to
intermediate proto-languages is another weakness of MLC, and this erroneous step in the "method" also
contributes vastly to the role of chance.
M. Lionel Bender (Southern Illinois University-Carbondale)
An African rest-case in comparative mechodology

Greenberg's African classification was a major breakthrough in a c haot i c
field. It was at f irst largely rejec ted, espec ially i n Europe , for both
valid a nd invalid reasons. Invalid ones include non-acceptanc e of genet i c
classification itself or reluctance to abandon pr e concept ions such as the
'Hamitic'' concept or Bantu as an arc haic family . Va l id ones include the
•ixture of sound and unsound methodology, over- and under-represen tat i on
of families, and careless presenta tion of data wit h many err ors. Applic ation of Ringe 's st at i stical test t o t he controversial N ilo~Sahar a n phy lum
aupprts re jec t ion at 99% and 96% levels as compared to acceptan ce of I-E
at 99%. Per haps N-S is not comparable to I-E but is much older and more
diverse. East Sudanic is the largest sub-family (of a sub-family) of N-S
and may compare t o I-E. The test at 99% level is too stringent and 94%
gives more realistic results. Individua l problems with some E.S. languages
suggest refinements in applying the test so i t can be useful for te s ting
aiailar familie s proposed by '' long-rangers". The key problem remains to
find a "rule of t humb" for how many legitimate mat ches are required at
94% level to make a family acceptable under the test .
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6 January 1995
symposium:

William Poser (University of British Columbia)

The mathematics ofmultilateral comparison

Proponents of multilateral comparisoa argue that lexical similarit
across numerous languages are ao improbable that they c~ot be
chaaee. I show that this argument is based on incorrect mathemati
as the technique is generally applied, the probability o! ch..ce c
matching& is in tact extremely high. The mathematical &rgumeat uaed
to aupport multilateral comparison (published repeatedly !rom 1953
1994) ignores the !act that if an equation need aot include all the
languages in the universe of comparisoa, the number or poaaible sub
sets eatering into aa equation can be very large, which greatly ia-creasea the probability o! chance matchings. I demonstrate this
two di!ferent mathematically valid approaches. I also show that it
forms are illegitimately attributed to intermediate proto-languagea
the true universe of comparison is not the proto-languages, but the'
eRtire set of daughter languages, which vastly increases the
ity of ch&Rce resemblances. In sum, multilateral comparisoa as typic
ally practiced results in a very high probability of chaace similari-•
ties; assurances to the contrary are based on incorrect mathematics.

Donald Ringe (University of Pennsylvania)

Testing a basic evalumion metric

Repeated teatiag with raadomized wordliata shows that the probabil
method of a•sessiag the problem of chance reaemblaacea betweea the
lexica of differeat laaguages developed ia Riage (1992) aad .ubaequeat
work ia reliable. Nevertheleas it is uaeful to tea~ i~ also &S&iaat
aets of laaguages whose relatioaahips are already kaown ia detail.
This paper preaeata reaulta both of further raadoaized testiag &ad ot
testiag agaiast additioaal pairs of Iado-Europeaa laaguagea. I will
ahow that specific ~ypes of laaguage chaage create eharacteriatic
difficulties for simple "brute force" parsiag of the comparaada; I
will also explore solutioas to those difficulties aad addreas their
implieatioas for probabilistic testiag ia geaeral.

Johanna Nichols (University of California-Berkeley)

MultilaJeral comparison and linguistic geography
The very srrucrural and lexical fearores tbatmultilateral comparison takes as diagn0$tic of relatedness are geographically distributed in a way that clearly poio.ts to loog-sta.odiog trajectories of migrati011
and spread. Yet some multilaterally-defUled groupings are inconsi~nt witb these and in fact violate
tbem in ways that look quite implausible, while others look plausible. This paper desaibes and dces fiw
such long-standing areal trajectories(the northwest coasts of Australia and New Guinea; a circ\lln-Pacific
coastal area enending from Melanesia to cen.tral Peru; eastern North America plus Mesoamerica: ia&ericr
EurASia: tbe western and southern periphery of Europe) and argues that any heuri3tic casting about Cor
deep generic connections should illiti aUy seek lioks within rather than between these areas.
Ages offered for one and the same multilaterally-based grouping can vary by as much as an order
of m agnirude; this in itself suffices as refutation. Comparative linguistics needs a technique for estim.UIII
ages of groupings for which genetic relatedness is suspected but not proven. This paper offen three such
techniques, based on average rates of branching ia. families, average rates of change in SU1:1ct:urally stable
features, and average disparity in morphological diversity. These quasi-genetic ages again show some
putative macrogroupiogs to be inconsistent or implausible, while othen look like good bets.
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Linguistic perspectives on sexual harassment
Emerald Ballroom
12:00 noon - 2:00 PM

Janet Bing (Old Dominion University)
Elizabeth C. Traugott (Stanford University)
-~oosium serves as an example of the ways in which linguistic research can be useful to a larger

as proposed by the outreach program of the LSA Executive Committee.

IWO papers concern the institutional construction of sexual harassment in academic settings. Elizabeth
analyzes her own university's policy from the point of view of speech act theory, showing that many
problems that have arisen are in pan attributable to conflicting language about intent and interpretation
in the legal history of sexual harassment cases. In the 1960's, the focus was initially on intent of
:._:.~~'"""'"' but focus has now turned to "unwelcome conduct." Traugott shows that campus policies
this history without integrating it, creating widespread confusion among faculty and staff charged
·~onr,ten1enlting such policies. Susan Ehrlich and Ruth King investigate how policies on sexual harassment or
can be subvened. Using data drawn from transcripts of hearings of disciplinary tribunal at
tlniven;itv. they show how questions asked or not asked by members of a tribunal redefined a sexual assault
i.luensu1al sex.
repons about sexual harassment frequently mention the difficulty of "drawing the line between
and flining" even in cases of rape or assault. Using frame analysis, Janet Bing and Lucian Lombardo
newspaper characterizations of sexual harassment and assault and examine how the media activate
(judicial, social science, victim, perpetrator, etc.) in reports of sexual harassment
McCooneli-Ginet shows how linguists can contribute to the courts' development of a "reasonable woman~
for gauging whether panicular discourses are potentially offensive and discriminatory in their effects.
a number of issues including relevance to context, shared or unshared assumptions, and presence
of n:ciprocity.
there is no linguistic litmus test for sexual harassment, linguists can indicate promising directions for
reasoned appraisals in different contexts.
C. Traugott (Stanford University)

act analysis of campus sexual harassment policies

sexual harassment policies serve as speech acts to reaffirm. regulate
the obligations of members of the community. However,
llru~Jretltticm of such policies often proves problematic. Speech act analysis of a
that the problems may derive In part from conflicting framing
. Harassment Is initially defined as intentional illocutionary acts
fn~u,ests". and other "verbal conduct"). but later in the interpretative section
_,.,,..",-.-~ and pragmatically recontextualized as perlocutionary effects and
conversational impllcatures. The absence of reference to "effect" in the basic
deflnltlon. and Its introduction In the Interpretative sections reflects the legal
bistory and prior texts of sexual harassment policies. not a uniform point of
¥Jew. Therefore. optimal relevance of the components of the text may not be
recoverable (Blakemore 1990). and cognitive dissonance may artse. Ungutsts
c:ould help policy-makers develop consistent and comprehensible policies.
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Susan Ehrlich (York University)
Ruth King (York University)

6 January 1995

Discursive constructions of sexual harassment

Recent wor k b Y f eati n ist lega l theorists has exposed the dandrocentric
h
h t nature
1
1 of lei:tl
definitions pertaining to rape and sexual harassatent an t e way t a
ega
tion of male sexual aggression tends to protect the interests of aten. ln thia
adjudica i
ti ate the way in which sexual harassment and acquaintance rape are
paper' we dn~es th g "talk" of 8 sexual harassment tribunal. ~lore specifically, we show
constructe
n
e as ke d -- and the questions not asked -- in this institutional
coot*lt
how the questions
8
Li
k
they construct the events as consensua 1 sex.
Y as~ ng certain
1 i 1
do
ideoof ogquest
ca iwor
defendant's
kinds
ons a:b ou t the conduct of the feNle complainants,
h
, bothk the
f "
s 1ac
representat i ve an d th e tribunal members suggest that t e women
Th
d o t appropriate"
t th
us, f we hiemons
ra e i e
resistance un d erm 1nea th •~ charges of sexual harassment.
dj di
androcentric assumptions embedded in the linguistic patterns o t a a u cat on
process.

Janet Bing (Old Dominion U~i~ersity).
.
Lucian Lombardo (Old Domlmon Umversuy)
. .u.
fi understanding
Talking past UJch othu about sexual harassment: An explbr0l1on 0; l ' ames or
N

sp per reports of cases of sexual harassment often contain statements about the
One reason for much of the
confusion is that different accounts are based on different frames !GotTman, 1975, Tannen
1993). When reporting or commenting on cases of sexual harassment. newspapers activate
different frames depending. among other things. on subject matter. purpose. and audience.
If the story has a judicia! frame. the Intent of the perpetrator is relevant and ~e b~Vior
must be unwanted or unwelcome. An definition of harassment within the social SC!ellCe
t b both valid and reliable. Within the perpetrator frame the behaVior Is deflned
fr
mus acceptable
e
. f ~ frame
iname
a socially
manner such as "boys will b e b oy.s• . The urc
. . describes the
behavior 1n tenns of amount of harm or Injury to the victim and the VICtims lack of power
to alter the situation. A limited number of frames predominate In news?aper stories.
editorials and commentary. and certain frames tend to be used In particular contexts
lsuch as ~ctim frames In stories about harassment In schools). Similarly, particular
details tend to co-occur with certain frames. i.e. references to P.C. usually occur In the
perptrator frame.

d:cu~ of drawing the line between harassment and flirting.

Organized Session:

Field reports/Endangered languages: Part I
Imperial Ballroom
2:00 • 5:00 PM

Kenneth Hale (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Anthony Woodbury (University of Texas-Austin)

is a program of two sessions, each made up of repons by LSA members on aspects of their recent linguistic
work especially (but not exclusively) involving endangered languages. It inaugurates an effon by the
'on Endangered Languages and Their Preservation to establish "Field Reports/Endangered Languages"
tellt·SU~ULmu•& regular session category at future LSA meetings. Its purpose is to bring field work and work
aelldll~g.;•o;u languages more into the mainstream of professional linguistics.
documentation of languages and Janguage use is a central mission of the discipline. Higher order
.c:raliiZA1lOrl~ about human linguistic competence, communicative competence, and linguistic prehistory all
is an urgent mission because overall linguistic diversity is declining drastically--Michael Krauss
UIIIK"'""~ 68:4-10, 1992) estimates that the 6,000 or so languages spoken now may be reduced to below
in as
as a hundred years. Yet, while the regular LSA session categories accommodate cenain results of
documentation and description, they still fail to suppon the enterprise itself, or to provide a forum for its
immediate results and products. This failure tends to diminish awareness of field work and documentation
enterprise within the discipline at a time of unprecedented urgency. Worse, it places a heavy or
.....,,,,.rnwfe burden on beginning linguists who have made a commitment to the documentation and
lfllilll!Z8l~on of endangered languages, but who, in addition to the demands of field worlc, must tailor their work
•t:lUSWlll session categories if they want to present it at all.
sessions reflect as accurately as possible the full range of activities and concerns of the field linguist. While
of the papers have topics overlapping those of the more established LSA session categories, many do not.
, the papers together present field work and language endangerment with a coherence that could not be
were they to be slotted and scattered by uaditional subdiscipline.

of the conttibutions deal with the imponant, central program of realizing the conttibution to linguistic theory
world's linguistic diversity and the diversity of language use, now severely threatened in an era of
IIIIIIOI'dinary language loss. Some deal with the role of linguistic data in reconstructing prehistoric palterns of
Some deal with local language communities themselves for the purpose of understanding the
and condition of indigenous languages and verbal expression which are under pressure
001m1111an1 national or regional languages. And some highlight the uses of methods and tools of scientific
:a.tiUistics addressing the concerns of local communities involved in programs to secure a position of dignity
for their local and other severly endangered languages through the development of language learning
teaching techniques, linguistic workshops, and innovative uses of tools for the dissemination of speech
uradio.

11le sessions also reflect the pervasive, world· wide extent of language endangerment, occurring in Africa,

~ia, the Pacific, and the Americas, and likewise affecting small indigenous language communities, larger
•~~tDOIIS language communities where rapid shift is apparent among young people, and even communities

Sally Mc:Conntii·Ginet (Cornell University)
Can linguists help itkntify saual harassment?

regional dialects of dominant world languages.

sessions also reveal the talent and commitment of some of the LSA's most junior members, who make up the

Reco nlzing that even a "reasonable man"mlght fall to detect the harmful
effec~s on women of certain kinds of action, includln~ verbal action, cou~s
have recent! y begun to develop a " reasonable woman standar~ for gaug ng
whether particular discourses are Indeed offensive and potentiiiiiY sexually
discriminatory In their effects. What might linguists advise the reasonable
woman to consider In appraising whether particular discourses contribute t~
sexual harassment? Pragmatic Insights Into linguistic ~un~c;:l~n~~~~~:~ty
that she should consider relevance, background assump ons o e
61 gnalled), conversational structure, and patterns of linguistic ~s~ge and
evaluation Reasonable women may, of course, disagree In part1cu ar cases,
and we c~nnot hope to offer linguistic litmus tests. Nonetheless, carefu~h
attention to the details of what Is said when and to whom can buttress
e
reasons that support a particular judgment.

.gg.

..pity of those presenting.

t.ae Hinton (University of California-Berkeley)
Ft/IWiumni (Yawe/mani) Yolcws language revitalization
Ia recent yeus, Cali£ornia Indians bave developed 01 much increased sense of
,..Wve evaluation of their languages of heritage, and there bas been a surge of
'-res! in language revitalization. This is a field report on the language restoration
elhns of one community, the Yowlumni (Yawelmani) of Tule River. One family,
AIICI Vera and her son Man Vera, have been leaders in this revitaliza!ion effort.
. . Vera has apprenticed llimself 10 his mother in order to learn to speak the
. .aaaae. using the me!hods of the statewide Master·Apprentice Langu:age Learning
fnlpaar, organized by a commiuee of California Indians, and aimed at developing
... fluency. Through various programs developed by the Veras and other language
ICdYists. tbe Yowlumni language is now being learned by many members of the
C!OIIImunity. both adults and children. In this paper, I will discuss lhe future
of this endangered langu:age, the language altitudes within the communily
they are changing. I will also point out aspects of language change thai
from the language activities of this community.
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(University of Toronto)
in Oroqen (Tungus)

Taylor Roberts (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Relativization ofSt'ar'imcets (UJ/ooet Salish)
Relative clauses (RCs) in Salish languages do not exhibit overt extraction of a relative pronoun. It has
not been clear whether RCs in Salish contain a gap corresponding to the relativized target, since the
absence of pronominal morphology in certain RCs may be ambiguously interpreted either as
extraction of the target or as null 3sg agreement (Kroeber 1991). Also, although Salish languages are
known to display ergativity in their third-person subject inflection, the extent to which they are
syntactically ergative is not well documented. Dixon ( 1979) identifies relativization as a process for
which languages may select either an accusative or an ergative pivot. This paper presents data
demonstrating that RCs in St''t'imcets do indeed involve extraction of the target (i.e., an empty
operator), and moreover that relativization has an ergative pivot. The obligatory gap mirrors the
extraction of relative pronouns and empty operators in Indo-European languages like English. SaliSh
languages are sometimes presented as though they were radically different from other languages, but
with respect to the subtle data examined here, St'at'imcets is not typologically unusual in any
respect-reinforcing the view that underlying the surface dissimilarity of genetically diverse languages
is a unique, shared linguistic system.

Juliette Blevins (University of Western Australia)
Doug Marmion (Yamaji Language Centre)
Nllilnla and its position within Pama·Nyungan
Nhanta is a language of Western Australia, once spoken along the coastal strip north of
Geraldton and south of Shark Bay. Presently, Nhanta is spoken by only a handful of people and
is highly endangered. This paper presents results of fieldwork with the remaining speakers,
which has been in progress since 1992, and focuses particularly on synchronic peculiarities
within Nhanta, and on diachronic origins of these properties. Nhanta has been classified as a
Kartu language by O'Grady et. al. (1966). The Kartu subgroup is usually taken to include
Badimaya, Malgana, Nhanta, Wajarri, and Yingkarta. However, Nhanta differs in significant
structural ways from other Kartu languages: it is the only language with a distinctive glottal
stop (Blevins and Marrnion, 1993); it is also the only .Kartu .la~gu~ge to ha.v e ~~ergone ini~
consonant drop; and it is the only Kartu language w1th a distinctive length/ vo1cmg contrast 11\
obstruents. There are also significant morpho-syntactic differences in systems of free
pronouns, bound pronominals, and in irregular verb conjugations. ~hile a shared Kartu
lexicon is evident, sound changes giving rise to glottal stop coupled w1th aberrant verb
paradigms point to a possible non-Kartu substrate.

Colleen Cotter (University of California-Berkeley)
Radio as a language preservation tool: Recent &velopments in Ireland
The media, particularly television, is considered one of the major culp~ts in the ~ridwide e;rosion
of minority languages and dialects. Such is the case in Ireland, a lar~ely ~onol~ngual English-speaking
country for whom the Irish language remains a strong symbol of natlon~ 1dentny. but whose speakers are
primarily located in small geographical~XX:kets kn?~ as C!aeltachts ~sh-speaking ~).Watson .
( 1989), for instance, has atnibuted the dechne of Irish m 0•~ century tn part to the eXls~ence of English·
language media. This paper examines how broadcast media tn ~land have ~n consct?usly used to
promote language retention i~ the face o_f English-language dorm~ance. In particuJ~. us~g ~ork.~
field interviews conducted thts summer •n Ireland, I look at two Irish-language radio.stallon~. Rmdi6 na
Gae/tochta (Radio of the Gaeltacht). and Dublin-based RaidiO '!il Lift (~o of the Liffey [River)). ~h
station's overt policy towards the Irish language !CPrese~ts ~different potnt on the lan~age preservatton
continuum: conservation in the case of RG and mnovanon m the case of RL. Both stanons ~port results
relevant to language retention issues, from increasing mutual inteUigibili~ among differe~t dialect speakerS
to increased student-age listenership. As more minority languages and dtal~ts tum to radiO to pronto!e
linguistic solidarity (e.g., stations on Fiji, Corsica, and the Navajo reservatlon), the work done on Irish
media will afford a needed comparison.
. .
Watson, Seosamh. 1989. "Scottish and Irish Gaelic: The giant's bed-fellows.': In lnvtsnganng
Obsolescence: Studies in lAnguage Conrracrion and Death, ed. Nancy C. Donan.

oroqen [:lr:>1/;en] is an endangered language of the Manchu-Tungus group spoken in China
2,240 speakers in 1987. It exhibits an RTR hannony and a rounding harmony (RH). RTR
in Oroqen is similar to that found in the related Tungus languages (Ard, 1981; Vander
& Smith. !988) and provides support for Ard's proposal that the original harmony pattern in
J'IOlO"Tungus was based on the position of the tongue root. RH in Oroqen has some special
-.I'ICfll:tJSIDCS. The trigger and target vowels for RH are both low. Within a morpheme, RH has to
1 minimallY bimoraic domain. Between morphemes, RH has an unrestricted domain when the
-tions are met. The traits of RH process in Oroqen have not been reported in other Tungus
llllauages in Russia, but have been found in Ewenki, another Tungus language in China. The
11111flexities of RH in Oroqen are worthy of further attention, both within the language itself and
CXIGJI'IflllivelY.

,._. McLaughlin (University of Kansas)
Fukl spealcers in Senegal: A response ro Wolofizalion

~ge and idenliry anwng

Based on results of lieldworlt earned out in Senegal in IW3, this paper lk.klresscs the complex
JICIItionship between l11nguage 11nd idenlity hy focusing on recent attempts hy Haalpul~~~~ri'cn ur Pulaar
speakers lo conslructan ethnic identity based solely upon linguistic facturs. The mutivating li>rcc
these efforts is a reaction to Wololization, the spread of Wolof as the dominant lingua franca
, llllouM:Jlo~llhe ~ountry, which ~as lead to the infonnal dubbing of Wolof as the "mttiunallanguage."
Two m11m Plllllllr-speltkmg groups, the Tukuloor and the Fulbc, can he idenulie\1 via certain nunlllpislic indicat~ internal to Sc~egalese society; however, Plllaar speakers, lhr whom language has
11a:ome emblcmauc of culture, reJect the tenns Tukuloor and Fullie in litvor of a Haalpulaar(literally
"lplllkcrofPulaar") identity based on a common language. This consolidation of a linguistic identity
..,..g the Haalpulillll'?cn CllO he seen as It strategy of defense against Wololi:t.ation, a process in which
llltcJiage and ethn~city :u-c= frequenUy fused, thus serving indirecUy ItS a moc.lcl ltlr Haalpulaaridcnlity.
Ghcn tha~ Pulaar ts .losmg speakers lo Wolof, the Tukuloor and Ful6e are also, de faclo, each losing a
the1r population; however, the numbers can In a sense be regained by joining forces as the much
.· --•"hntc group of Haa/pulaar?en.

McDonough (Ohio State University)
study of Navajo: A report on phonetic field work

··r-···-~

Very littl~ phoneti~ inf~tion is available on. American Indian languages, and ahnost no
tyllcmauc ~honeuc stud1es of sound systems 1n these languages exist. This paper reports
OD a ph~nebc study of the Navajo language, based on fieldwork done on the Navajo
~auon. T~o aspects ?f the study are taken up: a discussion of the linguists • interaction
wilh the NavaJo ~mmuruty, and an analysis of the vowels of a special population:
•IIIW1gual NavaJO speakers. The total resean:h plan incudes documentation of the
~.---..-system through a phonetic analysis, and investigation of the tone and intonation

Charles E. Grimes (Summer Institute ofLinguistics-In~onesia)
.
.
Digging for the roots of language deaJh in eastern /ndonesw: The cases of Kaye/1 and HukunUna
Looking at descriptive. comparative, social and historical evidence, the pap~ e~lores factors
contributing to language death for two languages formerly spoken on the Indonesian 1sland of Bun1.
During fieldwork in 1989 data were collected from the ~ast remaining sp~er of~ukumina..and from
the last four speakers of Kayeli. A significant _histoncal event that set m mol!On ch~gmg social
dynamics was the forced relocation by the Dutch m 1656 of a n~mber of coastal co~uru~t~ on Bwu
and surrounding islands. This severed the ties between Hukununa speakers and the1r traditional place
of origin (with its access to ancestors and associated po:-":er). ~e same event .brou~t a large n~mber
of outsiders to Jive around the Dutch fon near the traditional VIllage of Kayeh, creanng a multtethnic
and multilingual community which gradually resulted in a shift to Malay fo_r both the Hukumina and
Kayeli language communities. This ~n~ts with t~e Buru language. sull spoken as the ~
means of daily communication in the mtenor of the 1sland and for whic~ the author has wntten a
reference grammar. Also using supponing evid~nce fr?m other languages m the ~ea ~he ~~ argues
that traditional notions of place and power are tightly hoked to language ecology an this regton.

6 January 1995
Organized Session:

Field reports/Endangered languages:

Part II

Imperial Ballroom
8:00 • 11:00 PM
Kenneth Hale (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Anthony Woodbury (University of Texas-Austin)

G. Cnlg (University of Oregon)
~an&uage project ofNicaragua: .4 10-year penpective
the middle of the Sandinista R!voliltion, the Nicaraguan Ministry of CUlture
U.S . linguist to "save the Rall8 language", the most endangered of the
....wco....•- languages of the Atlantic Coast region.
paper will take stoclt of what happened with the Rama language project, fran its
oriiiMl full support fran the Sandinista governnent to its survival in the midst of the
~itical and economic chaos of the following anti-Sandinista government. It will
Conlider the a ccomplishnents and the limitations of the project, as well as the type
of fieldwork framework within which the project has been carried out.
!be paper will conclude with the issue of what lesson, if any, can be drawn fran this
ecperience fran the point of view of U.S. senior academic linguist interested in
~ competent fieldworlters .

Trol Carlelop (University of Texas-Austin)

lros«<ic struCtWing in traditional Chichewa narrcuives
IDihis field report, I present the preliminary results of my eight months of field work in Malawi,
Cmtral East Africa where I inveatigated prosodic structuring of traditional Olichewa (Bantu)
~ves. ~ere, I will ~ncen~te on fun~ental ~uency (henceforth, Fe) phenomena,
laokin& specifically at the mte:raction of lexical tone wtth sentence level tone, as well as higher
lt¥eh of organization (e.g., paragraph level), focusing on tluee specific Fe phenomena noted in
1lle pitch-tracked ~d .transcri~ data- 1~ down-trend, 2) su~ssion of down-trend, and 3)
ap-trend. Of specafic tnterest m my corpus IS the robust ~tation of up-trend, which to date
~DOt been wi~y noted or investigated,~~ what it can tell us about the ~tation of tone in
Cbichewa, spectfically whether there are distinct levels of tonal representation. In addition, the use
cl suppression of down-trend is extremely compelling in this corpus: It appears to be a rhetorical
eool u~ in 01p11izing text in narrative s~h. To date, most studies have noted only a
camlalion between down-trend (or suppresston thereof) and question/statement structures
(VaissieR, 1983.) This study has significant new observations to contribute to the field of
llft*ICiy which have perhaps not been observed in the past due to the controlled nature of the
ilelbodologies used m many previous studies.
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lan Maddieson (University of California-Los Angeles)
Plwneric theories, field studies, and endangered languages

Carolina State University)
(University of North Carolina-Chapel HiiVNorth Carolina State University)

IIM!-I!Jile3

Among the goals of phonetic theory are to provide an acco_unt of tbe range of
communicative role in human language and to propose explanauons for why certain
are preferred over others. Efforts to build an explanatory model of contrast have
on analysis of the known patterns in a large sample of languages. Ideas of what is
avoided can only be reliably derived from acquaintance with the widest possible
However only a very small proportion of the world's languages have ever been de.lailbed
phonetic detail to enable explanatory models to be.w?~d out _with greater precision. The
survival of so many languages threaten to forever diminiSh the nchness of tbe database tbat
this work. As examples of some of the surprises that phonetic study of previously l1Wie-stua
can provide, consider recent work on Dahalo and Iaai. Fieldwork on Dabalo (M.ad4li81111i1
provided the first case of a lang~age with a palatallateral.ej~cti~e affricau:. ~first
only nasalized clicks, and the w1dest known range of vanauon m. ~e realization of PlullYI11111111i
Both Dahalo and Iaai (Maddieson & Anderson) reverse the assoc1auon between apiicalllalailll
noisy release in stops that is familar from better known languages. Each of
phonetic parameters challenges one o~ more assumptions about what constitutes optimal

arrd communJry collaboralion: A proactive program

lllllt:l\UStlC evidence

(Wolfram and Schilling-Estes forthcoming) suggests that the
llllt-&nsw.., U.S. communities, such as Ocracoke, an island community located 20
North Carolina mainland, qualify as Hendangered language varieties.• This
existed in relative isolation from the early 1700s through World War ll.
development of a vibrant tourist industry on the island, the traditional
is now in a period of rapid decline, and islanders are quick to comment on
As a central component of our sociolinguistic study of Ocracoke, we
members, under the sponsorship of the Ocracoke Historical Preservation
unique, collaboratve effort to preserve the island dialect. Products designed to
traditional dialect include a popular book, an archival audio tape of speech
lexicon, a dialect awareness curriculum for schoolchildren, and a video
we present a rationale for our program, discuss the process of
and demonstrate illustrative products.

Robert S. Williams (University of California-Los Angeles)

Oklahoma Choctaw in McCurUJin CoU111Y: The state of the language and itS prospects for
This study presents a broad range of new and cu~e~t structu!'31 and sociolinguistic
infonnation concerning the status and prospects for conttnutt} of a dtalect of Oklahoma
Chocta\\ spoken in McCurtain County. Oklahoma. Oklahoma Ch~taw . a Muskoge~n
Janouage spoken in southeastern Oklahoma. has probably been monbund for over thtrty
yea';s. At present there is no major. revitalization effort und~l'\\·ay. either b}. the
government or private g~ups of tn~al members. Included 10 the presentation wtll be
sociolinguistic infonnatton concernmg present number of speakers (by age groups),
tanouage use panerns. lanouage attitudes and attitudes of the Choctaw people and of the
trib~l government toward;language mamtenance and revi\ at. In addition. a short survey
of the nature of ongoing struct~~l change will be ~resented. Among e~ampl~s of struct~ral
chanoe are losses in the phonetic mventof) and leJUcon as well as paradtgmauc levellmg rn
verb ~uppletion and sutl<;lrdi~ate constructions. Me Curtain Co~nty was select~ ~sa
research site because of 1ts htgh percentage of Choctaw popula~on a~d because 11 IS one of
the few areas within the historic boundaries of the Choctaw Nahon with a concentrated
population of younger fluent speakers of the language.

'!ibal

(University of Washington)

iJtluence on serial verb constructions in Solar

...-ple of contact-induced language change, I examine
of sino-Tibetan and Eastern Turkic features into Salar.
a •lxed language of Western 'l'Urkic origin with heavy
~ibetan adstrata.
coaplex verb constructions in the two Salar dialects,
Salar) exhibits a tendency towards simplification
pressure, while the complex verbs of the other
&alar) have increased in co•plexity under Eastern Turkic
I conclude that multilingualism and the intense
the daainant language has resulted simplification of
1 yet in the latter case, the typological similarity
permits innovations in aspectual verb

Filomena Sandalo (University of Pittsburgh)

Kadiweu tu a pronominal argument language

Bobaljik (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

In this paper I apply syntactic tests to provide evidence that
clitics and affixes are arguaents in Kadiweu, a Waikuruan language spoken
Brazil, and that Nominal Phrases are optionally adjoined to the sentence.
data for this study is comprised primarily of material
with native speakers of Kadiweu in Serra da Bodoquena, Hate Grosso do Sul,
Bra:r.il,

·94·

· Collectivization and language death and preservalion on Kamchatka
paper reports on work fr om the 1993-94 academic
Kamchatka (Russian Far East l working with the
of speakers of Itel'men (also Kamchadall a
currently less than 80 native speakers. The
the paper discusses the decline and current
language, with special attention to the role
.-&~e•=~lvisation on linguistic diversity.
Despite
native languages in school and media, Itel'men
primary langauge and first language of
~··-·•u in two villages until they were closed and
1952·4. I then turn to documentatio n and
efforts currently underway, and o bstacles they
post-Soviet Kamc hatka.
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Workshop:

Perspectives on Computational Linguistics
Gold Room
8:00 • 11:00 PM

Judith Klavans (Columbia University/City University of New York Graduate Center)
~llb<)llllllinguistics (CL) is a relatively new field within the discipline of linguistics. The central questions

viewed from several perspectives: How can a computational approach be used to test linguistic
can systems based on linguistic knowledge be built to analyze or produce language? In what ways
implementation validate abstractions concerning linguistic structure?
of this workshop is to present views on the role of linguistics in computational linguistics and on the
,,·,nrnou1tatJon;u approaches in linguistics, e.g., the linguistic study of syntax has a counterpart in
i-.!aticlnai syntax; morphology, in computational morphology; and so on. Advances in syntax have affected
i.tatic1naJ syntax (as seen in GB parsers, HPSG parsers, and LFG); conversely, advances in computational
affected linguistic approaches to syntax (such as the emphasis on modularity and processing).
specializing in several subareas of linguistics and speech will first present a brief overview and then
specific examples of contributions from theoretical linguistics to the field of computational linguistics.
speaker is trained in theoretical linguistics and has specialized or published in computational linguistics.
rt~~~~liti()llal goal of the workshop is to provide exposure to an avenue of research where linguistic skills are

For example, in text-to-speech, an exact description of the phonetics and phonology of a language is
plus a viable explanatory theory of intonation. Any text analysis system will need precise rules for
and ellipsis resolution, two problems at the crux of logical fonn, interpretation, and syntactic theoretical
Ex1l!III1les like these will be used by speakers to illustrate how linguistic analyses contribute to the
.,ullli4:111al analysis of language.
~Miillr l~ooowl~~~~le of computational

linguistics is required of attendees.

L. KJavans (Columbia University/City University of New York Graduate Center))

-lltalion.w linguistics overview
field of computational linguistics encompasses not only the standard related fields of
i~Putational syntax, morphology, phonology, and so on, but includes alw a range of other

fields. The introductory overview will serve to provide a structure for the overall set
that follow, and also to fill in for some areas not covered. For example, the use of
has assumed a particularly salient role in natural language processing (NLP)
past few years. Similarly, advances in discourse play a significant but somewhat
role in computational linguistics, since working systems are involved. This brings in
of real-life problems rarely dealt with in t he theoretical linguistics literature.

0! lheo~etical syntax is to characu:rize the properties of grammars of natural languages.

Tile goal of computational
10 develop theories and algorithms for processing natural language, mcluding those necessary 10 implement syntactic
a computational seuing. Some of the most successful natural language processing sySiems are those which are driven by
_of conlemporary syntactic theories. Conversely, syntactic theory has benefitted from the requirement for explicit
omposed by computational linguistic needs, and a precise undetstanding of the mathematical and computational properties
thcaies has led 10 enhanced syntactic insights.
IS
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James Pustejovsky (Brandeis University)
Lexical semJJIIlics and compUlaliqnaJ systems
Lexical semantics is the study of word meaninll: as it relates to determininll: the syntactic
projection of lexical information as well as the semantic interpretation of a sentence. It
encompasses issues such as lexical &mbiguity, logical polysemy, and multiple subcategorization. Any well formulated theory of lexical semantics will involve a richly articulated system
of semantic types, mechanisms for constructing sentence meanings compositionally, and devices for capturing "word sense in context" phenomena, due to type shifting and coercion
operations. Thus, the lexicon lies at the center of any working theoretical or computational system, from text analysis to information retrieval to machine translation. This talk
also reviews some of the essential problems of lexical semantics as expressed in information
extraction systems, and shows how theoretical and computational perspectives interact to
create working computational linguistic systems.

Academic career paths for women In linguistics: Two pilot studies
Emerald Ballroom
12:30 • 1:30 PM
Janet Bing (Old Dominion University)
Alice Freed (Montclair State University)
D~vid J. Silva. (U~versity of Texas-Arlington)

Kira Hall (Umverstty of Cahfomia-Berkeley)
AMe Lobeck (Western Washington University)
of the Committee o~ th.e St~t~s of v.:-omen in Li~guistics (COSWL) is to gather and distribute
and for women m lmgut.sucs. Thts program wtlll present for discussion and critique the results
on career paths of wc;>men ~n the field. Members of COSWL plan to then distribute two (revised)
to the LSA membershtp dunng the coming year.

Evelyne Tzoukermann (AT&T Bell Laboratories)
App/icatwns and the real world
What kinds of systems use linguistic knowledge? Many natural language systems systemat·
ically avoid the use of linguistic knowledge, whereas others depend on it. This talk present$
a realistic survey from the point of view of the computational linguist of where the linguist
can and should contribute to the building of a system and where non-linguistic approaches
might perform a task. The con8ict between building a linguistically elegant system and
a functional working system will be discussed. This issue is a sensitive one for engineers
and linguists alike, but with a clearer understanding of the role of each, a more effective
cooperative result will emerge.

questionn~ire is ~n u~d~ted versio~ of portions of the statistical studies published in The Cornell
Wo~n m the LingUIStiCS Profession (1990). Items will include the numbers of women and men at
m the field, the numbers of male and female graduate students, and the percentages of degrees (MA

earned by women and men.

questionnaire. assesse~ the caree~ paths of graduate, postdoctoral, and junior faculty women in
The goal of thts study ~~ to ~eterrnme whether and how the experience of women in these sitions
that of men. TJ!e quesuons mclu~e whether wo~ in ~duate school and junior ranks f~there is
on the bas1s .of gender, the kmds of mentonng available to women and men and the reas n
men choose parttcular subfields o~ study. Both anecdotal and statistical evidence wih be compiledoas
of COSWL feel that both types of eVIdence are potentially relevant.
• 5

Stephen Anderson (Yale University)
Parsing problems and computational morphology
Computational systems dealing with natural language (which may be more or less realisticaly intended as models of human linguistic knowledge) commonly assume relatively simple
strategies for computing the relation between word form and word meaing. I consider anumber of difficulties presented by the structural characteristics of natural language morphologies
for such approaches. I also consider the theoretical interest in morphological computation,
i.e. to understand the way in which human speakers utilize the knowlege they have of their
language. Generalizations that seem to be part of this knowledge should be incorporated in
a system, rather than being ignored.

Richard W. Sproat (AT & T Bell Laboratories)
Prosody, intonation, and speech technology
The model of phonology laid out in The Sound Pattern of English provided a technical
foundation for practical text-to-speech systems. More recently, speech technology has begun
to reflect the advances of nonlinear phonology. This talk will discuss the consequences of
discoveries about prosody and intonation for speech technology, emphasizing outstanding
problems relevant to both synthesis and recognition. It will also mention cases in which
efforts to build systems have significant theoretical ramifications.
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Abstracts of Computer Software

7 January 1995
Software Poster Session
Blue Room
11:30 AM - 1:00 PM
Linguistics

SoernatmO (Ohio University)

soemanno@ou~axa.c~ts.oh!ou.~u

Office telephone number: (614) 593-4564
ofLinguisttcs, Oh1o Umversny, Athens, OH 45701
author
and software configuration needed: Macintosh II, 4 MG RAM

~a~~~~:ll~ to Linguislics is a se1 of courseware 10 accompany introductory texlboolcs such as Fromkin and

Dobrovolsky, and Aronoff (1991). Almosl all activities used in textbooks such as these are
10 lake advanr.age of the power of computers. The primary motivation is 10 provide non-linguistics
!bat can be individualized with plenty of opportunities 10 understand, appreciate, and enjoy the
1n addition to standard activities with immediaie feedback and the use of hypel!ext. many activities
example, exercises in nalllrlll classes include a game called Gin Phoneme, a game similar to Gm
alsiJ1COilllliJIS toOls to rest a hYJ)O!hesis or a fonnal descriptive grammar. For example, students can write a
tbe slandard rewrite ruleS. From this grammar students can see how each rule applies, or they can
or without labeled bmcketing). They can also tesl their grammar by asking the grammar to parse
weD-formed acconting to the grammar, it will show all the constituents up to the highest node ·s·. If
not be able to reacn the highest level. If the grammar includes specifications of the semantic roles
:il& lflillllllillr ~~~~ also generate the propositional cootent of a sentence or specify the semantic roles of the phrases
courseware is flexible in that an insuuctor can easily delete, modify, or add the COiltent of any activity.
R.l983. An IntroductiOilto Language. 3rd edition. New York: Holt, Rinehan and Winston.
M., and Aronoff, M. 1991. Contemporary Linguistics. An lntroductiOII. Second editioo. New York: St.

N. Ball (Georgetown University)
cball@guvax.georgetown.edu
Office telephone number: (202) 687-5949
of Linguistics, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057
The author
and sonware configuration needed: Macintosh
••tllasl~

'""""'nn'>tl"' resource for the acquisition of Old English (OE), implemented as a

software design is based on the premise that the lexicon is central to
that the lexicon of a second or foreign language can be acquired incrementally
in cootext (cf. Krashen 1989, Dupuy and Krashen 1993), and that cognate
a powerful strategy for bootstrapping into a related target language (Holmes and Ramos
is organized into concept areas that are rich in cognates; for each concept area, short text
lite OE Corpus which represent authentic, 'comprehensible input' are presented to the
are augmented by hypertext links to sound, images, and information about the
environment provides support for such basic Ieamer needs as writing in the
paper clips on pages, and searching the text. Preliminary results using this
inbndJuc~rlnl OE class show that students can begin reading OE texts on the first day,
and that exposure to a wide variety of 'engaging' authentic texts increases
language learning experience. The software design illustrates the use of text
Oll::oniln.ces in materials design, and as an area for future research, we are exploring the
lailored 10 the individual Ieamer, with automation of sample selection based on
Ieamer's changing lexical knowledge.
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PC·PATR

1.0 Beta

Name: Evan Antwonh (Sunvner Instirute of Linguistics)
E-mail address: evan.antwonh@sil.org
OMce telephone number: (214) 709-3346
Address: 7500 West Camp Wisdom Road, Dallas, TX 75236
Available from: SIL, 7500 West Camp Wisdom Road, Dallas, TX 75236
Cost: None
Minimum hardware and software configuration needed: PC (DOS or Windows), Macintosh, or
UNIX
PC-PAiR is a syntactic: parser that implements the unification-based gnmmar formalism PATR II (as descn"be hi
A11 illlr(>(/uctioll lo ullljicariota-based approaches lo grammar, by Stuart Shieber, CSLJ, 1986). To par5e sentences,
the analyst supplies a sentence grammarlllld a lexicon. The propm provides a simple, interactive interface in
which the user type.~ a sentence and the analysis is displayed on the sc~n as a parse tree and fcaturt:lltructures.
Test sentences can also be read from a file and the results saved. PC·PATR also doe• morphological paning"on
the fly'' by submitting words not found in the lexicon to the PC-KIMMO morphological parser. The new word
analysi~ is then added to the word Iell icon. PC-PATR is especially appropriate for pedagogical use and for "((id
computer modeling of a lioguistie analysis. It runs under MS·OOS, Window, Macintosh, and UNJX.

Peter Ladcfoged, ct. al. (University of California-Los Angeles)
Office telephone number: (310) 825-0829
address: iduOpnl@mvx.oac.ucla.edu
Department of Linguistics, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024-1543
rrom: Dcparnnent of Linguistics, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024-1543
description below.
hardware and software configuration needed: Classic Macintosh, 25 MG hard disk
~ lX].A l'tloDetks Lab lradllnJ material for usc llrilb Macilltosb computm C(liiSists of fOIII' packages.

I ne So•acb el the WOI'ld'• LaDIIJ•I• ($50 Jadlvlctaal ae; $110 l1111tltut1oaal). A database developed at
PbODeliC:S Labocalory 10 Uluslnlle aDd teaCh lbout the range of souods used iD human laDJuagcs wilh llllferia1 011
. _...,.y 100 lallgaases. Tbc let demoostntea particulat highliJllts of the IOUIId sysums fOO!Siag especially 011 nrer IOUIIds
!
DOt odlerwise bave 1 cllaDce to bear from a llltive speaker. Tbc reconJiDgs are based 011 tbe ardlives of rccordiDgs

t0.A

---=

wilh addlticx.J contribudoos from oa!Side collaborators. All the IIDJ~Daes cao be accessed from

1

list of

_ _, ....- . or by clictiDJ 011 tbe illlpaae 111111e Ill a set of maps. AIIIPA IOUDd$ iDdex provides a ooaveaieot way of fiDdiDJ
WustralC tbe usc ofJ*tieular S0U114s. (Support provided by NSF.)
Soucll of A Coiii'U lit PII#Mik• ($35/$70). Tbc awerial ill the textbook, IDcludios tbe words iD 19 of tbe
tbe la.lda ol ocher IIDJuaaea, all spoteu by DBtlve speatas of tbesc laltguqes. Tbc EoJIIsb llllteriaJ is produced
Alllerk:aa &sJish 8lld a speaker of Bridsb &Jiish. Tbc SOUDds rqeseDted by tbe symbols in tbe IPA char1s llld
81t~lbll~ wrdsta are produced by l'l*t J..adefoaed.
ne Soucb of Ole World'• Laqups combillcd witll A Co~~n• Ill Pll•••*• ($751$1541).
4. A~ PboMtkl TeacllJaa Materials ($251$51). Stacb dezaooSinlliog toplca sacll as: radladDJ SOUDd, addlaJ
- . ...pmg tbeor)', speech syulhe&l, WIYel in tubes IDCl iD lhe voc:a1 trace.IIICI Fouriet aoalysil. Also a pr0gn1111 for~
..,...... 0111118fd1in8 vowel quality, aDd ICII!e utility JII'08l'IIIIS·
'Ole laldmliQIIa! pia:a IDclode pmalssioa to I'UII the software 011 more lhao oae compu•. but oot to make cop1ca for otbers.
,. rw • we blow, all of lhil aoftware will rue 011111y Maciltoeb. from a Macl'lu upwards. A hard disk aDd Hypercard 2.0.2 or
.._.., aboteqUired.llld 1ioudspeater with beaer qaallty tbaD dial Ia tbe Maaatosh is requWd for satisfal:lory SOUDd..

Phonetics Training Tool (alpha)
Name: D. K. Evans-Romaine (University of Michigan); San Duanmu (University of Michigan)
E-mail address: dker@umich.cdu; duanmu@umich.edu OMce telephone number: (313) 764-03S3
Address: 1076 Frieze Building, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Available from: Program in Linguistics, 1076 Frieze Bldg, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Ml-48109
Cost: None
Minimum hardware and software configuration needed: Macintosh, 12" monitor, 4 MB memory,
Hypercard 2.0, quicklime system extension
The University of Mi.dligan PHonetics Training Tools is an enserble of Hypercard stacks

designed to assist beginnin:J students of jilonetics m associating the syntx>ls of tre
IPA, the sounds they represent, and the (;bysiology underlying their p~on. 'l'he
PIT "skeleton" o.arrently available includes sound files, animated vocal tracts, and
x-ray lfOV'ies for eadl speech sound. Audio-video resources can be accessed through
an IPA-table mterface or by manipulating a vocal tract on screen. Also .included are
m:xlels for an IPA training garre and a testing ncdule, in whi.dl students are tested
oo their ability to associate IPA syntlols, static vocal tract shapes, and }:bysiological
descriptions. The PIT is currently m its initial (;bases only, and is part of an
0090in9 effort by the Univeristy of Michigan to mcrease the arrount of carp1ter--asai.sted
instruction in ~sties.
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BRIDGES TO LITERACY BEGINNING SYNTAX
Children, Fom"lies ond Schools

Edited by DAVID K. DICKINSON
1994- 6 x 9-288 pages
I 55786-373-3- paperback- S2195

INTRODUCTION TO

GOVERNMENT AND
BINDING THEORY

Second Edition

LILIANE HAEGEMAN
/994- 6 * x 9* - 700 pages
0-631·1906'1-8- paperback- S27.95

PRAGMATICS

An in!roduction

JACOBMEY
/993 - 6X 9 - 360 pages
().63/ /8691-3 - paperback - S/9.95

AN ENCYClOPEDIC
DICTIONARY OF

LANGUAGE AND
LANGUAGES
DAVID CRYSTAL
1993 - 6x 9 - 440 pages
0·631-11652-7 - hardcover - 129.95

UNDATHOMAS
/993- 6x9 -192pages
0-631-18826-6- paperback - 114.95

ENGLISH SOUND
STRUCTURE
JOHN HARRIS
1994- 6 X 9- 802 pages
0-631-18741-3- paperback- 129.95

A COMPANION TO

THE PHILOSOPHY
OF MIND
Edited by SAMUEL GUTTENPLAN
/994- 6'/.x 9 ¥. - 5'16pages
0-631-17953-4- hardcover- 179.95

UNDERSTANDING
ENGLISH GRAMMAR

AUnguistic Approach

RONALD WARDHAUGH
1994- 6 ~ x9 '/. - 304 pages
0-631-19642-0- paperback- 124.95

INVESTIGATING
LANGUAGE

Centrol Problems in l.ilguisoo
Longuoge
Series ...

111

Soc1ety

RONALD WARDAUGH
/993- 6x 9-272 pages
0-631-18754-5- paperback- 117.95

PRINCIPLES OF
LINGUISTIC CHANGE

Volume l : Internal Factors

WILIJAM LABOY
/994 - 6x9 - 720pages
0-631-17914·3 - paperback- 129.95

BILINGUALISM

Second Edition

SUZANNE ROMAINE
1994 - 6x9 - 384 pages
0-631-195394- paperback- 124.95

SOCIOLINGUISTIC
THEORY
JACK CHAMBERS
/994 - 6x 9- 256pages
0-631-18326-4- paperback - S/9.95

INTERCULTURAL
COMMUNICATION

ADiscourse Approach

RONALD SCOLLON and
SUZANNE WONG SCOLLON
January 1995- 6 x 9- 301 pages
0-631-19489-4- paperback- 122.95

OUR BOOTH FOR A 20% DISCOUNT ON ILL TITLES
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238 Main Street, Cambridge, MA02142

CALL TOLL-FREE (800) 488-2665
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